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Perhaps no denomination is n^w tahing a more en- 
■Cuuraging attitude toward the development of a modern 
;rr«jyran uf religious education than the '^hurch of the 
(Brethern. It is true, however, that this present interes'it 
foIlov7S a long period of inactivity and positive 
opposition to all educational effort. The result of this
:i
ipr longed oppositioh is reflected in the denomination's
'■ !i
present educational organization. So long as it was 
ijpossihle to operate only a limited educational program 
ijit was not necessary to build up an elaborate organiz,atio|i.
||lt seems, ho?/ever, that we have ■finally come to the nlacel
li
jjwhere the present organization is unable to carry the 
jprograra which public sentiment demands.
I The purpose of this treatise is to develop an
organization plan which will guarantee a unified 
jlsducational program for the Church of the Brethr«n. The 
ijflrst three chapters deal with the general principl s of 
organization and administration as they relate toi
operating a national cooperative program of religious ^
=4eal. =
problems of educational organization in the -Shurdh of 
the Bretliiren. Ho attempt is made to discredit the work 
of any part of the present organization. I have en­
deavored to point out certain apparent weaioiesses in the 
present system and to suggest possible lines of 
improvement in the light of definite principles which I 
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CHAPTER II.
THE PUHCTI^H OF EPHCATIOH m A DEMOCRACY.
II
'WHen our forefathers estahlished this government 
they founded it upon the principle Of democracy. They 
.holdly turned away from the ancient doctrine of the 
divine right of kings and asserted that all men are 
created equal; having equal rights t'o life, liberty, and 
the pursuit of happiness. It was this ideal of the ^
I "
; liberty and equality of all men which led to the organ-
I ization of our present form of government,
il
This early concept of democracy did not remain
i stable but it has gradually developed u^til today it 
has a broader meaning than ever, before. Lincoln
I referred to the republic as, "A government of the people^ 
j: by the people, and for the people”. Too long, perhaps,
ji
II we have allowed our concept of democracy to include only|| 
f the right of the people to share in the affairs of
ii “I government. We have been content with the ideal of a
il
|i government of people and by people, and have given too
II little attention to the ideal of a government for
ji people. Democracy in its highest form not only grants 
Il to the people the right tn govern themselves but it
l!
|| exists for the primary purpose of administering to the
II
II
i needs of all of the people. It accepts the fact that 
all of the people have equal rights wl.ife, liberty,' n 
^ and happiness, and is satisfied only when all come into 
Hhe fullest realization of these rights. Democracy, " 
i then, is an ever growing, broadening concept. It seeks
I IIthe Creates,t good, not of any select class, but of the || 
whole people.
1, Democracy Demands Intelligence.
1. Civic welfare;
i! The nature of government is such that those who ,,I "
I administer its functions must have a high level .of,
I common intelligence. If the government is- a monarchy
I
for an aristocracy the principle still holds that, if
[I
t there is-to be a successful -administration of affairs,
I
I those in authority must be intelligent. Prior to the
It
f settlement of America the nations of Europe had been!l
!] governet by a select class who, thongh in the minority, “
i|
|j had long imposed their will up.on the majority. This
I
;! select class was known as the nobility. They held theirl
;iil
i| position by right of inheritance and- were able to enforc^
i|
ftheir will by military power. The rank and file of the hI
1 people were not permitted to take any part in the 
; fl
affairs of government. They were uneducated and
-1^--
slaves of the ruling class. Those of the select class 
were thus able, through their superior intelligence and 
the power of the militia, to compel the less ihielligenif 
to submit to whatever form of government they chose to 
impose upon them.
One of the leading motives which led to the 
settlement, of America v/as the desire to escape the 
tyranny of European aristocracy. This tyranny had ''
manifested itself both in state and in church affairs,. 
The founders of our government were, therefore, 
thoroughly committed to the task of building a nation 
upon the principles of freedom and equality. It was 
this principle, when applied to the affairs of 
government, 'which gave every man a voice in the 
government and made public education necessary. The 
leaders of the new democracy at once recognized the 
fact that, if every individual was to have a voice in 
the government, the success of that government would 
rest upon an intelligent citizenship. It was a -matter 
of common agreement that it would be unsafe to intrust
ii
the government to an illiterate people. Since all the 
people had equal right to exercise in the affairs of ^ 
government, it became necessary for the state to set to 
work to build a system of public education designed to
i; give all of the people the oommon elemept>«'necessary
i|
"for their intelligent participation in government.'
li '
„ 2. Individual and social welfare.
Il! The Ideal of democracy is that each individualI
j citizen shall come into the fullest realization of all
1!
of his powers. A man's duty toward the organization 
we call government is "based primarily upon this fact, 
Government does not exist for itself or for any select' 
j class. It exists to promote the welfare of' every 
individual. Y/hen an individual assumes his responsi'bilijty 
toward the government and exercises- his right to particij- 
pate in the government "by voting, he is simply endeavor 
ing to promote his ovYn’Welfare and that of othe'rs.
Progress is impossible without intelligence. Just as i 
would be impossible for society to progress without a 
high level of common Intelligence, so would it also be 
impossible for the Individual to advance without 
intelligence. Education in democracy performs ‘the 
double function of minister^ing to the needs of the 
individual and to society as a whole.
An aristocracy can only thrive upon an illiterate 
people. The very genius of an aristocracy is to keep 
the people ignorant. .This is nowhere better seen than
Q-P ftp-t-TT^a-ny th*? ypfl.rA..tlil-PL.
I
nation had been developing a scfhool system, %hlch was ^ 
designed not for the good of the people, but to promote 
the interest^ of a select class. This sjrstem of 
education was designed to train a small minority to 
exercise authority and to compel the large ma;5ority 
to willingly obey that authority. It was not designed 
to develop freedom and initiative on the part of the 
individual. The aristocracy knew that the only’way to 
keep the peop-he from asserting themselves and demanding' 
their rights, was to keep them ignorant, 'and they
’ t
designed a s'ystem of education which would accomplish 
this purpose. The only school which was open to the 
masses was the Volksschule. an oral^elementary school 
corresponding to our eight grades. From this school 
a child could go into the industries or into the army
as a private,'or he -could take a two years training 
course to prepare to teach in the Volksschule. VJhen a 
child entered the Volksschule he knew that it would 
be impossible for him to take training beyond these 
elementary schools. With only this limited educational 
advantages the only thing a common citizen could do was
f
to accept the humblest positions, which would not demand 
skill or initiative.




wholly different system of schools. They did not go to 
the oral schools at all but went direct to the SymnasiliH. 
This was a twelve year school .having a rich curriculum 
and was -designed' to train for positions of leadership. 
After complet-ihg the work offered in the Gsonnasium the 
pupil could go to the professional schools or to the 
Universities. The student after completing his educatio 
in this 'excellent system of schoo'ls went into the army 
as an officer, or into some department of government, or 
became the head of some industry. Less than. 10 Jjercent 
of the people of Germany had' the advantage of this 
wxcellent system of education but this small minority 
became the rulers of the large majority and compelled 
them to submit to their autocratic power.
Such a system of education could not be tplerated 
in a democracy. The purpose of education in a democracy 
is to equalize and unify the people so that they can 
together work out their common destdpy. The first 
; essential in the process of working out this common 
! destiny is that intelligence shall be made the common 
possession of all of the people.
■11. Our System of Public Education.
Public education in Agierica did not develop rapidly
JL
4
^ealately after the governmant was estahlrsheS.
,,„ia be safe to aay, however, that the germs of a 
,,etem of publle eeaeatlon have beeh in eviaence almost ^ 
froir. the -beginning. Our ideals of democracy have he ^ 
graanally changing ani this has resnltea in correspono-^ 
i.g Changes in our eiucational system. Inst'as we have 
oome to apnreciate more fully what it means to allow
every citisen to participate in the affairs of governme^ .
<0+0 TTinre fullY the importancd we have come to appreciate more tu y
of general intelligence.
+110+ It will not do to intrust the ,
Xle have seen that it wixo- .
A -oo-n r>v.ildren to each ind.ividual eSuoation of the American chiiaren
family because in many instances, if this ware aOne-,, 
the chiiaren would be aeprivea of any eduoational 
aavantages. In th'e interest of democracy, therefore 
the state has heen developing a system of ^ree schools.. 
As our concept of democracy has heen .enlarged we have 
„„t been satisfied merely with free sch^but we 
nave gradually retired compulsory attendance. The 
'■ atate’; when it allows an individual all themights . 
and privileges of the free state, assumes it to be its 
right to compel each individual to qualify himself for 





1, Universal and eompulsory
II it has "been the policy of the state to extend its
system of free schools to all sections of the country. 
Even yet much remains to he done in this respect. - 
’*^hile we do have a syste.m nf free schools 'there are 
many communities in America where the state'has not yet 
operated any schools at all. In other tentions of the 
country the schools are operated for only short periods 
each year. The puhlie conscience is beginning to he so 
strongly aroused on this question that 'ife hel-ieve f-t 
will not he long hntil every community will have its 
free school and that compulsory attendance 'wfll he 
universal throughout America. We conceive it to he 
the goal of democracy to promote the welfare .of all 
of the people hut the welfare of all of the people can­
not he conserved unless our system of public education
,, is made 'universal. It is not enough to guarantee the 
intelligence of even a majority of the people, because 
an unintelligent citizen having equal privileges with 
those who are intelligent, cannot help hut he a peril 
in our national life. The safety of the nation demands 
that every child shall have an opportunity to acquire 






Since it is the goal of democracy to promote the 
'welfare of all the people it is invperati-ve‘that the
II
sch-ools of the democracy, shall he standardized.. This | 
is a matter that is now demanding the attention of our 
educators. We have had gond schools in spots hut in 
other sections we have had very poor ■schoo^.s. The 
ilational Government has expended millions of 'dollars 
annually in the interest of agriculture and certain ^
industries hut only a few hundred thousand .dollars have 
been expended for general public education. The failure 
''of the' central government to make large appropriations 
fon education has left our educational w-ork largely 
in the hands of each local community. !'Tien the 
community happens to he a center of wealth and realizes 
large returns from taxation-, an efficient system of 
education has.usually been developed. On the other hS.nd »,* 'N
if the community happens to have a low property 
‘valuation, the schools are less efficient. By this 
'method of depending only upon local taxation for 
education it often happens that a community with com­
paratively few .children and a high property valuation is 
able to have an efficient ^system of public education 
while'a community with a larger number of children and
l07/er property valuation is compelled to operate an 
inferior system of schools.
When a community if forced to get along with an 
inefficient system of schonl-s it is not only detrimental 
to that particular' .comnrunity hut to the state and nation 
as well. If the ch.ild.ren nf any aommunity are 'deprived 
of standard educational facilities they will he less 
able when they reach, maturity to ’intelligently partici­
pate in state and national affairs. Ih’ out complex 
society veTy many people from, the smaller communities 
find their way to the larger centers and because of thei 
limited knowledge they often become the prey of Cin— 
scrupulous persons and Influences. It is, therefore, 
in accord with our i'd'eal of democracy that a wealthy 
community should be taxed for the support of education 
In remote sections of the country. Until this ig done 
the child who happens to be born in a small community 
j{will be. handicapped in assuming the responsibilities of 
citizenship because democracy has denied him equal 
opportunity to acquire an education.
There seems to be no doubt but what the state will 
continue to develop its schools along the'lines 
mentioned,. The tendency everywhere is to make public 
education free and universal andtto. make it universally
efficient.
Ill, The Character of the Curriculum.
In discussing the function of education in a 
democracy we cannot stop merely with the aonclusion that 
the state will huild a sy&tem of fre-e schools and that 
these schools will he efficient. It is quite possible 
to huild ‘a system of universal education which will he 
universally efficient, hut which will not serve the 
highest interests -of democracy. -This l-eads us to 
examine- the character of tha curriculum which will he^ 
necessary to the life of the democracy.
It is the function of education in a democracy to 
give such training as will best .serve tha highest 
interests of all of the people. Since the democracy 
exists for the good of the pe'ople,. it's system of 
education must consider both the life of the individual 
and' the life of the state, ^'he curriculum .of our 
public schools has been rapidly changing and it is
I
I impossible to determine the line of its' future develop­
ment, however, it will be safe to mention a few general 
principles whiph should be observed in developing the 
schools of our democracy.
1. Common knowledge and comnio-n Ideal.q.
■ The interests of democracy demand that the people
i
- 1'
shall be able to think and abt collectively. Collective 
thinking is not possible except upon the basis of common 
knowledge, common attitudes, and common ideals. Before 
you can get a group to think alike concerning any 
matter they must possess in common the essential facts 
concerning that particular thing. After a group has 
been given-a body of co-mmon'knowledge you-always find 
a unity of opinion which results in some common 
expression or action. Common knowledge- leads to common 
attitudes. Individuals do not develop strong interests, 
and en'thusj.asms, or goals until they have bebn ‘given a 
fund or knowledge relating to th'e particular interests, 
enthusiasms or goals. An individual must know about a 
thing before he can develop ,a characteristic feeling 
toward that thing. Nalther do individuals give them­
selves whole heartedly to a cause until, through 
sufficient knowledge, they have developed a certain 
attitude of mind .which later ripens into a burning 
ideal of life. This is equally true of groups of 
individuals. Group attitudes and ideals develop after 
the group has had sufficient common knowledge to produce 
group consciousness, and they we may expect some action 
in the light of the knowledge received. It is impossible, 
therefore, for a body of people to develop common ideals
I!
I of democracy upon any other basis than common knowledge.
I No better illustration of this principle can be
"seen than in the temperance feform movemejit. Today we
II
II have a nation committed to the ideal of prohibition, 
which has been expressed by the ma;Jority of our citizens
II in the eighteenth amendment of the Constitution. ,Only 
a few years ago the people were quite di.yfded upon this
j| question. In fact we may say that, there was no con­
siderable number of people in favor of prohibition. The
II movement started with a small group who began to give ouf
I
I' the facts concerning the evils of alcoholism. Soon we . *
had g-reat national agencies for educating the American 
people concerning this whola question. The result of 
this program of education was that we soon, develop d a 
nation of people who hated intemperance and who were 
willing to champion the cause of prohibition as a 
national ideal.
2.. The borrowing process
II Our system of public schools is by no means an 
American creation. In the development of this system ^ 
of education we have borrowed freely from both Germany 
and England. It is not strange, therefore, to find our 
curriculum very greatly influenced by certain ideals I 
and standards which formerly prevailed in those nations-.ii
As po'inted out "before, it was not considered impdrtant **
" Iin Europena countries, that anyone "be educated except
the- nobility. They were the only people who were in- ^
trusted with’ authority and were the only people who
needed an education. The idea that it was Important for It
II
the common man to be educated was not even serio'isly 
consld’ered. An edu.eation was simply a mark of refinement 
and culture and could 0nly be acquired by a person who 
had leisure. 7/hen we attempted to borrow our educationa]| 
standards and ideals from Europe it- w.as no more than 
natural that that we should incorporate into our system 
certain things which were not designed primarily to
II
serve the interests of our citizens.
The ancient idea of education was to give the pupil
mental discipline by requiring him to master a certain ' ¥
body of facts regardless of whether or not a knowledge 
of those facts would enable him to successfully meet" a
I’
particular situation. When colleges were established iif 
American it was quite natural thkt Our educators should 
'follow the long established custom in Europe and make the| 
classic languages and higher mathematics the very heart 
.|of thie curriculum. These early colleges w,ere established^ 
'!by the church, primarily for the purpose of educating 
the ministry and this fact may have had some influence
II - - = ^
II on the character of the curriculum; nevertheless, when 
the state began to establish collegea and schools of'
II higher learning, the samjs borrowing process was continue^,
I
Our academies and. high schools were established for the 
purpose, of preparing people for college and in order to 
meet the requirements of.the- colleges their founders 
were compelled to. ma.lce the -classics the core, of the 
curriculum.
II
?/e have been slow to recognize the fact tliat |
education in a democracy has a different function fr^m ii
II
education in a nation which has long been governed by a 
select class. Whenever a man is educated so that he can 
take his place as a responsible me.mber .of society he Ls 
able to assume those larger duties and resp.onsibiiiti,es 
which the state demands Sf him. In the past our system 
of public education has not been designed primarily for 
the good, of the individual or for the .life of the state. ' 
We have been so gripped by former standards of education 
that we have not considered seriously v/hether v/p are ^
serving the h-ighest interests of democracy or only u
preserving .ancient standards of culture, '^^e have largely 
borrowed our educational ideals and standards from "
Eurppe and have not considered the .problem as to whether i, 
or not those standards are suited to our needs. The tes^
i
of tlje' curj-iaulum-should he the life, of the indlYidUB,!' 
and the life of the sha'te. Whatever- bodies of knowledge 
that- shall enable an individual to,Cpei-form liis duties
f
in aoG-iety, b_oth ag an irid ivid,ual and as a citizen, 
should have a plhce in the curnioulum. J do' not wholly
,<3-0
discount- the "value of the/>^cultural subjects in' the 
schools of a -democracy huts I do maintain that they have 
been greatly over emphasised,
g. In-trOhuctlon of social sciences
Ope is happy t*o note that the GurriCiilum of our 
echoals- is rapidly'changing. .The -firs't noticeable change 
was se'en in the tendency to brealc away from the classics 
and introduco the physical sciences. Just now there 4s 
a marked tendency toward* the eoclal scdence^are destined 
to become the very heart of the curric’ulum. The old 
order may have served its purp'ose well but today we need 
a more practical training. ‘The gfeaf mass of Onr 
citizens are busy workings n06ple . ’They have" a multit-ude
jaf duties and xelatfonships to perform in society-and
jit.is right that our educational system shall be of such
fcharactor es will best fit’ them for their tasks. :gvery
and-ividAal is also charged wjth the responsibility of 
11
jparticipation in civil affairs. Universal suffrage is a 





in-j7elligence. The state, therefore, has the responsthhlf 
ity of giving every individual those comRion elements * 
which are necessary for the life of the state. Having 
I, in view the life of the individual and the Ijfe of ^he 
state I believe that the social sciences should become 
11 the very core of the curriculum. Our children should be 
taught history, ethics, sociology, government, psyoholog;| 
and any other subject designed to fit them for life in 
the democracy.
The nature of the social sciences is such that they 
cannot 'be taught before the high school age. If it is 
a fact that a knov/ledge of these subjects is necessary 
for the life of the individual and for the life of the 
state, it becomes-the duty of the state to see to it 
that all the people are taught these common elements.
This would mean that public education should be made 
compulsory throughout the high school age'. Since the II
«ause of democracy demands that the state shall build 
a system of schools, the state has the right to determind) 
what bodies of knowledge ehall go into the curriculum " 
land also to see to it that this knowledge becomi s the 
jpossession of all of the people.
IV, The Place of Religion in the Schools of a Democracy
d. Education Rave birth to Religions 'Freedom' —-------- „
-
After the decay of the Roman Empire Europe witnessed 
a long struggle for supremacy between the church and 
the- state. The church v?as at-first satisfied to -concern 
"herself, with spiritual matteBS but as she became wealthy 
and more- thoroughly organized she began to exercise her 
power in both temporal and spiritual affairs^ The
eleventh and twelfth centuries were given to a series* •
of long and bitter contests between the church and the 
state and by the middle of the thirteenth century the 
church had become absolutely supreme.
The church'was organized like the state and usually 
performed th.e functions of the state. Every individual 
was compelled 'to> belong to -the church an.d every Ohe 
was taxed for its suppor.t. .The-dlVine authority of the 
king had Tiow been* superseded by the divine ahthoyity.
„ of the pope. He had absolute power both in temporal and 
I spiritual affairs, even ta the extent of crowning or 
deposing the temporal rulers. The clergy ^lone were
I!
educated, which fact together with the almost unlimited
|wealth at their disposal, made it possible for them to
1 ^“hold powerful offices in church and state. In fact the 
"destinies of the pe’opie were in the hands of this
I)
1
■thoroughly organized ecclesiastical system.
For several centuries the people were loyal to this

to recount that many of these sects became very lntolera|it 
to those who did not interpret the Bihle as they did*
!Dhey desired religious freedom for themselves hut the'y^ 
were not ready to grant this right to others as a 
universal, principle. In spite of opposition and per­
secution ind,ividuals still maintained their right to 
interpret the Bible for themselves and it was net long n 
until the desire for religious freedom had .come to be "
II
the biggest force in Europe. In fact, everything was 
subordinated to this desire for freedom. ’Vhen persecuti|)n 
came, from whatever source, the people were willing to 
abandon their homes and friends, their wealth and 
position, if only they could worship God as they pl,eased^ 
Thus we see how the ancient doctrine of a Holy Church 
had given way the doctrine-of the Holy Book, and as the 
people began to- study that book for themselves they 
developed the ideal of religious freedom, which now 
forms such a fundamental place in our democracy.
2. Heligion is necessary to the life of the state
Today we are ready to honor the men who for the sake 
of their religious ideals were willing to endure 
privation of every kind in order that they might establish 
a government based upon the principle of-freedom and „/ II
equality. When the pilgrims came to America, they came .
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their relationship to God ahd they sought a place wher^ 
they could express that relationship’ as they understood ||
I
it. So loyal were they to their religious ideals that
. wthey were willing'to die that their cause might live. "
II
Indeed religion was the primary factor which led to the „
establishment-of most of the American colonies, ’^^e **
cannot doubt, the-^efore, but what religion has had much ®
1}
to do witl the development of our democracy.
It is certainly appar nt to every’ one that we are 
not now stressing tire importance of th'e feliglous ideal 
as we^ formerly did. In the early days of our democracy " 
religion was-made a vital part of a child's education. 
Parents saw to it thht their children were indoctrinated
with the fundamental religious concepts. They did this 
because religion wes the controlling ideal. 'Sven though 
a child had a very limited gen'eral education lie w- s not
: ignorant of the teachings of the Bihle. It is tree that 
] education"’was then largely- in the hands of the church 
, and this fact may have encouraged the tendency to teach
f ■■
religion both in the home and in the schools. low that* « 
f:i! -'6 have a system of public education the tendency has 
been to turn the child over to the public schools for 
his education, and since religion cannot be taught in th^ 
s^ate schools, he is largely deprived of his religious 
»-i-nhe-r4rtamen.—- *= =
The tendency in our system of public educrti n is 
toward industrial and social efficiency. The puhTlc
I
school floes not attempt to go beyond this point. It is u 
true that the public school teaches morals but a system 
of morals only involves social relationships. T/hen the * 
goal of democracy becomrs social efficiency the standard| 
of conduct are tahen from society. Should those standar4s
I
become wholly materialistic it would still be possible | 
to have a society that was socially efficient but you 
would- have a society that had lost the ideals upon which 
our democracy was founded. Religion is necessary to 
sustain mor^ity. If there is to be moral progress in 
society there must be a universal standard for conduct 
•and. tie positing 'of such a standard is the contribution 
I witch religion makes to morality. Social efficiency |
i, ^
is a high ideal and my relationship to society is
Kmportant’but my relationship to God is more important,
The consciousness of my relationship to the Divine
,Person, who becomes my ideal standard for conduct, is
necessary if 1 am'to make the fullest contribution to th^
development of morality. If I am conscious of this
jrelationship I will not oh-oose my standards from soci$-ty n 
I ^ It|but from this Divine Person. I will not be satisfied wii:^
conditions as I see them in society, but I will have a
*30-
universal pattern "by which to me&sure -my coflduct. Je-a^s 
Christ gafe to the world great universal idehls and thes^ 
ideals constitute the essence of the Christian religion. 
They go beyond social efficiency; they seelt to unite 
the efficient life and the good life. If we desire for 
society more than social efficiency it will be necessary 
that every child come to appreciate the value of the 
fundamental religious ideals.
3, Religion cannot be taught in the public schools.
In an earlier paragraph I affirmed that those 
common elements which are necessary for the life of the 
state should be taught in our public schools. This 
principle applies to all bodies of knowleoga except 
religion. 'Religion is necessary to the life of the stat4 
but .the life of the free state depends upon the principle 
of separation of church and state. ’.Vhen our forefathers 
came to America they were thoroughly grounded in the 
principle of religious freedom. They had seen the evils 
of a state religion and having so recently been liberate(| 
from that system, they determined to preserve the 
principle of religious libe^'ty in America. Yle may say 
^ that it was this principle more than any other which 
I has made our democracy what it is.. The founders of our 
I government were willing to accept the rule of^he majori'^y
•91)
in all matters except religion but they were careful to 
see to it that the majority should not impose its will 
upon the minority in religious affair's^. Our hat-Lonal 
constitution and each of the state constitutions 
explicitly declare that no law shall’be passed which
H
shall interfere with individual freedom of religion.
'ince the state exists for all of the people and since 
there are a multitude of faiths, it becomes evident 
that the state cannot teach religion. The public school^ 
also exist for all of -the people and any attempt to ^
teach religion in the public schools would violate the 
principle of the separation of church and state.
Many plans have been suggested for teaching religion 
in the public schools'. It has been hel'd th'at the state 
should -teach only thos-e elements of religion which would 
be .'acceptable to. all faiths, but' if you would remove, 
all those elements which might be objectionable to each qjf 
the different religious bodies, you wo'-ld then have 
Irobfeed your religious material of all that really males 
it worth while-. Even th'-ugh you should teach the Bible 
as history and literature, as has been proposed, it woul^ 
be of little advantage so far as religious education is 
concerned'. The bare facts of history and literature, 7/h^n 
robbed of all their deep spiritual meaning and the
effisi;ional appeal, could have lit'fcl'e value in developinig 
a religious persoijaiity. After all, the most im^rtant 
factor in any system of education is the teacher^ and 
should the pnhlic shhools he given the task of teaching 
religion there would he thousands of teachers unprepared 
I to teach this material even as history and literature, 
j In addition to the lack of training there would he many 
!teachers in our public schools who tould not he in
I ■ * .^sympathy with the spirit and purpose of the religious 
'Uessage. The need is great for religious instruction 
^^hut if we wish to preserve a free church within a free 
state, Tte should look upon any effort to teach religion 
in the. public schools ap a dangerous encroachment upon
;our fundamental principle of religious freedom.
,1
^ Summarizing briefly: The function of education in a 
democracy .is to guarantee the common Intelligence of all 
“Of people. If this is to he, accomplished it will he
l>
necessary for the state to build an efficient system of
iii universal education and to determine what bodies of
!i
fcommon knowledge shall he taught in the curriculum of 
;:the public schools. The value of religion in the life 
lof the democracy is fully recognized because no system 
: of morality can long he sustained without religion; how- 
iievef, since our democracy rests upon the principle of
It
1
religious freedom, it becomes impossible to teach 
religion in the public schools.
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CHAPTIIR III.
THE GHURCH’S RESPOHSIBIIITY FOR RELIGIOUS EDUCA^IOH
The fact that there is such apparent lack of j
religious earnestness among adults is not due to any « 
inherent incapacity for religion* in the child. Every | 
child comes iritc the world v/ith a religioas nature and j 
is endowed with the capacity to live a religious life.
The possession of a-'positive religious nature does not 
iipply that the child should he i-eft to himself. On the 
contrary, it is this fact which challenges the effor-ts *■ 
of the teacher-. 'lature only give's capacity; it remains 
for the teacher to provide such nurture as will help 
to release this or'iginal endowment of childhood.
The dev'elopmunt of religion in the child is not 
different from the development of his other faculties. 
Adults, however, have made much less provision for norma|. 
religious development than for any other faculty. The 
child will not grow up to he strong physically unless he 
is given proper nurture. So important is, this now 
considered that the state is beginning to assist the. 
home by giving systematic physical training. A Child n 
would be just as undeveloped socially and intellectuallyn
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as he often is religiously vyere it not for the fact 
that we have great institutions designed to nurture 
those capacities and develop them to the highest ievel, 
Normal religions development is not less important 
than normal physical, intellectual, or social developmenljb, 
hut we have not recognized this fact in our system of 
education. 17e have affirmed -that religion is necessary ^ 
for the life of the state, hut we deny the state the 
right to teach religion in the public schools. It is th^ 
purpose of this discussion to inquire as to what 
agencies are directly responsible for teacliing religion 
and to study the character of the program which shall 
he necessary to guarantee the normal religious develop­
ment of every child.
1. The Home as an Agency of Religious Education.
1. 'T'he home Is not adequate
""hose who are nof willing to ta\e relig-^ous educatlo|i 
seriously and who:-ara luke warm toward the i-dea of the 
church assuming any additional responsibility for 
training our children in- '■religion, pride themselves in 
their zeal for raligious educrtion by proclaiming t.hat 
the home is the place 'to teach religion, ^e cannot, over 
emphasize the importance ojf home training. It forms the 
bas.is for all la.ter training, howevep, no one would
think of relying solely upon the home as an agency of 
education in any other field except religion. T’he home 
is a place to teach other educational ^laterial and, 
in fact, many homes lay the foundation for a liberal
II
education before the child ever goes 'to the public 
schools. The only reason a parent sends his child to th^ 
school is because he knows that he cannot give 
him a satisfactory general education at .home. Many 
parents' who have taken great pains to teach their child- 
ten certain facts of general education In the h me" so 
that they could enter the public schools a grade in 
advance of their age, have failed to give these same* 
children any systematic religious instruction.
Is it not true that the individual who is willing to 
^ jrely on the home as the sole agency for teaching religioi| 
I jhas not himself seen the need of religious training? The' 
■parent who has given* his children the most careful train-|j 
: ing before they enter the public school, is the most 
.lanxious for them to acquire a thorough education. Such 
..parents are the most loyal supporters of the public 
.schools, In the field of general education the parents 
; Who rely solely upon the home, and keep their children 
: ifrom attending the public schools, are not generally 
:Considered as being interested in their children's
educational welfare. Is the ^analogy too strong? I.feiy 
It not be true that parents who give most careful 
attention to teaching religion in the home are the mo«t 
loyal supporters of religious education in the church. 
The very fact that they have begun to teach religion 
systematically in the home leads them to see the 
importance of a thorough religious education for their 
children and they, therefore, look beyond the home -^or 
some agency to complete the work which they have begun.
I desire to emphasize the importance of the home as 
an agency for teaching religion. One of the chief 
reasons why there is such a lack of religious emphasis 
today is due to the fact that the home has ceased to be 
a teaching agency. In view of this fact, I do not 
believe that we shall -ever spiritualize the American 
people by relying only upon the home as the agency for 
; teaching 'religion. The Christian Religion is not 
I emphasized in the mn;]ority of American homes. If these
I ' ■i unchristian homes are ever to be made chiistian the 
force will have to come from the outside. Emphasize 
religious teaching in the home all you will but, as a 
principle, it does not offer a solution to the problem 
I of giving the American people a religious education.
2, Religious education seoondaty
Ij; is true that in many Christian homes some real 
effort is made to teach religion and I do not wish to 
under evaluate such teaching. I believe., however, that 
in th'^se homes where the most earnest effort is made to 
teach religion that such instruction is made secondary 
to other types of instruction. The home, as it is" 
organized today, is not adapted to perform an 
educational task. It would he possible, and about as 
reasonable to think that parents could give their 
children an adequate- general education in the home, as 
it would be to suppose that they could give an adequate 
religious education in the home. We'have learned, as 
American citizens, to value a high standard o^ general 
inteklectual training so much that we are willing to 
■support financially an elaborate system of public 
education. We recognize our Inability as individuals 
to educate tur children, therefore, we delegate this 
responsibility to the state. In the field of religious 
education it is likewise impossible to give our 
children an adequate religious education in the home. 
The home is important but it is not suf-^icient. We 
must look to the church as the agency responsible for 
■de_v_e.lo-Ding an adequate ^stejn^.^i religious education.
11. The Church is Responsihle for 'teaching Religioi|.
If Christ ^emphaslzea religious education *
Jn the last great message, the master gave" his
followers he ma(?e them responsihle for teaching li
religion to the whole world. Hi's work was so conducted I
that its very success depended upon his- followers h
becoming teachers. Jesus himself came in touch with !
i . I
comparatively few people, hut he confined his work to B 
teaching a few immediate followers so effectively that
II
he could intrust the work of his kingdom to them. -Those 
first followers were called for the direct purpose of 
teaching the principles of the kingdom. Jesus spent 
his life on earth in order- ’that he might teach the
II
people and he finally gave" up his life as a result of 
his persistent effdrt to teach a few chosen men. Just 
before he ascended to his father, Jesus called these 
men whom he had taught for more than three years, and
said, ”Go ye therefore and teach all nations ......
teg.ching them to observe a,ll things, whatsoever ’I have 
commanded you.”'
It is interesting to note thg't the first followers 
of Jesus did literally become teachers of the new 
gospel. They went everywhere teaching the people and
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durlng the first three centuries of the Christian era, 
v/hen the church wag a teaching church, the whole world 
was nominally won to Christianity. All who have ^irice 
come into the kingdom have been called for the same 
purpose of teaching the principles of the kingdom, but 
how different has been the response^l .Many in the 
church today apparently have overlooked the fact that 
Jesus himself in the language of the Great Commission 
laid dpon the church the responsibility for religious 
educatipn.
Many rather prominent churchmen taday refer to
religious education as a fad -----  a thing which has
suddenly come upon us and ,which will as suddenly blow 
away. It is neiiher a new thing nor a fad- It is a 
vital principle' of Christianity, a principle which Jesus 
himself used more than any other in his work .among men. 
It is a principle which Jesus considered so valuable 
that when he gave the final charge to his infant church, 
he made teaching all men the things which he had taught 
ithem, as their first and greatest responsibility.
2. .Education and evangeligation
; '^he Commission emphasized two factors r-- Education 
jand evangelization. Christ and the Aposhles stressed 
education and evangelization naturally followed. There If
41'
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can be no -other result of religious teaching, provided, 
of course, the .teaching is effectively done. Teaching^ 
to be effective must be carried over into life, and 
effeot.ive teaching will be carried over into life. The 
church is responsible for teaching all the people- the 
principles of Christianity so effectively that they will 
be lived out in life. It may be that the lack of 
emphasis upon religious training is responsible for the 
coldness and indifference in the -church today. Many 
have come into the church under the pressure of 
evangelistic effort who hav§ no proper ponception of 
God or religion. It is one' thing to come into the phura 
and quite a different thing to live in accordance with 
the ideals of Christ. To live in accordance with those 
ideals one. must have knowledge which can be Interpreted 
and used in the development of chfistian character. The 
church has not over emphasized evangelization but in her 
effort to get people into the church she has almost 
totally neglected to train them in a knowledge of those 
principles for which she stands.
■The ultimate goal of the church is to get all people
eversnvhere to live the Christ life. In striving to
/
reach this goal, the church has a two fold educational 
responsibility. She must teach these whom she hopes to
it
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reach so that they will have some basis for intelligent 
action., and she must also teach those who' are,.growing 
up within the church' so -that they will remain true to." 
her ideals. The sad fact is that the church has never 
undertaken either of thes-e tasks seriously. Perhaps 
the taks of teaching those who- are .now In t he church 
is. the most Important. It-v/ill be difficult for the 
church to reach the masses until they are taught but 
perhaps it will be still more difficult t.a teach them, 
even though they have been taught, uhiess those who 
bear the message have had such effective teaching that 
they actually live out the princip.les of Christianity.
3. Stress and nerglect
In the development of her educational system the 
church has followed the principle of stress and neglect. 
She has stressed the importance of building colleges 
and schools of higher learning for the few who are 
fortunate- enough to go to college, but she has woefully 
failed to provide for the many who ar.e compelled to 
remain at home, ^his comparison is not made with the 
thought of under evaluating the importance of higher 
educction. The hhurch has very great responsibility in 




lour obligatione to the youth of America by developing >-
I
system of churel colleges. The church 4s responsible 
|for spiritualizing the coinduct of all of the people and
II
'this cannot be done unless the people themselves are « 
'given some definite religious training, ^he church must 
jcontinue to train her leaders in her colleges, but she 
•should also recognize her responsibility for providing 
religious training for that great body of people who do 
•not' go beyond the elementary or high schools.
OnlyjL.ypercent of our youth attend the ch'urcb colleges:
I
of the country, '^^he 'combined askings of the protestant
■||
'church for education In colleges last yeer was 
$78,837,431, while the total askings for the religious 
leducation. of the masses was only $5,931,9S5. '^’hesP 
•figures reveal the fact that the church endeavored to
II
^spend thirteen times as much for the higher educpti''>n 
'Of only.^.vpereent of the people as she was willing to
ii
|sp. nd for the general religious education of the masses. 
•The church has been willing to help the few, who have 
Ibianifested enough religious interest to go to college,
*ibut she has been unwilling to help the masses so that 
'they may develop certain religious interests and ideals, 
iwhich will not only send them to college, but will send, 
'them forth to live and to die for thosP ideals. ’Then the
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chui^eh gets a real vision of her responsibility for 
teaching religion, she will use all the avenues ayailahl]^. 
She will encourage teaching religion, in the home; she 
will continue to develop her schools and colleges; and | 
she will begin to develop a- system of schools for the ii 
purpose 'if providing a thorough religious education for 
all of the people.
I
111. The Church's Present Program is Inadequate. "
We have ;3ust affirmed that the church is the one "
agency responsible for giving our children a religions 
education. It is not implied in the previous discussion, 
that the church is devoid of a sense o‘f responsibility 
for this task. The trufh is, rather, that this ssnse 
of Tesponsibillty has not been keen enough to cau^e the 
church to build a program proportionate ,ta the n-eed. It 
is now our purpose to consider briefly the situation 
which has resulted from. 3ur pr sent prdgrSra.
1. "fhe church has failed to reach the people
According to the statistics of the Inter-Church 
w orld Movement there are 42,891,850 protestant 
children in the United 8tat..s of whom only 14,361,900 
are enrolled in Sunday School. T'he Catholics are 
reported to have 8,676,000 under tv/enty-fIve years of
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lage of whom only 1,870,000 are necoiving religious 
instruction. *I-t should be noted ttat the catholios 
re^^dh the largest proportion of their peonle before 
confirmation and then neglect all of them after that 
jperiod. Tho, «Iew8 are- credited with haring 1,545,000 
iwith only 87,000 enrolled in their religiou.s schools. 
'Looking at the ssme picture in* terms of percentage we 
.see that th^e various protestant churches are reaching 
percent of the available .protestant children. The 
,catholics are reaching 21.6 percent and; the jews 4.81 
percent of the^lr children with their 'respective 
programs of religious training. Estimating these results 
in terms of our total population- we find that 69.3 
percent of the chiiaren. and youth .under 25 years of age 
^re receiving no religious instruction at the hand of 
toy church or organization.
The unreached millions in America* constitute the 
most serions problem of the .church. 'While the protestant 
church is indirectly- responsible for the religious 
training of all of the (children of the nation, she is 
directly and very definitely responsible for those ' 
Children who come from protestant homes. The- combined 
|)rograms of all the. protestant Churches has only reached 
^3.5 percent of the children for whom these churches are
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directly r4sponsi‘ble. Surely we have a right to say tha-^ 
the church’s present educational program has failed to ^ 
reach the people. Y/e have been tempted to boast about 
the rapid expansion of the Sunday School Movement in the 
^^United States, and we readily admit that the Sunday "
School has been the chief agency for heaping alive the 
spirit of religion, but in emphasizing the work which 
ijhas been acomplished we have been blind to the tas^: 
which yet remains to be done. The protestant church 
cannot save America by reaching onl-y one third of the „ 
chlidren, or even one half ojf the children. If the 
church is to perform her duty tov/ard the children of 
America she must develop a program big enough to give n
l~-- ^ knowledge of those ideals which have made
our country great.
When we consider ’ that only one third of the children" 
lare enrolled in Sunday School we .get a partial vision 
of the task which the church has to face. 'This fact 
•alone, however, does not represent the true situation. * 
We have many children counted on the rolls of'our 
Sunday Schools who attend so seldom that-they can receiv^ 
'little positive benefit. The church has been able* to 
get about one third of the children to enroll in 
;;Sunday School, but only about one half of those who are
I, . I
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counted on the rolls are actually present every Sunday.
modern puhllc qahoql wq-uld not continue jpuplls .on ,ttCe" 
Ijroll if they attended so carelessly as they do in the 
[Sunday School. A-s long as^ the church only enrolls one 
third of the children and then can get only one half of 
this, number to attend Sunday School regularly we are 
compelled to say -that her educational program is 
inadequate because she is failing to reach the masses of 
|the people. In considering^ the unreached millions we 
||cannot fall to refer to the ever increasing tide of 
||iramig.rants who are floclcing to. America. These people 
jdo ’not come with our ideals of freedom, -and democracy —— 
jneither do they have our Ideals of religioji. The state 
|recQgnl?:ing the problem of the immigrant., . has begun to 
make provision for a more adequate program of Americaniz­
ation. What will be thq- effect upon the sta^e and upon 
civilization, should we be successful -in amerlcanlzing 
the immigrant and should fail to chrl^ianlze him? The 
state can be depended upon to see- that its part of the 
task if completed. Will the church be less diligent in 
providing religious- training for this class of eup ' 
people?
To those who have any deep religious or patriotic 
feeling, the problem of the unreached millions presents
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a mighty challenge. Counting catholics, jews, and 
Ijprotestants, there are 69,3 percent of our total popu­
lation under twenty five years of age, wholly without^^ 
any systematic religious instruction, ^ith the tide of
I immigration increasing this number is constantly becomin;
I ''
ilarger. What would it mean to the development of our
I - .
democracy if 69.3 of our children were not getting any 
I training in the public schools? So important does the 
•1 state consider universal intellectual training that 
compulsory education is being extended throdgh out the 
nation. If we allowed more than two-thirds of our 
children to grow up ignorant of our ideals of government 
could we expect the nation to remain loyal to our 
established principles? . Will not the same principle 
hold ccncerning-the religious training of our children?
If Wfe allow more than two-thirds .of our children to grow 
up ignorant of religion, when they reach maturity, can 
we expect them to be loyal to our religious faith? We 
honor the memory of our fathers because they founded 
this government upon fundamental religious ideals but 
if these ideals are to be preserved it will he necessary 
for-us to plan wisely for the thorough religious training 
of our untaught millions,
2, The character of the program
If -we are to reach any intelligent conclusion as to 
',how tha church is meeting her responsibility for religioi|s 
leducation through her present program, it will he - 
'necessary to study the character of the program itself.
II
a. Lack of time ii
YJe find that the churches program of religious 
leducatiop is a one day a week proposition. In the field 
|of public education we require our children to go to 
j|school five days a week,. We believe that this is. 
jjnecessary if they are to receive satisfactory training. 
iWhen it comes to religious training we feel that we have 
jjdischarged our obligation to our children if they attend 
'the church school one day a week. We would not think 
of sending our children to public school for just one
t
(hour a day. Many of us would be greatly distressed if 
jfof some reason our own boys and girls could attend 
jpublic school for only one hour eadh day, five days 
leach week. We have come to put such a high evaluation 
iupon the intellectual training of our children that we 
iwant them in school five or six hours each school day. ii 
l,As loyal churchmen'we say that we value religion above 
[everything else, but in actual practise, we consid-er it 
just and fair to have our children in the church school ''
II
-'ne hour a week and in the public school from twenty to |
•^0-
thirty hours a week.
II It is ^ot for us to say here what would he the
{{ right proportion of ti’T’e between tihe church schooJL ahd
II
the public schools. It should be apparent, however,
II that tha church must have' more time for her program
I
II of religious education.
b. Untrained teachers and supervisors.
We have just seen that the church is nov/ giving 
religious instruction for one hour each week to about 
one sixth of the children from protestant ho^fies. The 
actual period fdr teaching is not more than one half 
per week but the church has the children under her care 
for approximately one hour. '^his represents the. time 
valuation which the church places upon the religious 
training of children. Admitting that the present 
church program has failed to feach the masses and that 
too little time is provided, the question arises as iiO 
how effectively the church is teaching those who do 
: attend her schools.
The church has depended upon voluntary teachers 
and supervisors. ,In selecting her teachers the aim 
[ of the churcb has been to secure individuals who would
ijjl merely consent to take classes. little consideration 




jworkers for their positions. No standards ha-ve been set 
land no definite results have been expected. T’he fact jj 
'that a majority of our Sunday School teachers and 
Isupervisors are inexperienced and untrained is evident. 
|ln a typical city statistics show that 52 percent of the 
iteachers in the church schools began teaching between 
•|l3 and 20 years of age. The same survey shows that only 
|45 percent of the teachers had graduated from high 
Isbhool. In the public schools teachers with such limite(| 
lexperience and training are not employed except as a 
|last resort. Indeed, ithere such teachers are employed 
in the public school they are better prepared for their 
'task than they would be- for teaching in the church 
ischool. Even though a teacher in the public school has 
'very limited training, all of her training has been 
Ideslgne.a to prepare hen for proficiency in the field 
of general education. On the other hand, a very large 
Ipercent of the teachers in the church school have only
I ia limited general education and almost no training to
, lenable them to attain proficiency in teaching religion, n
i I^ |It is a grave mistake to suppose that religion can be
; jeffectively taught unless a teacher has had the same
■
ispecialized training in religion which would be required
■ i
I to teach any other subject. Indeed, religion is the
4
mQst difficult subject, of all to teach and it is the 
only subject where there have been no adeqiJate standaTr'd^l 
II set for the teacher. If the church desires’ tc5 make her 
teaching effestive she should at once take steps to
, , . IIsecure a body of teachers who are thoroughly trained 
for the task for which they are called.
c. lack of equipment
IThe lack of equipment is a serious handicap to 
the success o.f a church’s educa-tlonal program. An 
attempt has been made to teach religion without any of 
the* essentials consi’dered so -im.portarit in public
education. The-ohurch has been trying to conduct-her
*
schools in buildings not clesigned for educational 
purposes. Often many -children are' crowded to'gether in aj 
small space, which makes ft impossible* to*-grade or 
supervise them properly. Indeed, where separate rooms 
are provided the classes are frequently so large that 
the best work is impossible. The lack of suitable 
rooms is not the only problem confronting the teacher 
in the church school. Usually the furniture in the 
•room is as little adapted to the heeds of the pupils 
as is the rOom itself. The churches present program 
of teaching religion may be characterized as a cheap 
program*. Religion has not made sufficient impression
4
||upon individuals that they are v/illing to plhce it on a
{par with other branches of education. Parents are morei!
i7/i'lling to spend money for any subject of the child’s-" n 
le-ducation than for his religious training. In a typical j} 
|city it vms found that the cost of teaching a child 
ithe various .studies in the public school curriculum 
^was' as follows: Household Arts $31.43, Manuel -Arts 
||$29.22, Science $14,10, Mathematics $13.31, foreign 
{Languages $12.49, English $10ji43, -and History and Civics
li
|$8,53, A similar investigation -showed that the per 
capita cost of teaching teligion was only $T.04. So* '' 
i|long as the church withholds a reasonable financial 
ijsupport for the purpose of teaching religion, the masses 
Iwill be compelled to grow up in spiritual illiteracy,
IV. How Shall the Church Build a More Adequate Prograifi.
There are many evidences that the church is becoming 
dissatisfied with her present educational program.
Recent surveys have dofie much to reveal conditions con-
II
cerning religious training throughout the country.r 11
Wherever the facts have been presented, church l'ea_ders || 
'have been shocked ■ that there should'be such wide spread |j 
ignorance of the Bible and religion. Since the church 
has been the only agency endeavoring to operate a general
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cause of this ignorance to the failure of t-he church's
program, '^he first step has been taken -r---our leaders
are beginning ta see tha need of a more adequate progr^H 
It is our problem here to suggest a fevt steps that' shoul|l 
be taken in developing this new program.
II
If Improve and extend Sunday Schools
The Sunday School, poor and imperfect as it has been| 
has saved Christianity fo-r America^ Stjatistics show '' 
that 80 percent of those who unite with th'e church have 
been trained in the Sunday School. Consider this fact 
in the light of the present inadequate program which the 
church offers through the Sunday School. If 80 percent 
. of all conversions result from such a meager program, 
does it not follov/ that the church should improve her 
Sunday program of religious training? Suppos'e the 
Sunday Schools througheut the country were, in fact, 
real'schools of religion. Suppose the building and its 
equipment,, the supervisors and teachers were up to the 
standards required for a modern public school. If such 
conditions' should prevail, would it not be a fact that 
greater results would follow even though the. church’s 
^ educational program should be'confined- to an hour on 
I Sunday? By no means all of those who enroll in the 
i Sunday School wore nonverfe'd,''bu.t it would be reasonable
to -believe that if the SuMay School were^more effi^ent 
a much larger percent 'woulfl he converted.
There 'are also many communities where the people 
ao not' have the opportunities of attending Sunday School 
Yfhere 'such conditions exist Sunday Schools shbuld he 
organized. It is the duty of strong churches to pufeh 
out to every corner of their territory and organize 
Sunday Schools wherever there ar^ children. A church 
can do no finer type of mission work than fo cohduct 
one or more mission Sunday Schools. The fact that the 
church has put so little effbrt into her Sunday School 
program and hks reaped such large results should he 
sufficient reason for improving and extending the prpgra 
Phe merchant stresses the particular line of his hnsines 
/7hich yields him the largest dividends. Should we not
3o the same in religion?
2’, Develop system of' training schools
The success of any educational program depends 
jpon ah efficient system of training schools. In 
recognition of this fact, the state has huilt normal
chools for the purpose of training those who are 
jharge.d with the responsibility of teaching, it is more 
difficult to teach religion than any other* subject and 
■et the church has made little provision for training'
those who teach in her schools. The church should hguirl-d 
)a system -of tre Ining* schools v/hich recognize' the needs 
of all types of workers. The church must continue to 
idevelop her colleges and schools of higher education hut 
^many who are responsible for supervising or teaching 
in the church schools are not able to take advantage of 
Icollege training. Today more young people are going to 
Idollege than ever before, but the college alone will not ii 
Isupply the demand for trained workers. There must be J 
Isome way found to train workers In the local church and 
jin the community. High grade-training schools should be 
lorganized in easy reach of those who have anything to do 
ijWlth the work of’ the church school. The importance of 
l|tr.ained workers should be so emphasized than no one *'
Ijwould think of' attempting to teach or perform any service|! 
jin connection with the church school who hss not fitst 
(taken advantage of such, courses of training as will make 
Iffor greater personal efficiency, 
fe. Week-day and vacation schools
Even though the Sunday School should be made as 
jfefficient as the public school, it is unreasonable to 
l^uppose that it would ever give the American people an 
l^dequate religious education. The church must find a 
f7ay to give more time than an hour on Sunday for religion;^
'5*7
II
instruction. The only way €his can he done will he for
lithe church to organize a system of week-day religious'
II
II instruct ion. There will he a decided advantage for a «
[child to receive religious training regularly throughout 
11
"the school .year. Where it is impossible to immediately 
organize regular week-day schools, the first logical 
step would he to organize vacation schools of religion. 
T^hese schools have been very popular wherever they have 
been held and they offer’gre^t opportunities for 
religious training in addition to what is offered on "
Sunday. The ’vacation 'scho'ol should he considered only p
■ ' - 'Ias a means toward ^n end. The final goal should he for n
|ithe church to provide an'Opportunity for all children " 
"to receive religious training on week-days*-
4. Improved cu-rrioulum
One of the grea;test weaknesses of our present . 
program of religious education is the lack of adequate 
■curriculum material. A child goes to the public schools; 
and finds a rich curriculum, attractively arranged and' 
selected to suit his needs, hut when he goes to the -p 
church school he finds an absence of almost everything 
which would lend interest to his work. In the public 
schools we have provided well hound text hooks, p
illustrated with good pictures and .ot-her helps hut in ||
the church school we use only the cheap leaflet or 
quarterly and often the poorest pictures. Vie have giv^ 
little consideration to the interests and needs of'the 
child. I believe that many failures to hold interest 
can be traced directly to the improper selection and 
arrangement of the material we are compelled to use 
in tiie church school. If the church de'sires t^^ build 
an adequate program of religious education she must 
develop a curriculum designed to meet the needs of her n 
pupils.
In conclusion I desire to reaffirm that the heme 
is an important agency for teaching religion but it Is 
not sufficient to give the American people a religious 
.education-, '^he present program of the church has done 
much to supplement home training but notwithstanding 
this fact, the masses are still ignorant of the bare 
elements of religion. If the people are ever to 
receive the religions training which is necessary for 
the life of the democracy, .the church must b.uild an
II
adequate program of education. I shall not a-tte'mpt to 
enumerate the many things which the church shall have ^ 
to do in b-uilding the new program. The various details
f
will have to be worked put es the church comes to sense jj 
her responsibility for this task. It would seem that
church will have to huild an independent system oi^ - 
sctools gfaduated to meet the needs of til students fnm'* 
the kindergarten to the church college. In order to 
make the work of these schools effective the church will 
also have to maintain a system of training schools and 
a system of supervision. This entire progrrm cmrot ''^e 
put into operati''n immediately. The church shTuld hog in
II
at once to improve those agencies she now has for 
II teaching religion and should complete and enlarge her 
program as rapidly as possible. Such.a program will cosl 
an immense sum of money but if the church values those 
ideals for which she hrs stood, she .must be v/illing to 
pay whatever price is necessary t-o guarantee thair 
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j
There can be no doubt but "what the churcji, is 
responsibd.e for providing an adequate program of 
religious education for the American people. -Cur presen| 
task Is to Inquire as to the character of the nrogvam
*it-
’"■^ich shall b-est contribute toward th^s end.
1. The Denominational Crganization Program
'^he principle of religious freedom has given 
rise to m^'ny different interpretations f the Christian
j. ‘
^religion. Before the reformation all matters^of dispute 
among the clergy-y/ere settled by the pope or ruling, 
bishop. As sOnp as the people were allowed to study 
the Elbl$ for themselves there arose very marked ■
' differences of interpretation. lertain leaders gathered' 
small groups around them and later organized for the. 
furpose of propting religion-as they understood it.
These origina'' organizations have themselves divided ”
ii
and sub-divided until today we have a multitude of ,i
religious-.bod^ies or denominations. The tendency has 
reen for these bodies to work independently of each 
other. They each have developed strong organizations
if
eU
suited to the purpose of promoting their -own p^rtfQular 
interpretation of tjip Christian faith. EShK of these 
organizations has a distinct contribution to make in
II
‘building a National System of Religious Education..
1. The purpose of a denominational program
That the se.veral great, protestant denominations 
have more in common today than ever before seems 
evident, yet there is present a very strong sense of 
denominational loyalty. This is as it should be. ’7e 
can hardly conceive of every person interpreting religions 
fruth alike. i7e must consider the particular- religious 
•>inheritance which each one has received. Vie all have 
certain memories and impressions which we have received 
from our homes and to which we cannot help but be loyal. 
The same principle'holds to a marked degree with our
II
early religious impressions.. It seems clearly evident,
II therefore, that so long as there are, different inter-' 
pretations of the Christian religion, that those who n 
can agree, upon the fundamentals of interpretation, ii
II
organization, and government; can best advance the cause 
of Christianity through denominational effort-
The nature of the Christian religion is II
such that those who have it seek to impress it upon 
others. It is just this principle which causes those
who agree upon essential points of interpretation to 
organize ah educational program. Fo program of religiou^ 
education can he justified upon'any other- basis than to 
exalt the ideals of Christ. A denomination cannot he 
justified in huildlng a program of religious education 
for the sake of promotin denominationalism, however, it
I
is right and prop- r that those ideals which the 
denomination esp cially emphasizes shall he made promi­
nent in the program.
A oOmprehensi've educational program for 
the whole denomination is justifiable in the interest of 
greater efficiency. If each local church werh left, to 
develop its own educational program there could ‘he no 
denominational unity and -no denominational loyalty.
Under such a plan many charches, perhaps, would not en- n
ti
gage in educational work at all, "'h^e of hers would only
I' ' ’partially care for the nf^eds of the^r children. It 
s- ems necessrry to the life of every organization that 
some powers shall he delegated to a centre! authority 
and ttat this s.uthority shall then administer a common 
progr. m ■^’©r the v/hble organization’.
A denomination must slso'train Its own 
leaders. This necessitates the organization: of schools 
of hlp-her learning and the est? hlishment of proper re.^’
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lations betW'en these institutions and tte local churcl
't
schools. This could not he done 7;ittout a general j-^o- 
grsm of education for the denomination. It s ems, 
therefore, that in the interest of the development of 
the Ohrisfcian religion that it is necessary for a de­
nomination to organize and maintain its own 'system of 
religious education.
2. Units of orgfi.niration
. , The organization uf a denomination for re«*
ligious education includes the following:
9* Local Church
'I'he local church is the unit directly re­
sponsible for educating the people in religion. This is 
true hecause the loca.l church comes ,in direct contact
II
with the paople. ’’Whatever is the character of the pro­
gram ’"•hich a denomination desires to promote, it must hen 
administered through the local church, "^his forces the 
chu-^ch to organ!"'e -^or the purrose of operating an edu­
cational program. The particular type of organization 
which shall he necessary for a local church "ill depend 
upon the number of poeple to he served and the general 
.haract^r of thj work to be done. The organization 
sh uhd he big enough to carry all of the edueationai 
vvork 6f the church. There has h en much overlapping of
ii
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effort in our churches, due to the fact that we have 
^heen burdened with so many organizations trying to ^lo 
the same "^ind of work. Leading educators now agr^e 
that best results can he obtain d through a correlation 
of effort. Rather, than have so many societies, clubs, 
and associctions trying to do the same task, it ould 
seem to be better to have one central organization 
charged with the r Eron.Gibility of caring for all of 
the educational work of the church. This would include 
■worship, instruction, expression, social activities, and 
7/hatever else that would properly come' within the range 
of a comprehensive educational program.
A local church can best administer a 
correlated program of* education through a Board of' 
Religious Education. It is not in place^ here to go into! 
a discussion of the duties Of this board. It should he 
kept in mind, however, that such a board, having been 
appointed by the church has the responsihle task of li 
creating and administering a program which shall
II
adequately take care of all of the religious educati onaljj 
work of the church.
District of 'state II
Above the local church is the district
t
or state denominational organization gov rned by its
conference. This conference recognizing the problem of 
religious education in the churches under its immediat^l 
jurisdiction will create a district or state Board of 
Religious Education. Tha purpose of this Board will h^j 
to encourage and co'^-relate the educational wonh: in the 
churches in the territory. The Board, tlrough its 
employed director or secretary, will assist each local 
church in organizing, administering, and supervising 
its program. Having general charge of the educational 
work of the denomination in the territo’ry the district 
hoard will see that the denominational program is 
adequately oarT-ied out in all of the churches.
0. National or Vw)rld.>
‘Each of the large denominations has its 
National or General Conference. This is a representa-' 
tive body m.ade up of delegates- from th lower units..
The General Conference has the responsible task of n 
encouraging and guarding the educational work fo the 
V7hdle denomination. As in the case- of the district II
or state' organizations this work can best be ad­
ministered through a General Board of Religious 
Education.
The. personall of this board will include 
some of the best- educational experts in the denomina-ii
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tion. It will not conoern Itself primarily' ,7itii the
details of organization and sup'^rvision hut will have
II for its chief purpose the developing and promoting of
II an educational policy for the denomination. This
li policy should he hroad enough to include all phases 
II
I of the denominations educational wor^. The hoard will!
seek to correlate and standardize the work of th'e ysr^j- 
ous colleges and schools of higher learning and also 
to create standards of education for local churches.- H
5. The progranfin the jL:o'eg1L< ahteck^.- • -- ' j
Every lonal church has h dual relation­
ship. In the first place it h&s certain relation­
ships toward the denominat-ion' of which it is*a part 
and in the second place it has a definite relation­
ship toward the other churches in the community. As 
a part of the deno®ination it has the particular 
r'esponsihility of promoting the policies and stan­
dards of the denomination. As one of a number of
II
churches in the community it is jointly responsible „ 
for developing the rr-liglous life of the community^
. B
and this can best be accomplished through cooperation 
with .other churches. We will first notice a few 





a. Torshlp ' n
Worship is an essential element in the
educational program of a church. We have been slow ''
II
to recognize the importance of worehip> in' the train­
ing of children and it is needless to say that the 
worship period as usually conducted in the Sunday
li
Schools falls far short of meeting the need. The 
time spent in the so called worship period of many n 
Sunday-Schools is little more than wasted. In fact 
many schools have never undertaken to train their 
pupils in worship. They have been satisfied simply 
to assemble children and' adults in the same room for 
a few moments before the lesson for an Op' ning 
Exercise. The methods used in conducting such a ser­
vice are usually not conductive toward the d'evelop- 
me-nt of an attitude- of reverence and worship on the 
nart of children or adults. It would appear that 
the first task of a local church should be to provide 
a carefully planned, graded, systematic program of 
worship in accordance with the policy of the denomina-tf 
tion.
b. Instruction.
The local church should provide a graded 
■program nf ^net.r-U.o.t±QiLXar—it.£-e.., ^The type of
rifff ran i I
organization which will he, necessary will he determined 
hy local conditions. The 'pl&n should -he elastic epough 
to provide for both the Sunday and w- ek-day sessions of 
the, church school. Should conditions he unfavorable 
for cooperating with other denominations it will he 
II necessary for the local, church to conduct Its own week-,
day or vacation School of religion., Jf all the churche^
It
of the community cooperate in a program of week-day ro­
ll ligious education or in holding a vacation school. It
ii ^ "
will still he necessary for the local church to .do cer­
tain types of ri^ligious education on we^ days. The || 
'll tendency now is tn use the Sunday session of ths church
school for worshin* and instruction and -tc follow tbps ■I ' . "
with a w ek-day sds'sion devoted -to eynressi'^nal activi-
d
II ties. The nature of the week-day programs will vary n 
with the'.several departments. The young .people will, 
take great interest in discussing problems in which 
the-y are vitally interested. The w^'-ek day session 
should he closely correlated with the -Sunday session of 
the Church School end it has a distinct place ip the 
program of the local church. It should not he confused 
with the week-day or vacation scho)l of religion,
The local clurch is responsible first of 
all for giving its -own people a religious edacation.
- 6?
In outlining its program the church fiill give particu- 
lar attention to those points 'of doctrine which the II
denomination especially emphasizes. If the church co- 
operates in a general community program of religious 
education it will then he necessary to 'devote the 
larger part of the local program to those things which
II
have particular denomination value-,
c. Training workers
The local church must tra-in its own 
workers. It should not he’ forgotten that -this is a
11
distinct responsibility oh -fehe local church oven 
though thore is a cooperative program of religious edu­
cation. The minimum number of training courses which
II
a church should offer' will depend upon local conditions| 
The tendency has been toward specializaMon and fhis 
complicates the proglem of teacher training in the- lo­
cal church. It would s^em that the average church || 
should provide at least two years of training for its 
young people. These courses should be designed to in­
form the students and to inspire th m to greater^ in*- 
terest in church wopk. laturally the courses should 
be both impressional and expressionahi Young people 
should be given some work to do in connection with 





young people hesitate to take a course of training because
they have never been made to feel that they wer@_^either:
needed or desired as ?/or'’^ers in the church. If there
is an opportunity for the people to attend a Community
Training School to, get their specialization work it
will not be necessary for the local church to give morel
H
than two years of general trcining work, howev r, if 
this is not possible the local church will have to of­
fer additional courses in'alternate years.
d. Social activities and recreation
The educational program of a local church^ sh 
should include various social and recreational ac­
tivities. It would be desirable that these interests 
reach out beyond the local church but they should 
properly, begin there. The unit for such activities is 
the organized class. Even in small schools the organised 
class can be made to function and supply an avenue for 
social activity and recreation. In larger schools 
these activities may be eared for by departments and 
at times all the departments will unite for purposes 
of recreation and social enjoyment. Should these ac- 
tivities be included in a community program of re­
ligious education the responsibility of the local n
church will be lessened but it will not be removed. m
JL_
11. The Inter-denor&inatioiial Organization'?rogi|j lam
The nature of educational work ia sucl that in order 
|to operate an efficient "Program it is necest-ary to hava 
fairly large number of pupils. Formerly we have the || 
one room public sctool but now ee are consolidating our j. 
Schools in the interest of greater efficiency-.- I.!anT 
jof the problems which are present in general educati -n || 
j^re also present in religious .education. Every‘local 
johurch is responsible for operating its own denomination^ll 
|)rogr8m but it also Is responsible for certain community 
ipet.ivities which can be best administered in coopePation‘]| 
^/ith other ehurches. '^he "cooperative program does not 
tpnly ena”ble a church to discharge its responsibility 
Itoward the community but it also aids the church in ad- 
|ninistering its own denominational program.
IP-* _^he purpose -^f the cooperative program "
a. How it aids the denomination.
^ Itihe Inter-denominational organization does not j|
attempt to do anything which can be effectively handled
!by the denominations. It is not the purpo'se to. combine |[
%the work of the local churches to the extent that it
l-i^ould weaken or lessen the Importance of any denominatiorj^l
program. It^ vvill be the business of the denominational
machinery to create the standards and direct the policle
of each denomination-. I believe that it \7ill he poss>fe-lc
for the cooperative organization through its different
agencies to promote certain common denominational
standards, such as cradle rolls, home departments,
'ltr«ining classes, and whatever other activities that
'should go into a mode-rn educatignal program. It. should ”
he kept in mind, however, that the. inter-denominational
'organizati-on Icavos each denomination free to create and
Jdirect, its own policies. The relationship of the inter-
phnominational organization to each denominetaon is that
iQf a promoting agency for certaii^ common standards, and ^
llcrec-ting agency for community standards that must he it
II
liointly eStahl ished,V||
II h. How it aids the cqmmunityi |
It
II ITo matter what we m.ay think about the principle
|of coop'gration in religious education, the fact remains 
that thus far the denominations working independently- || 
have woefully failed to. reach the masses.. Let us take 
,;for example a community of EOO families. In this 
community there are four prptestant qhurches, each of 
ly/hich is operating its own program of religiops educatioi|. 
^ith all' this duplication of effort there are still 75 
ijfamilies which have no conne^ction with any church and th^
other 125 families are only partially cared for. Each | 
church in th^ community is responsible for tie -rellgioas^ 
education of these unchurched people, yet it is difficul| 
for any church, wor''^ing independ-ently, to successfully 
reach them. The inter—denominational program 7;ill 
enable the churches to unite in a common program of I 
ireligious education for the unchurched people of the 
(Community. When it comes to planning policies and out­
lining programs for this general community work the 
inter-denominational organization will become a creating 
[agency. If the unchurched millions in America are ever 
ito be reached, it will be necepsary to have, in add^tion^^ 
to the several denominational programs, a joint cooperat: 
[program of religious education.
2. The scheme of_organization I
; When the Christian people of America come to see th|
Ineed of greater cooperation in religious education ^t
U.
;|will. necessary to solve the -problem as to what kind of
i
piachinery will be required to carry the cooperative j
[[program. It is evident that there should be an organiz- 
Ijation broad enough to include all phases of work which ** 
Ijhas any bearing upon the religious development of boys 
Ijand girls. The organization should contemplate a n
l^nified program, including community, stBte, and natipnai.
ve
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interests. The International Sunday School Association H
has done more than any other organization to stimulate
i
interest in religious education. This organization is'
(now going through a transition period and it is impossible 
jnow to tell definitely what the result will be. It woul|l 
seem, however, that the present International Sunday 
School Association may enlarge its scope of wor> to such 
an extent that tt will become the agency responsible for|j 
administering the inter-denominational program of jj
religious education. ii
I a. Community li
!l
Just as the local church is the unit through which"
'a denomination reaches its peonle, so the community 
organisation of religious education is the agency directfy 
responsible for administering the cooperative program.
In organizing a community for religious education two 
general principles should be observed. Either you will 
have to rest your organization officially upon the f
several churches, or upon the forward looking people of • 
the community. In other words the organization- will havb 
to be created and maintained either by the official
action of the churches or by the common agreement of
certain individual members of these churches. I believe 
■'that the unit responsible for a joint program of religions
education should be a Community Council of T^eligious 
Education, composed of voluntary representatives from n 
all of the protestant churches. It sho-uld be an organ­
ization of individuals who, having^ an interest in th-e' 
community, are willing to unite their efforts in doing 
a constructive piece of work for the community. Such 
a plan does not make it imperative that everything «
which is done .shall first be officially approved, by i 
all of the churches. Where the Council is organized 
upon the Church Federation plan everythiflg proposed jj 
must first come before each bhurch for approval before 
it. can be put* into operation. This "oftfen blocks the H 
progress of any Constructiv.e .program for 'the community. 
Where the voluntary 'plan is used, the very fact that 
the organization is made up of willing workdrs should 
guarantee its success. It is common for individuals 
to unite and form organizations to carry other communitjjl 
activities. If there is need for a bank in the commCinil|y 
all that is jnecessary is to get a sufficient number of 
people who are willing to cooperate toward that end and
the enterprise can be established. Why cannot an 
association of Christian people develop an organiz^ion 
which shall be able to provide for the religious nurtur€ 





































Diagram showing the relationship between 
Denominational and Ihter-denomlnatlonal 
Administrative units in the organization of 
a National System of Religious Education,
The first work of the council shoura he to study the «
religious needs of the community and having ascertained il
1these facts it should then begin to- develop its polipie^ 
and program as rapidly as conditions allow. |
I h. -County
" The county has now become the unit of publicI school administration. This is also the next logical 
unit abo've the community 'fpr administering a system of
Irreligious education. The County Religions Education | 
Association should be -made up cf' delegates from the
III various community organizations and from local churches.f 
The principle work of this association -will 'be to en- !
II
courage and supervise the work of religious education " 
in local communities.- T-hrough cOhvehtions-and dtherwiseli, 
^ the County "Association will help a local community to se^ 
the- need of organizing a Council of Relgg-ious Education.] 
The association can also render valuable assistance in* 
making the local work effective. The association will 
employ, as its chief administrative officer, a Superln- 
tendent of Religious Education, ?7hose duties will be 
very similar to those of the County Superintendent of 
■ Public Schools. The fact that religious education 
includes such a wide range of activities will make his 
duties very numerous and very important,
c. state .
The stare is an important Cinif in. the admini&tr^-
<t'ion of public education. ’Thil-e the administration of
jpublic school affairs in directly in the hands of the
jlocal community, the State Department of Education does
[make an important contribution to our system of public
jeducation, I believe that the same principle should
■jprevail in a system of religious education. If we are
®to successfully administer a program of Community
''T^eligious Education there should be a State ReligiQ,uiB
'jEducation Association responsible for organizing and
'supervising county and community programs tbrough-out
fthe state, '^he State Awsociation will employ a Superint^n-
I'dent of Religious Education and as many assistants And
(department specialists as may'be necessary, ^hese
l^peciallsts will visit every county and assist the local
|7orkers to make the Inter^denominat ional program effect i-'vjje.
|[t would seem that this organization could be effected “
(through an enlargement of the poV/ers and duties of the '
present International Sunday School Association.
d. National jj
At the top of our Inter-denominational program ||
pf religious educrtion should be the iatibnal Religious





executive officer, a National Superintendent of l?eligio!|s 
Education, '"bis organization will be responsible for 
developing and promoting a comprehensive inter-denonffnali-on- 
al program of religious education for the whole nation, jj 
The norm'al way of administering this program will be 
through the various stat-e and county units., hbwever,
■where the program is not being made effective through 
the state association, the national association may worl: 
directly with the local community. T^iie worl of this
II
association will be general in charactor. 'It will seek" 
to stimulate and encourage interest in religious 
education through-out the co'mtry. A definite part of 
its’ 7fork will lie to create goals and standards,. This 
general organization will be responsible for correlating 
and unifying all of the interests of the joint cooperatiivw 
program of religions education.
3. The program in the comm.unity.
As mentioned in an earlier paragraph, an important 
function of the inter-denominatiohal program is to 
promote common standards of efficiency for the denomina1|ions 
This is by no means the only v/ork of the cooperative 
organization. It is the function of this' organization 
to develop in the community a broader and mor^ 
comprehensive program of religious education than is noT^l
-80
being .attemnted by any denomination, I shall not attemplb
I her ro outline a complete program for the community but
III will .mention a few activities which should properly |
II ' i[belong in a community program of religious education. |
“ a. the Community Training School "
II II
In discussing the .denominational program we
noticed that the local church is n*esponsible for trainin|
it sown workers. It is generally recognized, however,
11 that it is very dif'p’ioult for a locfel church t-o provide
more than one 6r two elementary courses of training
for its young peonle. In fact, many churches make no j{
provision for training their workers. The fact that the!
majority .of the workera in our church schoo.ls are nntrai|ied
constitutes the most serious problem of religious ®
}e ducat ion. All will agree that the succe's.s of a program;
^^of religious education will depend upon the ability of
the workers to perform an educational task. That an
individual v/ho (is allowed to teach in the church school
|needs a broader training than can possibly be offered
II
in tbe average church, should be accepted without i
largument, It is true that a fev/ young people will go 
;away to college but these will not be sufficient to meet 
^the needs of the churches. This leads us, then, to the 




Perhaps the very first work of the Community Coundiili 
of Religious Educatijn will he to organize a Community'! 
Training School of Religious SduOation, This will he a
II
school of high grade, holding weekly sessions for the 
purpose of training religious leaders for all of the “
II
I churches of the community. A local charch 7/hich can
only operate a meager program will thus share thd u
,i benefits of *the cooperative pppgram. The admiiiistratioxf
■'HIf of the soho'ol will he under the direct management of a
^ M'irector, approved hy the council; however the school 
||
should conform fully to the state and national standard^]. 
I! It should offer a hroad curriculum, including music and 
worship, hihlical history and literature, hihlical ii
jgeography, history of Christianity, psychology and 
I, pedagogy, and courses in Methodology. These courses
II
should he open to any student in’ the community who
h
desires to prepare himself for more efficient service 
ii in the church,
h. 17eek-day religious edu’cation. 
vihen the chyrch fully recognizes the importance 
of religious instruction there will he great demand for 
we k day schools of religion. Already this demand is 
being expressed in the vacation school movement. It is
IItrue that a number of vacation schools hare "Heen held 
llhy Incal churches, hut the -nrohlera is made much easierII
itwhen a number of churches cooperate In this 'work. '7here|
IIthis has been done it has always been possible to conduc|;
a more efficient school an-d the cost has been proportionjh
ately reduced. The 'vacation school is now filling an
important place in our 7;ork but I believe if sho’uld be **
H
Supplemented by week-day schools of religion-;. As long h 
as we are compelled to' teach religion at sonie unseason­
able ti’’-e we will have to admit that we ma'ke religion ii 
of secondary importance in the child's education.. One jj 
I of the greatest services which the cooperative program II 
could render a community would be fo -develop a system jj 
of week-day schools of religion. "
II
lio 'comprehensive plan of week-day religious educati|Dn
IH • I!
** is pobbihle without cooperative effort. A large church 
could possibly operate its own week-day school but even jj 
then the efficiency of such a plan would be materially li
II
reduced. Week-day religious education requires that J
I
there be a time schedule arranged with the public schoolj 
so that a child will be permitted to attend the s'chool 
of religion through out the school year. It would be 
difficulf to .arrange a time schedule for a single church 
but if' all the churches of the eommunity were cooperatin y
this would be comparatively easy. T’he problem of gradirj^, 
sepuring teachers,, providing proper supervisioh arid man^l 
other matters connected with a program of week-day — jj 




It sho’ild be added that the Community T7eek day II
school should be properly correlated with the local 
I) denominational church schools. Such a plan would allow
|i
a pbild to receive his general religious Instruction 
in the' community school and at the same time he would 
be receiving regular insttBctlqn in his own church 
schpol concerning those thing's which his denomination 
^ especially emphasizes. The curriculum should be 
,( carefully planned so that there would be no overlapping 
Of effort. The teachep in the community schpol should 
have definite knowledge concerning the course of study 
and the child's progress in his church scho.ol, and the || 
teacher in the church school should have the sama ii
II
ipformatiorj about the child's work in the comiijunity 
schpol.r If credit is to be allowed for tho work it wil^ 
be necessary that the same standards prevail in the 
church school as in the community shhool.
c. Community music ii
The value of music in the development of the
It
religious life is generally recognized, howev&r, very
•Ifew chur-ches of communities give -serious attention to
II . «
I training the young people in music. There is abundant
||musicpl talent in almost every church if it could he -- 
developed. A definite objective of the cooperative
If
iiprogram is to discover the people of the community whoII
have talent fdr singing, and then to organize them into
»various jroups for training. Singing as a community 
enterprise would do much toward developing a spirit of 
community cooperation. It would be possible for a 
community chorus to give public concerts at various | 
times through out the year. Those who -receive training ||
I
in the community chorus will be able to -go into their . |
respective churches and -make 'a distinct contribution | 
toward a better musical program for all of the church 
services. |
d. Social life.
The problem of nroviding for the normral development; 
of the social life of boys and girls is a community 
problem. It is true that the local church can do some­
thing toward providing opportunities for social 
expression but the interests of boys and girls are 
broader ihan the local church. In the public schools 
young people learn to associate with the larger group
II
and the ties of loyalty are often stronger toward this 
larger group than toward the group in the local church. || 
II The safety of our young people demands that the church || 
recognize its function in the community and develop a 
progfam designed to foster right social ideals. T’he
II
IIbuilding of sUch a program cannot he done hy any one 
church. It is a part of the responsibility which each 
local church has toward* the community and it must be u 
done through cooperative effort. ''
ti
e. Play end recreation. jj
The public school is recognizing more and more the
value of play in individual- development, ’^here the
■public schools already provide an adequate recreational || 
« . II
program the church may properly allow them to do this j{
worh for the community. In the absence of such a
program the church should provide for the recreational
needs of the community. In the past the church has beeni
content to remain idle and when boys and girls have
manifested a desire for some form of recreation, she hasl
often been critical and severe in her judgments. The
church has not- realized that youth develops as a unit
’ I
or that proper provision for physical exercise would 
react favorable toward religious development, ’^en 
young people have been given no direction in recrestinnajjL
H
activities they have often engaged in cert in things 
which the church has held undesirable. So blame can he 
attached to the young people when they pursue such a
course---- they are simply compelled to seek s.ome form
^of expression. If the church wants to keep its young 
people loyal to. religion there can be no surer way than 
ijto provide a program of .vholesome recreation.
^ 111. Professional Church School Teachers Association
II
ii- We have just observed that both the denominati mal)i
program and the inter-denominational program are 
<neces£r.ry factors in a ITational System of Religious ''
|i
• Sdu'cction. In our discussion thus far we have noticed | 
only the administrative agencies of the -program. I do »
; I!
not believe' that it will be poS'sib'le for a deneminstion
'*to operate a v^orth vvhile program of religious education
without a.strong administrative agency an<3 I think the
same will be true of the inter-denominational program.
An educational program should be democratic but there f
II
should also be suf-^ici^nt overhead authority to guarante| 
the successful execution ~of the program, '^he most 
democratic organization feust intrust the execution of it 
program and policies to certain boards and administrativ| 
officers. "
Admitting the necessity of district, state and
national boards of religious education, it- is possible o 
conceive of grave danger resulting from such a system
4
of organization. Should a board become autocratic or 
allow any of its employed specialists t-o 'become auto-^-- 
cratic the interests of religious education would”' 
materially suf-^er. There is always danger in. centralize 
authority unless there is an- agency capable in inf'^rming 
and educating the people who delegate that authority.
The safety -of eithr^r a denominational or an inter­
denominational .program of religious ed^ucation rests 
finally upon that great body of religious educators, 
professional and otherwise, who are actually wo-riring on 
the field. -Thase people should have an opportunity of 
meeting together and discussing their -common problems.
^ Such an opportunity for the expression of the prophetic 
voice would develop a conscience on the Subject of 
religious education and would guarantee tho professional 
growth of all those who have anything to do with the 
Program. I believe that the organization of closely 
affiliated denominational end inter-denominational 
Church School ^er-chers ' AseOci:ations sTiOuld constitute 




Diagraun showing the relationship "between 
Denominational and Inter-denominational 
voluntary- Church School Teachers Associations..
In tie locrl church.
The local teachers meeting or r'orkerc conferenne 
■will form the lowest unit in the denominational teionliers 
association, "^his organizati'^n -ill include all teacher 
and officers of" tho local church school who voill meet 
together at regular times, as often as may he nfecesssry. 
The chief aim of this local teachers association 'Will he 
to promote the professional and s^iirituol gro’wth o*f each 
worker in the school, ixt each meeting a portion of the 
hour will he giv^n to a dis'cussion of problems concern­
ing the work of the school. It is needless to 'say that 
a portion of the hour should he given to worship and 
consecration. The conscientious teacher of religion 
should he able to get much spiritual strength from the 
feiiowshLp with those v;ho have similar problems and 
ideals.
h. District or state associatfons.
It wo’ild seem that the teachers and workers in 
the churci schools of a denomination would hav-o enough 
in common to justify a district or state teachers
r
assocdation. The chief benefit from such an organfzatio 
wohld result from the annula conventiors. Here would 
come together workers from the large and from the small 
schools to talk' over their common problems. This woold
====J
affoT'd an opportunity for v/or^ers to discust the 
educational policies d’f the denomination in the terrl'torf'. 
The inspirational feature of f-e convention v;onld he
I
very valuable to all who attend.
C. lationsl association-
paralleling the administrative organization there 
shDuld he a general association of teachers and all 
others who a^e engaged in the religious educrtional
work of the denomination, '^his association v;ill hold '
. !
i;t^s conven-ti ’ns at regular intervale, at which times
delegates will assemble from all of the territorial
B
units, inaluding colleges and schools of higher learning| 
u
jjAt this convention the leading edncators of the dcncmins |;ion 
''will h- heard, thus it will provide a great agency- for 
^creating sentii^ent in favor of religiojoa- education.
Moreover it will afford ample opportunity for discussing 
the educati nal needs and poli-cies of the d nomination.
II
EInter-denomina t icnal,
In addition to the various denominational associations 
there should also he an inter-denominational association 
of all those who are in any way engaged in the work of 
^religious education. The plan in out-line will he 
somewhat as follows:
a. Community association.
The success of t’he community program of religious 
jeducation cannot he guaranteed unlec^' there 4s a joint 
ijcooperative agency able to create public sentiment in.
Ifavor of the program. It is to be supposed that the 
jstrongest supporters of the community program will be 
lithe teachers and workers of the wa^-ious church echo Is.
)jlt will be for this body of people, who are vitally 
hnter.ested in religious education, to prepare the way 
ijfor the successful operation of the community program, 
b.- '’^he county association.
The various community- association’s will af-f’iliate 
Ijahd form the county association. The paramount pnppose 
|of this assdeation will be the -development of all the ' n 
l|religious educational work in the county. The annual jj
Convention of the association will be valuable in 11
listimulating and inspiring the workehs to great-er effort. | 
i^t- this copivettion there will be representatives from ai:| 
ithe denominations, pledged through cooperative effort, jj 
Ijto extend and develop the work of religious education h
Hlln their respective churches and communities. ii
G. State association.
The next logical unit in the series of professioral
lassociations will be the state association. T'his will ii • /
Cot only include teachers and officers in the loca.l schoc|ls
and community sclioors feut it will include teachers in 
church eolleges and all others who are vitally interest-t 
ed in religious education, n^his association will hold 
II its annual convention, in which workers from al3 parts 
of the state will participate, Such an -opportunity 
will tend to promote the professional growth of the
II
goluntary worder and generally advance the ’.TOrk of 
{religious eduoatidn through out the stata.
d. National association. {{
In the field of public edncati -n the various 
icounty and state teacters associations form the great 
ijNational Educational Association. Likewise, in the 
!field of religious education, the community, co’mty,
;|and state associations will form the National Church ' 
jSchool Teachers Association. Th:s organization will 
include millions of teachers and religious educators 
through out the country. Delegatee from the various 
{units will meet at stated timee in a great national 
{convention. Prom this convention the delegates will 
Ijreturn to all parts of the couhtyy with renewed 
inspiration and vision for the cause. Sucl an arganiati(|n 
^Will he a powerful factor in developing a national 
i^onsc-ience on the subject of ^religious education. It wilj 
{also guarantee the safety of the administrative program^
and the professional growth of every worker.
Three factors, then', are necessary in an adequate 
program of religious education for the protestant II
church. First, there should be a denomational program, " 
organized and controlled in harmony with the policy 
of the particular denomination; second, a joint inter­
denominational program, for the purpose of creating and
supervising a cooperative system of religious education m
ll
for the commurity; and third, a series of voluntary
ll
teachers associations, designed to promote the professiojjtial 




EISTORICAL .DEVELOPLIEHT op EDUCATION IH THE CHURCH "
II OP THE SRETHREH
A "orief study of the historical development of 
education in the Church of the Brethern r;ill he 
necessary for an intelligent understanding of its 
present edncational prohlems. Today, the church, a,s a 
whole,-is heartily in favor of a vigorous educational 
prograih, hut this has nut always been true. .It is the 
purjipse of this discussion to reflect, in a general way, 
the position of the. church on education through the 
several distinct periods of her history, and to follov; 
with an evaluation of the denomination's present
It
educational organi.ZiatIon.
. _ " ■’ 1, ‘The Colonial Period.
Judging from the character of the men wl:o were its 
immediate founders, the church received at the beginning* 
a rich educational inheritance. It is positively known 
:that Christopher Sower, Sr. attended one or more of'the 
leading German universities, and practically all the "
• > ' II
brethern who first came to America had received a good
.general edu.c'ation. '’’he feet that before these brethern
/






cotitroversies of the -pietistic movement and had attract-ll 
ed the attention of some of the greates-t scholars of 
Eu’r-ope-, is further evidence of their superior inte'ilectual 
ability. It should he noted also that after they had 
settle'd at Germantovni they were among the most out- jj 
standing leaders of the colony. T'hey were interested |
in education and saw to it that their children were "
II trained in the best schools of the day. ^hey were also 
interested in establishing schools of higher learning 
and among those who took active part in founding the 
German't'own Academy, there was none toore prominett than 
Christopher Sower, a prominent member of the Church of « 
the Brethern
'T’hat Christopher Sower was genuinely interested in 
promoting the common intelirgence of the people is 
evidenced by the fact that he conducted one of the most
II
successful printing establishments in America. His 
publications covered a wide range of subjects and 7/ehe 
eagerly read througl out the middle and southern 
colonies. IThile Sower published a secular paper and 
many other documents of a general character, He is 
remembei^e'd ehiefly because of his great interest in- 
promoting religious education, '^hen he srfw that there 
were very few Bibles in the- colony and realized bhat the
II
masses were growing up almost totally i^-norant of its 
mes'sago, ho undertook to publish the Bible in the 
German language. It should be noted also that he 11
published the first, religious magazine ever printed in 
Am.erica, In. all of his work, both secular and religiouji, 
he stood for principles which today would be eonsidered 
highly favorable to education. In making an estimate 
of his character. Dr. J.S.Florjr, says, "In the religiou|, 
political, educational, social and' public life of his 
day he wa's a prominent figuxe, moving in easy |
.familiarity and op equal footing with- the leading ii
statesmen and educators of his tirae.”^ ''
The leaders of the Germantown church were active
II
and aggressive. 'T’hey were particularly interested in 
teaching religion, and, in reality, the first Su>"day 
School ever conducted was organized by the Brethern 
in- the Germantown Congregation,
"It was in the year 1738, at Germantor/n, Pa., that || 
the Brethor^n ha4 regular Sunday afternoon services for | 
the unman ied or the young-people at the h'me of |j
Christopher Sower. ’ There is evidence that Ludwig 
Hoecker was a leading spirit., if not the superintendent
of this work at Germantown, but afterwards he, with
' ' I
others, went to Ephrata. He must have been an educated 
=marn-,- for==a^^^fph3eart^-he=^=warer-h-fao''--p-r--feo4-pal of 'an academy = 
1 Literary Activities of the Erethtr^en in the 
_ Eighteenth Century, pp 39
J
a'nd also the .superintendent of a aunday’School -for-more
' 1 * ■ il
than thirty* years." In J744 Christopher Sower
printed a series of Sunday School cards for use in the^^
schools, some, of wh-ich are still in eoci-§tence. On ecchii
card there is a verse of scripture and' a stanza of "
poetry. This would indicate that the Sunday School had
come to fill ah i^^portant place in t he life of the churc h.
7/e do not khow how long the work was continued, but 
judging from the conference of 1789 the church still ”
II approved of some d'rg'ahized effort to teac>i‘ religion. Th^ 
following from the minutes, of that year will reflect 
the .spirit of the church 'concerning the Importance of
ti
-religious training,
II ’’Article 2. Inasmuch as many of. our children and
I young people fall into a course life, and a great
II
occasi'^n of it se'^ms to be a want that there is not 
II sufficient diligence used in instructing the children
according lb the word of the lord given by Moses in
feut. 6:7, where we read: And,thou shalt te^oh them 
II .(these words which I command thee this dayQ diligently 
II -to. thy children, and thou shalt talk of them when thou 
'' sittest in thy house, and when thou walkes't by the wray,
'' .when thou liest down, and when thou risest upj and
.also the apostle Paul says (Eph, 6:4}, that parents
1, ( S.Z,Sharp, in Two Centuries of the Brethsren, p 311.j)
II
shoula briii^ them (tliGir children) up 3.p the nurture II
and admonition of the lord,"
---------------------------------- ^
"It is opinion (and advice) that there should he' "
used more diligence to instruct our dear youth and
children in the word of truth to their salvation, and ||
that it is the special duty of the de^r parents, as
well as of the pastors and teachers, to he engaged
herein, inasmuch as the. apostle teaches, Fegd the flockjj
of God, which is among y u-, taking the oversight-there0f|v
(3: Peter 5:£) And inasmuch as the children of the
faithful belong to the flock of Christ, just as
naturally as the lambs belong to the flock of sheep;
ajjd Inasmuch as the v/ord can be brought nearer to the "
hearts of children in a simple conversation or
catechisation, or however it may he called, than otherHi
wise in a long sermon, so that they apprehend the word
of divine 'truth, believe in Jesus Christ, and accept
his doctrine and commondments, and v/alk therein to {|
their eternal salvation —rr- hence we admonish in
heartfelt and humble love all our in God much beloved |
fellov/ members, deer fathers and mothers of families,
as also pastors and teachers, our in God much beloved
fellow laborers, in the dear and worthy name of our
/
lord Jesus Christ, who has given hi^^self unto death
II
"’he First Sunday School Cards
This -shows the case and samples of a set of 
381 Sunday School cards, printed hy Christopher 
Sower in 1744 for use In Brethnea Sunday Schools. 
This sot is now in Bi’idgswstoi' OoXlog*© ihi'Sii'y,
T""5-r
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for us, that we should die t'o ourselves, and live to hii| 
forever, that they would use all possible diligence tha| 
our de&r youth might be provoked to love God, and to 
•appreciate his word from their childhood.”^ "
I _ It should be observed that the Sunday School movr.mei|t-
»
ji among the Brethrsn at Germantown preceded "the organization 
of Sunday Schools in fingland by about forty years. This 
•t fact, however, is only im.portant in studying the spirit,, 
of the colonial church. It is simply one of the
incidents which show that for more than a half century
after its organization in America, the Church of the
Breti^ren was among the most forward looking religious
organizations. Her early leaders were men of Vision n
and power, which, indeed, has rarely been equaled in
the history of the denomination. Their firm reliance
upon teaching as a means of extending the kingdom-, !
shpuld stimulate greater faith on the part of those who J
are today pleading- for the child’s rightful religions ”
II
inheritance.
11. The JPeriod of Opposition.
The beginM'ng of the nineteenth century marks “ 
a sharp decline in educational interest among the |j
Brethern. It is, indeed, difficult to understand how | 
the church, having so strongly supported schools of "





higher learning and local Sunday Schools, conld suddenai| 
have lost all interest in education. It is evident tha-(l 
the church suffered greatly during the revolutionary 
I war. The Brethren were scattered widely, and upon the
n
I whole the struggle for existence hecame harder. There [ 
I were, of course, individual exceptions, hut during the
H
I first half of 'the nineteenth century the church looked "
It
upon 'all educational effort as a mark of worldliness, 
rather than as a means of extending the kingdom.- "
During this period the expressions of the ^hurch througl| 
the Conference were solidly opposed to any organized 
educational effort.’ "
'1, Higher education
The, Conference, of 1831 was aske-’’ to define its „
position upon higher edueation in the form of the H
H
following questijn; "'S^hether it is considered advisable j
II for a member to have his son dducated in college?" 'The 
II following answer was given. 'JConsidered not advisable,
It
II in as much as experience has taught that sucb very 
seldom will come back afterwards to the humble "'’ays of 
tbe Lo'rd,"^ Afte-’- this decision *it was more than 
twenty years before the question was again before the ’
C -nference. In 1852 the advisability of Brethce-ri 
assisting in buSlding high schools was referred to the
1. Minutes of the Annual Meeting, Churdjh of the 
Breilihne^^ pp 54
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IIConference. "How is it considered by the bretl.ten, if 
II brethern aid and assist in building great houses for 
high schools and send their children to the same?" T^he" 
answer was as follows; "Considered, that brethren should
be very cautious and not mind high things, but condescei|t
II , ' 1 ■
to men of low estate. Rom.- 12:16." ii
I The next year the- Conference was ashed to make a
II decision concerning the propriety of a brother attending 
jj college or holding a position on a college faculty. ®
II "Is it right for a brother to go to'college or teach the
same."]Jote that the churcb gives a negative answer with
a clee-r statement of the reasons. "Considered, that
II 1
we would deem colleges a very gn§sfe place for a simple |j
follower of Christ, inasmuch as they are calculated to
le.ad us astray from the faith and. obedience to the
gospel." V7hi>le the Conference of 18.53 gave very
positive disapproval to education, it is evident thrt
„ by this time educational sentiment was growing, '"he
^ fact that the question was repeateniy agitated through
y the columns of the Gospel Visit of tended to kee-o it a
II "
live question. Four years later (1857') the Conferehee n
II gave its last negative decision concerning higher n
education. "IThat are the views of the present Annual !
/
Council in regard to the contemplated School, that was
1. Minutes of tpe Annual Meeting- of the Church of fWe I
Bretirani. pp 1130 ||
2, Itinutes of the Innual lieeting, Church of the Bretheopn
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alluded to, some time since, in the Gospel Visitor ?" 
Kotice that the conference agair voices her opposition 
on the ground of worldliness. "It is conforming to 
the world. The Apostle Paul says: Knowledge puffeth 
up, hut charity edlfieth."^ ^
y'
2. Sunday Schools.
The American Sunday School Union was organized in 
1824 and thirs association at once "began to organize. 
Sunday Schools through out the cnuntry. A great number 
of men were employed'as ml’ssionaniles and sent out 
everywhere to organize ne?/ Sunday Schools., The campaigi 
was- pu-shed with -especial -y-igor through the '^hio and 
Mi-ssissippi valleys -and in a comparatively short time 
thousands of Sunday Schools had been organized.
Pa cords show thay one man organized 784 new schools 
in three years.
It should not be supposed that the various churches 
became at once enthusiastic about the Sunday School 
movement. The Sunday School had to fight its way into 
the church, and during the first half of the nineteenth
1
century, the Church of tl.e Uretferea was by no means’ 
alone in opposing the movement. The promoters, or 
Sunday 'School agents, simply went into a new community 
and having called" a fe?; people together, explained to




them hriefly nature he ne’*' Movement tncl if 
possible eecuru(3 their promise to unde^^teke the 
■venture, and then passed on to the next place. We can 
11 hardly wonder that the more conservative memhers ^'f all
II ’
churches looked with disfavor upon the rapid developmnnl 
of the Sunday School movement. - i
To the Church of the "brethren, 'the Sunday School i
was a new form of worldliness. The ,mpv'-mprit was pro­
moted from the out.side "by an organization of 's'^’ich ourII
Bre'-hr.en kne'v nothing, and obey did hot recognize that 
it was an effort to- establish an institut i-in, which
H
m'^re than a half century before had received the positil’e 
approval of the church.. We do not loiow when the original 
Sunday School work among the -Brethron was discontinued,
I I but it is not likely that it reached beyond the Close
I H
Qf the eighteenth century. The attitude of the church
c.oncerning the development ■ of Sunday Sch'^'ols during the^
II first half of the nineteenth century is am.ply expressed!
II -|( by the des.ision of the Conference df *1839. The
question was asked, "Whe-thei* it b’e right for members
to take part in Sunday Schools, class-meetings, and thell
like" and the Conference was emphatic in her reply;
"Considered most advisable to take no patt in such
like things."!
1^ Llinutds of the Annual Meeting, Church of the Brethrifen
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111. The EfeyilraL of Education
'^he church as a whole was slow to respord to the_|
s-gitation of those who favored, a revivnl jf education. ^
The church had so long sto.od opposed to' all educational ^
effort that the rank and file of the meinhership had "
come to .believe that any attemnt to foste>' education
should be looked upon as- a violation of the spirit and
principles of the denomination'. This oppositicn was
directed against ■'higher education as- well a‘s against the
effort to establish Sund; y Schools in local churches. Th^
general opposition to all types of educetional work led
^ to the- organization of many more Or less sparedic ii
dduoational efforts throughout the brotherhood; Schools
were started, not as the result of a carefully planned
educo-tlonal policy, but merely because some educetiohal
enthusiast wjr s strong enough in his local community to
create sufficient public sentiment to warraht the attem-Dl|.
Even before the' Conference gave her approval, Sunday I
Schools were organized in many churches through the
* f II
efforts of some enthusiastic leader who was strong enoughl
to wave the opposition and organize the work.-
The years 1857 and 1858 mark the turning point in
the denominations educational history, li is interestingjj
to note that while the Ccnference of 1857 opposed higher "
.106-
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education, it passed a resolution favorable to organizinj^, 
Sunday Schools in local churches. The advocat-es of 
ligher e'^ucation, however, did not have to wait long, n 
for the next .year the Conference rendered a decisl-on, 
which, at least, may be interpreted as not opposing the 
establishment of a school of higher learning. Our ii
immediate purpose here is to study the growth of4
e-’ucstional sentiment in the church of the "Brethren as 
rellec-ted by thetaction of the General Conference. I
1, Higher educati ^n "
"Art. 51, 1858. We desire to- know whether the 
Lord has commanded us to have a school, besides our 
common schools, such as the one in the Gospel Visitor.
' HIf we are, ought v;e not to have it soon? And If it is 
not commanded of the lord,; ought we to have one? And 
is it right to contend for or against such an institutio^i 
I publicly through the press, since, our different views 
become a stumbling block before the world? And if it 
is once decided, ought we not to keep forever silent
9
about it? Answer: Concerning the school proposed in ''
the Gospel Visitor we think we have no right- to interfe 
with an individual enterprise so long as there is no 
departure from Gospel principles."^
'T’he spirit of this decision ?/as not calculated to
re
1. Minutes of the Annual Meeting, Church of the BrethreDi
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gfeatly encourage those who were eflfl§ev5ring to promote 
higher education in the church, but it should be regardef 
as a distinct victbry for the cause. Prior to this time^
II
a member of the .church could not even attend a high 
School or college without incurring the disapproval of 
the Conference. Now the Conference has denied her right
II
to interfere with an individual enterprise so long as 
lospel principles 'are not violated. This decision placed 
the responsibility upon the individual or upon the board 
of management of the particular school, and it wag this 
fact which gave rise to much of the controversy v/liich 
followed for the next'twenty years. There -were still 
many in the church who honestly felt that it ^7buld bb
impossible to participate in any educational effort
%
without violating Gospel principles. After the deeisioni 
of 1858 there were many attempts .made to establish SGhoo|Ls 
in various parts of the brotherhood. It is not our j!
T
purpose here to trace the. history- of these Individual ||
II
efforts. Suffice it to say that prior to 1876 none Of II
II
the schools which were established were maintained for
H
more than a few years^ During this -period it-was c:learl|7-
li
demonstrated that a successful educational enternr-ise 
must rest upon a larger unit than the immediate commtin.it 7-.
i
While the majority had given passive approval to higher
-108
eSucation, as expressed "by Conference, the minority was 
sufficiently strong to make it very difficult to maintai|
IIa permanent educational enterprise.
In 1871 the Conference wss again a-sked to rule upon
II
the adivsahility of a brother serving as a manager or . ” 
teacher in college. The question was answered in a "
II II
IIgeneral way by reference to the decision of 1858. Againi
in 1874 the Conference was asked to give advice in the
form of the following query:
"Art.10. Inasmuch as the brethren, whfen .assembled 
tf ' .
in, Annual Council in the year 1831, decided it not to be| 
advisable Tor a brother to^have his son educated ^n a 
college; inasmuch, they say, as experience has taught us|: 
that such very seldom will come back afterward to the 
humble '^’ays of the Lord-, what will this district-meeting 
and our Annual Meeting say .when a combination of brethrejii 
are trying to get up a high school for the more thorough,' 
education of brethren's children, and" term it the
II
Brethren's School?" Answer: Referred to mAnutes of the 
Annual Meeting of 1858, Art,51. But the Brethren shall 
not call the school the Brethren's School, or by any 
other name that would involve the general brotherhood."
In 1880 another query was sent to Conference ■'^hich 
recited the several previous negative decisions concerniljQg
^ __ _ II _
II
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higher education and expressed the fear that the 
brethren’s ehhools would "operate against the simpljcTtjl 
of the Gospel of Christ, as well as create or cultivate 
the desire for an educated ministry'’’his was the 
occasion for what may be regarded as the first constlructtl- 
ive action of the Confe'»'ence concerning education. The 
following answer restates the objections offered and | 
suggests a possible remedy, j
"Inasmuch as there exists a wide-spread fear among || 
us that the'brethren’s high schools are likely to pperatje 
against the simplicity of the Gospel of Christ., as also 
■likely to cultivate the desire for an exclusively 
educated ministry, to guard therefore these schools fronjj 
producing these effects, we think the Principals of thed'e 
Schools should m.e^t and adopt rules that will prevent ,,
such tendency, and said rule's be in hermon"^ with the. n
principles of Annual Meeting."^
This marks the close of a type of organized !
opposition toward our educational work. It also marks 
th beginning of renewed ef-^ort to establish schools. " 
Out of the large number of schools whici have been 
established by the brethren, ten have continued to live.j 
These have all had their difficulties, but upon the J 
whole, the favorable influences have outweighed those
1. Minutts of the Annual ’ieeti-ng. Church of th.e Prethre
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which have been unfavorable, an<3 -eecL School is becomingji 




'^he •^’iret 'expres.slon of the church favorable to t-he.,
establishment of Sunday SohDols was given by the n
Conference of 1857. This expression was not d signed to|l
particularly encourage the movement, but ti ’ply meant-
that confer-ence was no longer opposed to Sunday Schools.]
II
From this time on, the more enthusiastic leaders of the 
church Here free to establish sc-hools without violating 
conference regulations.
"4-rt,ll. Eow Ife it considered for brethren to have ^
I
Sabbath schools, conducted by the brethren? Answer: 
Inasmuch as we are commanded to bring' un our children
II
in the nurture and admonition of the Lord, we know jf 
no Scripture which dondemns Sabbath schools, Xf Qon-^ 
ducted in gospel order, and -if they are made a means' of 
teaching spholars a knowledge of the scriptures.”^
The passage of this decision did not mean that the 
Sunday Sphopl had won its way into t-he ph'urch or that 
from this time on the movement would be free to develop 
without opposition. Rather, it meant the beginning of a 
long period of controversy, during which the Sunday
1., Minutes of the Annual Meeting, Church af the Rrethi|;en',
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School gj7adually beoanie estahlislied throughout the 
brotherhood, ^he opposition was strong enough, however^, 
to bring queries to c'onference three times- during t>e 
nex-t forty years. The first came in 1862 and w^as 
directed particularly against Sunday School celebration^.
"-ti'rt. 31. y/ill the brethren, at Annual Meeting, 
consider -it right to establish Sunday Schools? and if
II
' they d’o consider -it right, will they consider i!fc-right 
for members of the church, and their children, to -attend 
Sunday School celebration's? Answer: bons-ider it
right to have' Sunday Schools, if conducted by the brethiljen, 
but not to have celebrations.”^
That tli'e Sunday School movement did riot develop 
rapidly is evidenced by the fact that in 1871 a query 
was^ sent to conference which directly asked that the 
privilege to coiiduct S-unday Schools be recalled. This 
the conference refused to dc, but it did advise against 
introducing them in congregations where sentiment was 
divided. It seems that the spirit of this decision had ii 
not advanced much beyond that of 1857.
”Art.l7. 17111 not this Annual Meeting recall the 
privilege granted to establish Sunday Schools, especiall||7 
where the church is not entirely unanimous? Answer: „
Tie do not recall the privilege, but where the establisliillig
1-, Minute-s of the Annual -Meeting, Church of the Brethren, 
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of Sunday Schools would cause trouble or division, 
bre’thhen'had betijer desist froir introducing" them.”l ^ 
^he last attack upon the '^upday School throngh th©
I General Conference was' made in >1880. The query was 
based upon the assumption -that the Sunds;y School was onl|^ 
a 'ft'orldly custoto and wt s not founded upon scriptural 
authority. The popular Sunday School celebrations were 
also' declared particularly objectionable. In her answer!! 
the Conference justified the- Sunday School on the groundl
''that it was a "means of bringing up our children in-the
II
nurtur.e and admonition of the Lord." From this time on 
the movement steadily developed. Sixteen years later 
when the Conference again spoke concerning the S-ur.day 
School movement, it was in the form of e-ctlyely encouragjl- 
ing the v/ork.
'' ly. The Present System of Organization.
The spirit and enthusiasm of our e^-rly pioneers in 
religi-^us educati n was not without its results. lot- " 
withstanding a long pdriod of opposition, the value of 
schools of higher learning as-well as Sunday Schools in 
local churches was successfully demonstrated. "l)i]e th^i 
church had not b en responsible for starting these 
agencies, after they had successfully proved the-ir wortl| 
she began to create machinery,- in the form of oommitte-e^|,
1. Minutes of the Annual Meeting, Church of the Prf^thr^n,
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Sesignea to safeguard them, so that the principl s of ttjje 
chureh should not he endangered, it should he not d tha)[t 
these committees were not, at first, charged with the « 
responsibility for developing an educational portey. TheJ^ 
were negative, rather than positive in character, in tha'i: 
they did not presume to act- beyond that of an adtisory 
agency.
The church does not yet have a unified educational 
policy. The Conference has, however, recognized her 
responsibility for promoting religious education in 
colleges and ip local churches. 'T'he several colleges " 
of the denomination have been placed under the dire-ctiofi 
“of the General Educational Board, while the progr.'^Tn for " 
local churches has been intrusted to the joint direction 
of the General Sunday ScJfool Board and the General 
Christian Workers Board.
1. The General Educational Board.
■It was not until 1890, that the Annual Conferonoe j|
lassumed any resnonsibility for the de:felopment of the „
several struggling Brethren»s colleges. The conference "
!of that year recognized that the- schools had now come «
'to fill an important place in the church, in that it
SPPOinte.d for each school, a visiting committee -of three




anl religious influence of the s6hools, and to see that 
the principl s of the Gospel and Church gove’^nment he 
carried out as defined hy Annual Meeting.It shoylrd:' 
he not’ed tha'h the Conference did not charge’ these 
committees with the responsihllity of promoting the 
principles of the Gospel through edu-cation, hut rather 
•' with the duty of watching over the' schools to see that 
no undesirable influences should he introduced'. These 
visiting committees made their contribution toward the 
development of odr educational work hut their power was 
so limited that they could not materially advance- the 
interests of the local college.
After a number of years Vt was felt that there shoulfd 
he some .central agency for the purpose of overseeing in
II
a general -way the work of all our colleges. In supplyinj^ 
this demand, the Conference of 1908 discontinued the 
local visiting committees and appointed the General 
Educrtlonal Board. At first the work of t>e Board was li 
confined largely to visiting the several schools, whichj} 
resulted in promoting a general good feeling and spirit 
of cooperation among the colleges, "/ith the launching 
of the Forward Movement Program in 1919, the General ii
Educational Board 'announced, Wb^t may he termed, its [
V
first constructive educational policy for the hrother- 
1. Minutes of the'Annual Meeting, Church of the Brethreijl,
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hood. 'T’he Board has now ceased to bo merely a -cooperating 
agency, and has assumed responsibility for promoting a 
more definite educational program. The result* of tife^ 
Board ^s Forward I,Movement Program has been very gEatifyii|g, 
and it has now b=en- successfully demonstrated that the 
interests of higher education in the several colleges, 
can be materially advanced through the efforts of a 
central board appointed by the General Conference.
2.. ^he General .Su"day School .Board
'T’he Conference of 1896 recognized' the value of the
Sunday School by appointing a Su^-^day School Advisory " 
Committee. This committee w s -charged with the 
responsibility of guarding the Sunday School literature 
and of giving general encouragement to the work. To 
further aid .our Sunday Schools the Conference of 1898 
advised each state disti-ict to appoint a Sunday School " 
secretary for the purpose of encouraging the work in 
the district, '^he secretary was also to furnish the II 
Advisory Committee with necessary statistics.
In 1911 the Conf-erence discontinued the Sunday |
II School Advisory Committee and appoint d the General 
li Sunday School Board, '^he Board-was given rather broad " 
powers and it soon became adtive in the interest of I




tad been made to enconrao-e bette.r trained teacber^ 
for oar gohools. As an effort to secure, better preparedn
)) II
teachers, the Poard published a First ‘Standard Co irse—
II of teacher training, and earnestly urged l^cal churches 
to organize training classes. Later the Board publish djj 
a Second Course of teacher training &nd also a series bfli
II"very helpful booklet?, which were sldely distributed ar^d 
resd. 'T’he Board hs.s done much to correlate certain | 
phases of the work through a commop Sunday School Btandaf-d- 
II Prior to 1919 the Board depended upon the district-
i|
secret ry to promote its standards end policies’ in 'the 
loctl churches. A great deal of credit is due our "
faithful secretaries for their zeal in promoting the 
Lork, but many of them were so situated that they conid 
^not give a proper amoimt of time to the work, and therst! 
were not v/ell -prepared to perform .er edu'cf-tional t8s>.
''ith the launching of the Forward I.Iovem'=>nt Program, the u 
Board began to emplyy trained Sunday School speciellsts « 
|to go into the various districts for the pu^-pose 
stimulating and encouraging the v^orkers to greeter efforts 
This policy has been continued and the Board is now 
employing a full time director o-p religious educ. tion ' 
in a number of the college res ions. Since the Board ?aS| 
begun this policy, the cause f religious education in I
I
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lOGol churches has been materially advance’d and it is 
now evident that the importance of the 1 ighly trained 
specialist as a promoter and cupervisor is becomi-ng 
generally recognized.
3. '^he General Ghristian Workers Bo-ard
■'^he Conference of 1903 authorized the organization
4
of Young People"'s Societies in the local churches under 
the name of Christian "'orkers Meetings. Following this 
decisi n a -number of societias were organized but it was 
soon observed that this work was not -properly eor-related 
with the other activities of the church. In order vto 
correct this difficulty queries were sent to Conference 
in 1908 and in 1909 asking that the Conference place the 
Christian ITorkers teeing unden a central organization.
Each time the matter v/as referred -to the Sunday School 
Advisory Committee. This did not seem'to bring desired 
results and when the matter was again before the Cjnfere|ice 
in 1914 the General Sunday School was made directly 
responsible for promoting the interests of the Christian 
O'orker? Mectapg,
Pour years later the request was again made for an 
independent organization for the Christian "^orkers 
Meetigg, and the Conference appointed a General Christial 
orkers Board. The Board jiow employs a fuil time
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Genersl Secretary, v/i-f-i- an office at Ill,
According tj the tentative progrein outlined in tie ^ 
Brethren’s Year Book (1920) the Bnar'd oontemplates 
making its program operative in locel churches through 
the necessary ri^gional E.nd district repr-esentatives. ^h^
Board is primarily interests'^ in promoting a program .of 
practical service 6n the par't of our young people, Vi'hich 
will include all those items Commonly considered under 
the term, eypressional activities,
?. Evaluation of the Present Eastern of Organizatinn.
An examinati'^n of the present eductti"'nal machinery 
of the Church of the "brethren reveals-the fact ohat ther^ 
has been hery little educational planning on the pa-t 
of the leaders of the denomination. .Indeed, vye may say 
that the denomination’s Qdu-cational work developed v7ithoi|t 
a definite policy in the face of prolonged. oppositi"in.
Ifen at last the church came to the place where she 
appreciated the value of her schools, it was nature! thaljj 
she should create certain machinery, in the form of
•II
committees,_ to conserve and promote the work which had 
'been started. The same method was followed in reference 
ito her Sunday School work. The Sunday Schools are not 
'the result of the General Sunday Sclool Board so much as 
the Board l-s the result of the Sunday Schools. 'low that
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the church is generally united concerning the value of" 
'education, it is highly important that her ed-ucational “ 
'organizati ^n shall he adapted to meet her present -and 
ifutnre needs.
1^- ^he present organization promotes a divided program.
The nresent system of organization does not recogni^ejl 
'the unity of the dducative process. A jnnior child in 
•the church school receives his Bible '’mowlodge under the 
|dire-ti ^n of an organization, headed by t?.e Genera-l 
iNnday School Board, wh'ile the program designed to help " 
t)iim carry that knowledge into effect is directed "by 
Another independent organization, headed by the General 
li^hrlstian 'Workers Board. !7hen this same child gronwB up 
!hnd desires to continue hlS religious training-, he i s 
i^then turned over to another organization which has had nof 
|)art in determining the character of his nrevious training, 
|)ur colleges exist primarily for the purpose of giving 
ibur children a religious education and it seems entirely 
proper that the Board which determines the policy and "
II
purr.iculum for the college should also have some direct 
{•esponsibility for developing the educstional program for 
|oce] churches. There is an essential unity between | 
Instruction and expression. We are Just beginning to " 





Diagram siiowlng the* present system of 




Jexpressed in conduct is of little value to the lefrn^r/
'The teacher -who is- not able to sake the lesson carry 
over into the life of the pupil during the -^yeek has'
'failed in that particular lesson. It is reasonahl-e -to 
'suppose that the teacher of a class op the supervisor 
lof a department of the church school wbul'd he bettor 
|able to direct the necessary expres-si-^nal activity of 
'the pupils than a representative of an indepeh-dent 
[organization. If the expression takes the form of 
I|Worship, it should have a direct relati n to the program 
jof instruction. If the aim is to promote -expression 
[through a young people's society, the organised class or 
lldepartment should meet ‘every requirement and this viould 
[give ample opportunity to correlate instruction with the 
i^Fiaa u^ed for discussion, If, indeed, the express-ional, 
[Activity takes the form of s-ome practical service, the 
fparticular bit .f service 'sh-ould be linked directly with 
•the- series of lessons recently studied in the church jj 
School. It should be evident thet these principles csnno,| 
fje carrie-d into effect so effectively andet the present sjystem 
^hey could under- the direction of a single -organization. " 
gl°^essional leadership of the college not recognised!
, ,ih -lodal a'droinistratlon.
The local church college should rest upon the churc
schools of the territory. Before this ide^l can ever he 
realized the church schools will h^ve to hecorae ef-f’icienf 
and worthy of recognition hy tie college, 't^his will 
mean that the teachers and supervisors for the local 
church schools wil’’ have to receive the necessary 
professional training to- enable them to do a high grade 
piece of v;ork. The- local churches, the-refore, will have 
to look to the college to train their workers.
1 -am of the opinion that since tho cnllege is j|
largely responsible for training leaders for the church, 
that she should also be made responsible for supervising 
the administrative' nrogram for the territory. The Jj'
college -is already compelled to v/ork her terrl-toty in i
the interest of highe-’- education and -it would seem that 
her administrative officers would be well able to 
supervise the educational program 4in local churches. Th^ 
present plan which recognized the rights of the General 
Sunday School Board to. supervise the field workers in 
each college region, should, in the interest of efficiency, 
be modified so as to utilize the professional leadership 
of the college concerning all matters of local
H
administration.
5. Overlapping of effort
That the present organization permits of much over-
lapping of effort fa evidenced by an analysis of the 
educational program of the local crhurch. '^h.e organ^e^
class and thie .organized department of th® nhiurch school 
are designed to do essentially the same type orf work’ 
which has been outline.d ’by the Genferal Christian Workers 
Board. Surely we cannot expect young" people in th’e loca| 
church to accomplish the best results through '& .divided 
program, and yet so long as we have tt/o overhead
II
organizations attemnting to do the -same type of work, ''
we cannot escape overlapping .in the lo'cal church, 'i’he j|
General Sunday School Board, and all tho work under its
direction, aim to promote expression in con ■"'net ion with*, **
or as a result of the instruction offered in the church
school. In view of this fact, it would s.eom- that there
is hardly a place for an independent organization in the
C • I
field of nractivel service or expression. ii
:i^. ^Pe.iuires unnecessary expense.
The present plan provider for three over-hea.d 
organizations. In order to function properly, it ^s 
inecessary for each of these organizati'-ns to re'&ch the 
'local church in some vital way. '^he General Sunday 
{School Board has at the oresent time the roost satisfsctoij 
.plan for projecting Its program down to the local church, 
hut it 4S evident that sooner or later, the tv/o gther
general boards will have to perfecrfc tteir organi zat iuns 
so that they V7ill function in every church. Fnch a 
sjrstem calls for unneqessary expenditure of energy and- 
money-. It is conceivable to think of. a representative 
^ of each of the general boards visiting the same local 
church on three different days, 7;hen it '-'ould easily 
have been pospiblo for one man to have accomplished the 
same results in one visit. Grantjng that it raajrnot^ 
now be necessary to reach tie local churcj' directly in t 
int-^rest higher education, it, ^ould seam that the 
regional or district officer who goe-s into a church 
to supervise insttuction should also be responsible for 
supervising all expressi^nal activities.
In conclusion, permit me to say, that during the 
short time the present ^^rganization has been able to 
function, it has accomplished, very great good for the 
church. I am of the opinion that, notwithstanding 
''certain fundamental weaknesses, i-t should become the 
basis for an enlarg- d and unified educati 'nal program, 
„The Churfh of the Brethren has an inspiring history and 
«a message which the world sordly needs, and tie fanfldmen
II
"basis for propagating that message will be an effective 
educational organization.
GK^PTER VI.
TH3 GEITER/il BOAR? ''F RBUC ’TION;
7e st£.nd today upon the threshold o-p b ne ert ttr 
our educational work. The rapid development o-° the 
public high school has done much to awaken in y ung 
iipeonle a desire to secure a thorough education end in 
I expressing this desire, the young peoi^le of the Church 
of the Brethren are no exception. Todey more of the 
youth of the denomination- are going to college then 
ever before and it is very probable that the number will 
continue to increase. Bew demands are also being mad 
upon the Church for developing a comprehensive progrcm 
of religious education for the local church. The 
organization of week-day and vacation schools is 
evidence of the fact that the program of the Sunday 
•'School is inadequate to meet the needs of our day. '^his 
new demand for education, both in colleges and in local 
churches, is forcing upon the church the necessHy of 
building an educational progr m suited to the gro'^’ing 
needs -f a31 of her neople.
In a previous paragraph we noticed the the church’s 
present educational ma:hinery had been created to take
i> care of certain phases of educations! work after it
/
had developed to a place of influence in the denominatio
ae ' —~  .............— I .1. —ii. ....Li ■ .T I, ,I . .. . .I,1..    ■ .1 - .
It is reasonable tn suppose that r/lth a groiTing" interest- 
in education the administrative -nrogrriri will bare to be 
reorganized to meet present demands. I?e observed~‘'also 
that the present program recognizes a division of 
responsibility, by intrusting, the various phases of 
education to three. General Boards with somewjiat restrictj- 
ed and overlapping powders. This division of responsibility 
in the administrative organization ma''ses it impossible 
to operate a unified, progrem in the local church. I „ 
believe the t^'rae is ripe for the Church of the Brethren 
to consider the --hoje problem of roligimue education li 
in the light of-her present and future needs, and having 
carefully studied this problem, to outline a broad 
educational policy, including ail phases jf education, 
in colleges and in local churches. The following ”
discussion is intended to set forth some of the advantages 
of administering a unified educational program for the 
whole Church'under the direction of a Board of Education|
II 1. The Purpose of the Board. ^
1. To emphasize importance of eflnr-pfinn——--------------------——--------- j
The Church o-f the Bpethren has made rapid program j| 
in developing educational sentiment, however, there are 
still many in. the church who are only luk'e-warm toward
I
her educati -nal work. Perhaps the most important task
of the Board of Eda<3^tion will he to develop a conscience
throughout the hro'therhobd on the subject of religious
education. The Board will he the one> central agency,
created hy the conference and charged -with the he-sponsi*h|lity
of promoting all the educational wor\ of the church. Th^
II
denom’inationt'fe Jmesent interest in education has not 
II
resulted from any uniform policy hut has rether come fro]| 
the independent efforts of her church eolleges. Those 
parts of the brotherhood which have heen under the direct 
ihfluence of one of the -colleges have come to s e the “ 
importance of Christian education in a way which has not 
j|heen possible in' sections farther removed- from the 
educational centers. The General Board of Education,
•'through cooperation with the various colleges will rende]|t 
the church valuable service', but not the least important 
of its tasks will be to help carry the -gospel of educati|n 
to every congregation.
^he progress of the church depends upon the successfi|l
*■
administration of her educational progr^'m throughout the 
brotherhood. We dare Aot be satisfied with the growth I
II
of ed-ucational sentiment only in those s ction’s which coi|e 
in closest contact v/ith the colleges, '''^her’e are many 
fcongregations which have very little conception of the 
importance of education, either in colleges or' in the
-»Xg8-«
local church. If such congregations ever get a vision 
of their responsibility for selecting and training their 
,young people for service in the church some outside _ 
lagency will have to inspire them to activity towa-rd this 
lend. Those churches which are beginning to install ''
■modern educational programs for their own people are the 
'churches which have come in closest contact with the " 
:educational centers, -here are. however, many churches 
|in the brotherhood which are compelled to continue to 
loperate an inefficient nrogram, not from choice.- but 
')Decaus.e they have no vision of their task. Before the 
Mult leaders of a church ever sense their responsibilityjl 
'Mr giving their young peo.ple a thorough religious 
^ducetion they must', to a certain degree, become educated! 
Memselves. The General Board of Education, through its || 
Mblicatians and otherwise, can do rauch^awaken the most 
Remote, congregation in the brotherhood to a sense of its li 
|:’espons’ibility for religious training.
Every phase of the denomination's activity depend^ 
Mon the character of her educational program. T^e II
Iphurch of the Brethren does not have a lagge membership 
|)ut she has a large contribution to make toward the |
levelopment of Christianity throughout the world.- It 
Mee not necessarily require a large membership to imprest
I
'Christianity upon the world but it does require a large 
vision and individual oonsecrati n to the task. Since '' 
the church does not have a la’-ge meinbership it is all ’ 
the more necessary that every congregation and every 
individual member of the church be whole-heartedly 
committed, to the taslr- of furthering the wor"!-- of the 
denomination. Before this ideal can ever be ref^lized 
every congregation must be awake, and every individual 
must have knowledge sufficient to command his interest
II
and to insure his loyalty to the task.
ii
Vie often refer to Foreign Missions as an argument to 
justify educational effort. It is true that the leaders.
IIof the church, at home and abroad, are those who have 
been trained in her colleges, but the success ^f 
imis'-ionary endeavor depends upon tr. 5ning the vlole
II
church, and not only the few, who actively go on the 
|fieia. The church will never become a great mis'-i 'nary
H
church until all of its members have developed a conscioi|s 
^attitude favorable to missions. Before an individual 
jean develop a missionary attitude hfe must know the ||
(Conditions of those who arp in need, '’’he reason many ^
:iOf us ary not more responsive is that we are so ignorant 
;of the condition of those who need our help. If we couldj 
'Ihave eny proper concepti'-^n of the horrors of heathenism f
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it wauld very materially affect oar attitude toward the 
heathen, "’he euccess of the denomination’s effort will 
be measured by her ability to awa’*cen her membership 'to 
see the importance of education, '^he more thoroughly 
we educate the church at home in the principles of 
Christianity the more power we will have to carry the 
gospel to those who need evangelization, ’.vhether at 
ham.e ^r abroad.
L'any parents who are anxious to provide in every 
way post ible for their chiai-dren’s welfare are careless 
conoernlng their religious training. It is surprising, 
too, to note that parents who are uninterested in their | 
children's religious training are usually concerned abouf; 
their general intellectual tr ining. ’"hen appeals'are 
made, to parents to send their children to a vacation 
school or to provide i;n spme uther way for their religio|is 
nurture they often meet the appea,l by simply replying th|tt 
they send their children to the public schools nine mont|is 
of the year and are therefore compelled to have them at 
home dur-'ng vacation, have so long neglected to 
emphasize the i'^portance of definitely teaching religion" 
to our children that it now requires all the Influence 
0^ the church to stir us to action. Parents, too, often" 
fail to encourage t’neir children to go to college and
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fit themselves for more useful service. We are so 
interested to have our children succedd in the so called 
s-ecular achieverntmts that we often withhold the encourage 
ment which is so much needed to help them decide to 
prepare themselves for rel^i^ious work. If the qhurch 
shall ever he able to carry her message to £ 11 the world 
I she must In some way impress-parents with a sense of 
thddr duty to encourage their clildren to take advantage 
of those opportunities which the church has provided j 
I for their religious dev*.lopmont.
"’he loard of Education will cooperate with eve^-'y 
other educational agency or u'^it of the church in its 
efforts to magnify the importance of Christian education 
Its nurpose will he to awa’cen the whole church to snch 
an .extent that every nongregati on will he committe-'’ to 
the task of supnorting the entire educational program. 
The Boat’d -Till he both a cresting and a promoting agency 
hut before it can successfully promote a denominational 
program of e’ducatiun it will need to use whstev-r means 
may he necessary to awaken the church to a sense of her 
responsibility for religious training*, 
j 2. ‘To create a unified educational program
President T/.O .Thompson, of Oiiio State Iniversitj'* 
says, "I express the de -p conviction that tve church
I
»i3r
[will make a mistake if it loosens its hold on itfe college 
As stated before, the colleges of tbe Church of the 
brethren arose independently of any general overhead ^
I /
I control and they have, for tie most part, been free" to 
work out their own problems, '"here can be -no doubt, 
however, that there are many advantages to be gained by 
placing tnes.e institutions Cinder the general oversight; 
of a General Board of Education. The Board should not
TT
in any sense attempt to exercise bureaucratic control over 
[the collegeSyi It should rather seek to becom.e a great 
cooperating agency between the several colleges and 
bet7/een the colleges and the 'church, "’he church cannot 
|do her work -without her colleges and neither can the 
colleges live without the church. Since th^ colleges 
sxist .primarily to further the work of the church it is 
entirely fitting that the church should have an opportunity 
to express nerself through the Board of Education concerning 
the policy and general management of her colleges.
The' Board of Education is responsible for creating an 
educational program fior the -whole church. Since only a 
small percentage of young people attend college the 
Board 'will have to project its program dov;n through the 
eollege to t’he local church. It is not to be expected 
and neither is it necessary that 'each individual receive
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the same amoant of trsini .z, "but it is hijhly desir^’tle 
that each one receive sufficient religious tr .ining to^
I
'guarantee hi^ thinking in terras of religious attii^ides |
«and ideals. The colleges of the country are now being
«
Icriticised because so few of their graduates enter tie «
II
irainlstry or other lines of active church, service. I |
libelieve thst the colleges, by a change of emphasis, can W
'turn a larger Toroporti^n of their graduates into active « 
service of the church but if the church is to solve the 
|problem of Christian leader"ohip, she must begin to train 
^,her yo4th before they reach college age,. In answering 
*!the complaint that so few people i7ho go to college enter 
the ministry, the hesd of p certain institution sfiid, 
Ij^Lost of our students come to us destined by their 
parents for some other calling than the ministry." A 
college president, replying to ah inquiry as to why his 
i|COllege did not e ucate more people for the ministry, 
jjsaid, *"V/e will, if y^u will send them to us," -It is 
probably true that the percentage of graduates of' 
Brethren colleges who go into definite church wor> is
II
than from other church institutions, but not-
'w ithstanding this fact, a large number of her young
people are lost to the church because the educational 





The state colleges and universities rest fandament-all|r 
upon the state elementary schools. In public edaca-tion 
there is an unhrolcen line of graduation from the kinder­
garten to the university. The, church colleges of the 
country, inducing* the colleges of the Church of the 
Brethren, have so secularized their cufriculum in the 
at^iempt to win' popular favor in the field ,of public 
education that they also have come to rest -upon our 
system of public elementary schools. The eollege-s 
themselves liave not be’en wholly to blame for this 
unfortunate situation.' Before a student can, enter 
colle-go he must have received a feihiicum of credit 'for 
work below college grade and sincei the Church has not 
provided any religious training .in local churches worthy!' 
of credit, the colleges have been compelled to build 
upon the work of the public high schools. In order to 
remedy this situation the church should immediately begi|i 
to develop a. system of religious education Which shall 
be worthy of oredit' in colleges. Denolninational College^ 
should continue to credit high Scho-ol work and go give 
courses in general education, but the -emphasis should y 
be distinctly on uhe side of yeliglous training.
The General Board- of .Education will Seek to develop




a .unified educational policy for the church. This will 
Include provisio.n for organizing a compr-ehensi’ve program 
of education for the local church and also the general, 
direction and oversight of the present system of higher 
education, -"^he Board will also seek to properly correlate 
all of the ediicatio.n^i work of the chnrch into one 
unified- program. -Religious education in colleges is 
different from religious education in the local Dhurch, 
only In degree. The ultimate goal is the same and the 
jesponsihility is the same. Owing t'o. the essential unit| 
of the educational task* it would seem to he advantageous 
for the church to organize her educational program jander 
the general direction of one .administative- agency. This 
type of organization will insure the harmonious develbpm|nt 
of the entire program with a minimum pf friction and 
overlapping of effort.
11, Administrative Method, "
A denominational program Of education demands a welf 
defined policy of administration. Te have just affirmed 
that all the denomination's educational work should he 
placed under the direction of a Board of Sducrtion, hut 
it is not to he supposed that this hoard will he "
responsible for all hhe details df administsation. In H 




leducation and its administrative specialists, bat not- H 
‘withstanding this fact- the state recognises the principld 
of local administration. In most cases the cointy i^, u 
made the unit responsible for all the details of "public 
school administration while the state organisation is le-l|t 
free to formulate ]PolicieB, fix standards and look after n 
the more generrl interests of education.
I am of the opinion that this general p,rin4ipleH
should be applied to the organization of religious 
education in a denomination. A single unit of admin-’ 
■listration for the brotherhood would be so large that it II
iwould be impractical as an agency of supervision. On th^ 
other hand the unit responsible for .admihlBii: ring the 
details the program should be large enoug:h to insure H
'proper financial support and trained educa-tional leader-
H
ship. As a working principle it sh uld be said that the 
General BoardI of Education will he' directly responsible 
for all those matters which affect the church's general 
educational policy -But It will intrust the details of thf 
program to other administrative units.
1. The staff
The Board of Education will employ a General Directo| 
of Education as its principal administrative officer. I 
is needless to say that this I'^osition should reflect the
A.
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highest educttional statesmanship in the denomination. « 
The T^irector will be responsible for executing the plans! 
and policies of the Board as they relate to education in 
colleges and in local churches. He will seeh to jyeld^ 
all parts of'the program into a unified whole, thus 
insuring educational thorouglmess in al] of the work.
As the work ddveiops the Board will empljyy such 
additional e’ducational specialists as may be necessary 
to carry out its program; ^hese officers with the }|
Director will constitute the Gnneral Educational staff.
It is possible to conceive that there would be some " 
advantage to organize the work relating to higher 
educftion and that relating to education in local 
churches under separate heads. However this may be. 
the Board will hold the General Director responsible for 
the .administration of the entire program. «
college as a urjt of administration 
There is a marked tendency in the Church of the " 
^Brethren to rec'ognize the territory of her several «
colleges as a natural unit of adrainistratiun. ^he ' 
Forward Movement Campaign was organized on this basis ” 
^and so far as is .knowp this unit has proved satisfactory" 
for general promotion work, .'he college w^s only an ' 
incidental factor in determining the regional organizatidn
II
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for the Forward Movement. T’he fact is that this 
particular u-lt was chosen, not because of the college', 
hut hepause the college territory already existed as 
a unit having well defined boundaries,. It. has been 
demonstrated that this U'^it i.s large enough to guarantee 
progressive leadership and at the same time it is not sd 
large as.to make ef-’iclent supervisi ^n impossible. I 
believe that the Regional College territory should b '-on 
the unit responsible for administering and supervising [ 
our educational program for local churches. ii
This unit is already responsible for promoting 
higher educ'-tion through its representatives ’’’h'"' c-omnoset 
the board of trusts s and administrative of-^icers of the| 
college. It is a common practice for the trustees to 
intrust the more exacting duties of e'^’ucat ional admin­
istration to a small group of experts who plan the 
jiolicy for the institution. The Bear'd of Sducftion winf 
be able to oake its program of higher educati n operativ 
in the region by working through and in cooperation v'/^th 
the properly constit.uted officers of the college. 'T'hose 
who ar- directly responsible for administering higher 
education should also be responsible for edmiristering 
a graded program of church schools in the territory of 
the college. ■ Should such a program be made effective
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the Board of Education would also h-nd down its program 
for local churches through the regional college, ^^lig „ 
type of administration would ma^';e for economy and 
efficiency. Nothing would prove so advantageous to the 
l^college from the standpoint of highef educati m as t o 
establish a modern educational program in every local 
church. Such a plan uld -enable the college to be of t|e 
greatest se-rvice to the church and it would undoubtedly
H
(.result in a more gen'crous support. I
111. Scope of Activ-ity
I
j-he Board oi Education v,ill have o wide range of 
powers and duties concerning the yarious phases f the 
denomination's educational work. It will be possible « 
in this discussion to mention only a few of these thingd ^
which .should properly come under the Jurisdiction of the I 
Board. ■’ j
1. Higher education 
a. Surveys
''"j-e first prerequisite to success .in any endeavor 
is t be thnroughly acquainted with the nature of the 
'task tnd this is djubly true in the field of. e'-’ucation. ^ 
(The matter of planning ean educational survey is a very jj 
complex problem and one which involves m^ny details. It " 
Iwill be important first of all for the. Board to make a
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'thorough study of the field so as to as-cert^^in tie "
Ji
educational needs of the church. The ultimate goal shouljd
fl
'ibe to extend the survey to ev ry congregation in the ''" 
Ijbrotherhood, and to make it suf-Piciently comprehensive | 
ito include statistics concerning education in colleges 
;and in loc"! churches. The result of the survey s'^ould 
(be graphically portrayed, sc as to show the number of 
(children and young neople now attending college and the 
((approximate number for whom the church is yet respmsible 
■jit is, of course, to be supposed that in ma'i'-ing the 
(survey the vari us ter-uitori'al units will cooperate with 
(the Board of Education, ^he survey will also include 
(^ study of the denomination's present educational mac’hine|*y, 
ijColleges will-be measured on points of equipment, teaching 
i}force, endowment .end gerjeral ef-eiciency in the light of 
|nodern educational standards. Since the "Roard desires tO|| 
l^xtend Its work,.-to local churches the survey will also
II
jjhave to measure the effectiveness of the present educat-io|i- 
j^l program in every congregation.
Such a survey would be of the greatest Vcilue in 
•Planning for the educational needs of the church. It 
Ivould awaken the whole church to her responsibility for 
IreligiouB education and it would inspire confidence in 
•(those to whom she has intrusted her educational task.
«
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It would slow that the men who are attemnting to develop! 
the educational progrem are no longer guessing, hut that 
they have, determined to ''mow the' facts of the wh_ole' 
educational problem with scientific accuracy. Lien of 
wea-lth who contemplate inve ting money in, edudation woul|^ 
at once see the w-isdom of this careful study and would 
almost certainly make more liberal gifts. Having secure||3 
the facts, those resnonfeible for the dducati-onal progran^] 
in any particular unit would be able to present the wholj^ 
situation in such a graphic way as to make a convincing li
II
argument for an intelligent educational program. I
b. Equipment and endowment. i
The small denominational college finds it dif-f'icul|: 
to compete with the state college from the standpoint off 
physical equipment. The state, having almost unlimited 
funds, is able to furnish its e-ducattonal, institutions " 
?/ith whatever equipment is necessary -^or thorough and ^ 
ef-Picient work. For this reason the state colleges 
commonly have better buildings, better equinned 
laboratories and libraries than are found at church 
schools, '^he state also- sets certain requirements 
for physical equipment of all institutions of -learning " 
and should a church College fail to maet, these req^uiremefits,
II
it would mean not only a lowering of ef-Piciency -in the ii
■uz
institution, but it would also mean the loss of state 
'recognition.
II
The church college has in addition to the problem 6f
It
^physical equipment the problem of securing sufficient “
ifundr to pay its faculty and aiiiministrative officers.
jHere again it has to face the unfair competition with th^
state institution. It has 'been repeatedly shown that H
jno college can depend alone upon receipts from, -tuition ^
for its funds. 'i"he- state college has its appropriation
^b.qt the church college must depend upon its endowment.
'The m.atter of securing sn adequate endo\7ment f'^r each
iQOllege is a problem for the whole church. The church
«
doesr, and should insist that her yo.ung people have
I
educational opportunities equal to the best. '^Tien a
II
Jreligious donominati’•■n undertakes to maintain a system 
of colleges she must be prepared to pay whateyer sum is 
inecessary to guarantee thoroughness and e-^ficiency.
The General "Board of Education -can do much to imprest 
the entire membership Cwith) their duty to stand by their 
icolleges financially. It is quite probable that the bull^ 
of funds which go to any one institution will continue 
Ito come from the local territory, however, it is possibl^l 
ito oonc6ive of instances where it would be necessary for ^ 
-the Board to aid an institution from common funds. Eo
matter what methods may he used, I helieye that the 
General Board of Education can continually render our 
colleges valuable assistance in their efforts to 
increase their physical equipment and endowment,
c. Standardization
T’he colleges of the denomination hs-te had a long 
struggle to reach the coveted goal of standardization.
T hey have made the qlea for large endowments on the 
grounds that it v>?ould enable them to meet the state 
requirements, which would insure to their graduates 
general recognition for their work. T^o this appeal for 
funds the church has responded nobly and each school 
has'now secured a substantial endowment. As a result 
of increased endowment the colleges have been^ able to 
standardize in terms of the state requirements, but as 
a rule standardization has not been acompanied by an 
increased emphasis in the curriculum upon those subjects' 
which have a particular value to the church. The collegj^s 
have modeled their courses afte the state institutions j, 
and have made their appeal for students and funds 
principally upon the basis of the deep religious 
atmosphere which-pervades the institution. I do not n 
question the value of the religi'^us atmo'sphere of the 
colleges of the Church of the Brethren, but since they
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are wholly supported by the church it is reasonable to 
expect th t the content of the curriculum shall include 
a proper proportion of' religious subjects. Our system " 
of public education has developed to its present* level 
of effic.ifency because our institutions of higher le rninj^, 
including church colleges, hav adjusted their curriculujjn 
to meet the needs of teachers and supervisors in the II 
public schools. I believe that the first step toward 
greater efficiency in religious education shall have 
been taken when church colleges so adjust their
eurriculum that they can offer their students professional 
training .for church work. -
^en Dhurch Boards of Education re-^er to standardizafcio] 
they usually refer to general state requirements. The 
Church of the Brethren has not yet defined ,vhat she i, 
expects of her colleges, ^he state lays'down certain 
rules for her colleges and the church institutions j|
readily accept them without even an effort to justify i 
a standard more adapted to the needs of the church. The 
Board of Education will study the whole problem of ||
standardisation and will endeavor to create standards ^ 
for the institutions under its Jurisdiction which will || 
be adapted to meet the needs of the church and which „ 
will be acoeptable to the state institutions. ||
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a. Adequate endowment for Bible and religious education, 
The departments of .Bible Study and BeliglOus 
Education differentiate the Christian college from othei| 
•institutions. Since these departments are designed 
especially to prepare the young -people to become -i
skilled workers in the church, they should be the 
strongest and the best In the institution. It is often 
true, however, that these departments are the last to 
receive serious attention in the' development of the 
curriculum. If funds are not available for employing 
full time professors for each department of study, the 
departments devoted to teaching religion are usuelly • 
the first to suf-^er. The departments o-^ science, «
literature, math matics and ^nguage must be headed ti
by specialists who, because of their broad training, «
« II
are able to dignify their vvor> and make their 'Cuurses | 
attsact^ve to the students. It has been considered 
permissible, however, to parcel out the courses devotedjj 
to distinctly religious subjects among those profes'^ors 
who happen to have a vacant teaching -period. Sue} a 
method tends mini’ri^e the i .portanc'^ "'f the study 
of religi'^n in eyes 6f the students and it oertainlo 
means a lowering of the e-''’Tic iency of instruct inn.
The Board of Education can render the colleges
II
valuable assistance in strengthening these departments, 
hut there are many problems involved which cannot he 
sol-vdd easily. It will take more than money to make 
this work ef-Picient. ?he church las placed so little- 
emphasis unon teaching religion- thrt -there are i^ev; 
trained specialists in t?-iF field. Perhaps the firr-t 
step ’-'ill he to find young men and women ho are 
\;illi-ng to c^jnsecrate themselves to teaching religion 
and induce them to prepare th fill these important 
positions. Just in proportion as the church is* able to 
dignify the teaching of religion in her colleges and 
thus S'hd out a body of peorle wha are professionally 
trained for this task, will she he able to ef-Scctively 
carry‘her message to those for whom she is responsible,
e. Increased enrollment
""he rapid development of our public Schools throws 
u-Don the church new responsibility. Many more of our 
youth are now going to college than formerly but with 
the attractive inducements which the state institutions 
are offering, young people may not she the advantages 
of f>'e- church institution, '"'ho Board of Education 
should cooperate with the colleges in a campaign to 
impres" parents and young peo-p'la themselves with the 
importance of patronizing the colleges of their
parti'cular denomination. Tlie campaign might well 
in’clu-de an effort to get more young people to appreqiat^l 
tie value of thorough preparation for tl^ir work.'
" f. Student loan fund.
fhe Boa-d of Education should not only inspire 
young people with tlie desire to seek a higher education,! 
hut it should have some way to aid worthy students "
who are not financially able to go to school. Evei^' 
year irfany choice young men and women, who feel the 
call to Christian se’rvice, either fail t'6 go to school-, 
or fail to remain in school, 'h- cause they do not feel 
they should incur additional financial obligation, '"hij 
fund should apply especially to those who are compelled 
to remain in school for a long period, as in preparatior^j 
for medical missi-^ns or some other technic^-l service.
I believe that such a fund would become incxsasingly 
valuable to tne church and it should g-radually be made 
available to all worthy students upon such liberal JJ 
terms as conditions warrant.
g. Pastoral care in universities.
II
Every one recognizes the importance of saving ^
our young people to the church. If at any time j|
« a yopng man or woman nee s the help of the church it is 
when they go out from home or from the rather narrow
of the small college to the gre; t state universi'iies. 
It is from these institutions that v;e expect to get our | 
highest tr- ined leadership, however, if this leadership 
is to he serviceable to the churcl, there mu^t be some 
way to Treep the studen s in vital tiuch M’th the church I 
while they are in training.
Many denominations are making generous provision 
for ^stending pastoral care to tlelr students Jn state 
institutions and their efforts have met with the' approv£|l 
of the universities. It will probably be some ti-^e befq'fre- 
the Church of the Brethren will have a sufficient numb i|l 
of students in any one institution to ^'ustify providing h 
regular pastoral care, but it would seem that the churchjj 
should' make some effort to keep in close touch with all 
her students who are in otlier institutions, '^he 
particula.r method of caring for such students would 
have to be determined by conditions. Perhaps periodic 
visits by some one responsible fer this work would be 
helpful. ’Whatever m' thod may be used the gre t aim 
should be to tie these people so closely to the church 
that when they have received their training they will 
throw their energy into some form of religi us service.
2, In local churches ' I
fl) Standardized' Program.
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In developing an educational program in tie local 
churcn olie Boaro uill have to use its crerti-v-e ger'ius, 
because in this field we have had almosi. no educational | 
standards. Higher educat^ion has been influenced by 
iPublic educational standard,s but the church' schools have 
^been a law unto thejnse’’ves. '^rue we have hrd the ten |j 
ipoint standard for t^je Sunday School but often this has n
'been onjy a means of confirming- bad habits. ?h is standard!
^ '
|has helped many schools to have certain things, such as "
jcradle rolls, home departments, and organized classes^ -P
'!but it has nof been 'Serviceable in teaching i,
itn use these things after they had them. Before we can "
hope to develon a worthwhile program of religious ’ ]|
jeducation for the local church wg must create ne'’' s'tandaiil^s
l|in the light ''^f modern educatt''nal theory-fnd mT^thods.
II a. "’he Sunday program,.
_ ’That are the necessary re:iuirements of a real'’y
l^ood Sunday Church School? How much does an individual
■ I!
|aeed to. know in order to teach the Bible successfully?
|En public edocatio-n- we have a we.y to measure our te'ccherst 
ijls it not as reasonable that we should 'have some standard)^ 
||for teachers in the church school’ Me also heve the. "
|)©oblem of the building and its equ'lpmtnt. Just what | 
lype of building and equipment, is best sdited to the needfe
of the Sunday progrcm of educa’tion? Tie Church of the
«
Brethren hae woefully neglected to train her chUd.r&rT'
In worship, hut '"'ho in the average church knovvF how to 
conduct a worship service? hla standards have been set. ),
II
Thon, too, we ha'v'e t>-'e rrohlem of instr-uctinn. ’^at 
bodies '^f Imovyledge have bearing on religious developmen|; 
and how shall these' bodies of knov/ladge be selected and 
arranged to produce the most desirabl’e results’ Yfhat is
II
the aim of our Sunday program of instruct ion and whet [ 
^part of the child's religious training shall -we attemrt 
to give on Sunday? These an'd many other questions 
constitute our problem of standardizing* the Sunday 
program of the church school, "^hese questions should nof 
remain unanswered; neither whouLd they be left to he 
answered by the individual church , hut they- should he 
included in the general educational policy of the 
denomination determined by the Board of Education. «
b. r/eek-day and vacation schools.
The church, realizing the fact that something 
is necessery to .supnlement the Sunday Schools has begun 
to hold v-acation schools. At present there are almost; jj 
as many ideas about what a vacation school should be as 
there have been s’chools. '''his wor’’'- should be standardiz|d 
in t^'o light of the present need of the church. If the ii
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church needs, more- than anything else, an additional 
means of teaching religion, then those schools should |j 
he standardized to meet that need. I am. of the opiniO’n h 
that it will he a great mistake to allow ohe vaqation h 
schools, to develop without providing T>ropar "means for ii 
guiding the work. In fixing stand-ards for the vacation " 
schools the hole I'rohleifl of teachers, e:iaipment and 
curriculum will have to he considened.
The vacation school at best shoiilS he considered only:, 
as a temporary means of providing religious instruction.
If we would properly train our children we mupt find 
some time on week-days throughout the school year which 
can he used for t>e purpose of religi'^us education. .4s “ 
discussed in an earlier chapter, I believe that this typ| 
of religious educe t.ion can best'he operated in cooperat i|)n 
*ith other churches, hut this Bho.uld not relieve the "
II
Church of t e Brethrept from fostering some tyre of week-
II
day school of religion in advance of any 7/orkahle plan oj^ 
cooperation. Sunday Schools and vacation schools develo|)ed 
in tre Church of the Brethren before there was a plan or 
a standard. Shall not the church at once begin to studyi* 
the question of \veek-day instruction and lorovide’ some 




In ad'^^ition to a standardized program of instrudtioj^a 
for the local chnrch, the Board of Bduoation should £'''ec(| 
provide for the so c'-ldcd expressional activities. Thi^ 
term is used rather loosel3r to cover a variety of |
activities, such as are usaally included in the various 
young people's clubs, circles, and societies in the 
organized classes of t>'e church school, ""his nart of thj^ 
program should he broad enough to include all types of 
activity, such as young n ople.'s discussion groups, 
yarious forms of missijnary and ^lepevoi nt r;ork, social jj
expression and rec-eation. '^he purpose of such activities
«
is to provide an opportunity for the young people of the 
churCh to live out in actual experience the principles 
we teach them in our program of instruction. If we ' 
desire a unified program 4n the l.un&.l church, it .ill be*' 
neSessary for the Board of Education to develorv the !
program of expresssional work, rauher than intrust this
II
duty to an independent board. |
(2) Bevelopm-nt of curriculum material. ”
The Board of Education should not only determine
II
the standards of Instruction for tho church school but “ 
it should take steps to provide suitable/curriculum 
material in conformity to thos- standards. The developmj
of the curriculum for the Sundr.y School is yet in its 
infancy and when it com f tc the vacstion fnd wee>-(3ay 
I schools we have almost no suitable material. It is 
” neeniless to say that we should haVe at ^nce a closely 
correlated hod/ f material f-'^r our Sunday and weeh-dty 
schools, worked out in ac ordance v ith the mosir'apnroved' 
pedagogical methods. The huilcinh of e curriculum of “ 
religious education is no easy task, hut having determined 
our ai s ^nd standards, writers sh-uld he secured to " 
produce tre msterial we so much need.
[ (5) Provision ^or training workers.
having determined the standard for teschers in the 
various grade's o-^ tie church school, the 'Poard
hlduc "i'n should provide tr iniig courses for the presen-| 
and future teachers. The'Board 'will rely upon the college 
to supervise the training of workers in its territory 
:and the college should provide feuck tpportuhitias for " 
training as shsll he adequate to tie needs. Pouhtless all 
kumher of people -'ill he willing to come to the college 
jfor short term courses hut it is evident that tie college‘< 
Iwill have to extend its training program to oth r centers’
i|in its territory. It should he apparent that whatever 
Ijohanges are desired in our educational program should he 
Imphasizecl in our, training courses, -he present training!
A
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icoursps are liailt upon fhe laefc of tl-e Uniform'L-essons 
and -with the rapid introduction of Graded lesrons and 
, other changes, there will he imined’iate need for new. _ 
and more adeiuate training courses.- 
f4) ■Reading course for ministers.1)
j|- "^he ■Rducational program of thd church .exists- for 
II all of h r p.^ople, and it is, therefore, proper thet it 
should provide special means of training for -certain 
specialized groups', ""here ore many ministers who have 
not had the opportunity to se:cure the desi’rer preparctio
II
for'their work and who are not s’e situated tlr't they 
cannot get away to school.- It is e'vi'a'--nt the
re -ding course now provided by the Geh..ro 1-Educattotf 11
Board, is -proving very helpful t’o a certoin class of "
ministers, '^his typh of wor’e should b eontinu'-d and " 
enlarged and more ministers hhohld be encouraged to take
I advantage of this means ^f training. It seems -that ther^' 
would be distinct advantage to raise the work to- the || 
dignity of approved correspondence courses, w>roh c^uld
^be administered direct- from the Board or' through the
II several colleges.
(5 } I iterature-
'^he Boa d of Education will be responsible for the 
putlicat-i n of ap’-ropriate literature f^t 'use in tie
church schools. This r/il’’ dholude^ in 'addition to the 
regular graded courses, such wdokly papers, te chers 
helps, and general supnlGmentary material as may he 
neces'^ary. This material sh^'Dld he o-f" distinctly high 
grade from the standpoint of its source; organizatiun," 
arrangement and religious value. It should also reflect 
tha spirit and ide/ls of the denomiriati n. ^he tendency' 
to use 'in'our" church schools any material not approv d 
hy the Board of Education sh uld he heartily discouraged||.
Bevie^ing briefly, the Board of Eduoatinn will he 
responsihl--^ for developing an educeti 'nal program "
adequate to tv^e needs the church, '^he Board "rill 
endeavor to get every cengregation and every individual 
to feel the importance of nhristian edioation to such an 
eo'ten'f’ th^'t th., entire educational program shall have 
the solid support of the church. The Board-should 
recognize f-e close relationship hetween eduetti-n dn 
colleges and in local churches and should endeavor to 
^huild a graded progrf.m reaching from uhe nursery of the 
ichurch school to tie college.. In administering its 
iprogram in local chu-’^ches the Board shou''d recognise 
I the right of the regional eollege to supervise religious' 
'education through ut its territ^r,y. This method will te'lid
I
to dignify the work of college and will insure ’
J
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Diagram showing the relatioriship between the 
various Administrative Units suggested in the proposed 





' Tfel t^rm, regional territory, is of recent origin 
in the Church of the Brethren and now commonly refere- 
to the'igetia^ga^hioa 1 area assigned to each of her College j 
Generally speaking, certain natural boundaries have been 
agreed upon and an effort has been-made to get the 
several state districts to assume 5oint reaponsibllity 
for the support and management of one particular college, 
The fact of^^olnt control of an -educational Institution 
presupposes that the churches of the territory have 
oertain common interests and would suggest the 
possibility of organizing an educational program broad 
enough to. include all the educational interests of the 
region. The very nature of the case-would further 
suggest that the dhurohes of the territory vrould 
naturally look to the colleges to furnish their educatioli 
al leadership. The following plan of organization tends 
to dignify the importance of the college in educational 
control and seeks to give it proper recognition in 
determing the educatinnal policy for the-region.
1. The Regional-Opllege Boapd of, Education.
1, Advantages for admlnistrfition
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The Raglonal-College Board is desired to bridge 
tb© gap between the Geh«ral Board"of Eduoation an^%hf 
several district organisations. ^*tt is not the purposn 
bf this board to take the place of the“General Board
of-Education or to lessen the Importance of and 1
existing district board. Tte. addition bf tfcis new 
piece of machinery in the denomination's educational 
program can'be'justified only “upon the "ground that it 
will be able to rehder certain t3rpes of sortie© more
m ^efficiently than any other organization. Some of the 
advantages of regional organization are as follows:" 
a. Professional“leadership.
The site' of'the nnit of administration'has'very 
much to d'o^'wfth'-the'Bffio’lencJ^'^of Vn\duoatloimi^'^"'^' 
pr*o^a4. The''chief' ob jepil'oh^o %ia¥rlo? organization 
Is -that'it does not always guarantee professional^
N ^
educational leadership. Many stalie'^districts are so 
far removed fi^ the ©ducatlohal centers that they do 
not have trained workers upon who^ depend to
develop their educational pregra^. ‘ PerhaVs a" still
* ^ 1 ^ ^ ^ 1greater difficulty lies in the fact** that 'districts",
“”*• i ^ ywhich are not directly under 'the influence of 'on© of/
the colleges, very often lack a proper vision of the
-pf ■ thOb Irnportano^ of fin- ef-flplent- projgrsnu Qn- thp. 
other hand,„ there, ppy he ^distrl.ots. ,whj,ph have a Jarge* 
vision of the tarsfe-.aiid aome tpalnejd hnt 'whiol
are; greatly handlpiaP,P®d%>ep§«?® of Inadeg^uate -flnanoi?! 
support. Whatever niay he the reason for operating an 
l^padecLuate program, th® final result- Is the same. 
district whiph laeks jedupatlonal vision needp ,assiBtar|oe 
-and-the_same Is trje of a dlst^,ip^ which ha a a. partia:| 
Vjlsion of .h®r Jioads '^nd Is ^et unahle^ tp sqpply those 
needs. . . . ■t-*
AS a TUle, those churches .andj districts^ which hav( 
received, the pjpst direct Influence from the colleges 
:ha-Ve made the most adWJBhOoment? In education.. Even 
the attendance at ooi;ttge;*ie. larger- iffroni .those churches 
where the Inflnence of th® college is strongest. It 
is, of coarse, reccgniaed--that.ttdt® hre. except ions 
to this rule, hut the influence of jprofes&lonal 
leadership from the colleges cap-.hardly he over 
emphasl-aed In all .types of church.-work. ThevRegippal 
-College Board -of Education can he .justified hecause 
it will he ahle to provide professiopal educational 
leadership-for all the districts supporting the 
opllcge. It will, perhaps, not he posslhle to immed­
iately develop an efficient -program of education in
the teo’ri^ remote secti'ons^ o% the Irbgio'n, 'hat ’^ii’e Sfect 
•that the'oollhge ^ilVassame some fief inlte'respOflsihiljlty 
fbV promoting rei^.gioai- educa'tion throaglioht' its 
|ter5ritory ishoal'd’Veri’''materi&lly raise'thV"charactet | 
of'edaoatlon in' evelr'y church’. At preseiit the^-hihe'fl*t 
which a church receives frdm’the' college**is only a 
matter of accident, depending' upohl^ocatibn an^'^ 
moce88lhil.it‘y. “ The educational program of the 
dehbmihatibif' shobid he* so'organized • tt&t’^ ‘ihe^ smallest fi 
church in ^e most'*remote section’o^ the^Countty %ill ]'
5k to its. regional college''for leadership.* i- j'
h'elieVe^ that the Regional Board will "he ahle to develoi) 
a* plan'"whereby the influehce of the college-han he*’"* 
more' definitely felt throughobt" the" terrVtory. ^
' ^ h.- PinSncial huppcrt.-'- ^ ^ ‘'‘-
'“It is ImpCSrlhle to operate’'an*-ad'a'quate' 
iducational progrEm-wlthout reasbnahie’financial 
support.* rany state districts’hre ^ompeiled td depen 
aidne upon voluntary workers heoanse’they do npt have 
sufficient funds available to employ paid worker's.
iWhere such conditions Exist it will not he the purpose; 
of the regional organization to displace oy tC^minlmia 
the- importance of voluntary worker®, "jt la tatUhr thel 





laXstrlptB th@. services, of a priofasBional wprkti** for- 1$ 
parir. of 4;ime In. the/*lippe„thatE4bhl^ jiffort'-iriil- t , 
rfpul.t Jp develpplng-professional-sfgnQapap^apiQiig 
volan$aryiW®rksr,s. ?pii« ln|*ge? unit wW Insure^greatop 
ecpnopjy in afinrlnlsibralblgri. and'-8iiould-BB|k$. Itr.popslblo 
ffr all' parts of tiie«>rfgiop te&TO=orely@ th0--\l)enefit -of 
moro efflQleat gaptrvisiop-. ffes..Bfgional-i-CsHtg© ^ ,
Board wiai .inoluderln^ its Oadgdt of/6xpense 
inefeossary-fatds tn- cart for-its? Tdriotts'Aotitltlesl'
It should net he anderhtoed^thaf .the««r©gicuiai^6pganlzaf ion
!|
will iiellove the state ^districts of thOir tespdnslhlllty 
fef supporting thelf eduoational #ofk.- 'Where mustat'e }| 
idlstrlot" le ,well ahlo to para for~ lts..otpa eduoational 
pregrap. the regiondl ©rganlssatioa~wlll*-HOtcfunction 
except in. these-tfiattira requiring* ©xpeft eftucatldial
I
supervision: Thd gOal of the'ReglonalwQollega Board | 
will he-'to develop Efficient'district/organizations j
^ iand^there^is'not likely to“ho-any'6verlapptngrof‘.effor|, 
jPhe, particular relationships ®f**the regional 4nd ^e*' j 
district Cfganlzations 'Will he pad®.clear ■astrwii:procee^.
C;.. Adequate supervision.
The unit of'adminietration should <.he large f^nough 
to.guarantee professional leadershi^^and Adequatec 1’ 
iflnancial support, hut there is'danger th^-the ^uhlt
I
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"Biay large-for.“efflolent BlxpervlsioD. it^wpo-Mi
SoabtlfsS’be pesBlbler^fer'. tb'e Gen^raP Boaraof Eda'siat^ 
ire raise a* 'baflgei:'’large'©noagh ■to employ trained
on
1
werlcers for each .district, ba-t dtpwenld bo'dmpessible-?.
!for a sifiglff beilr4- to. aaeqmately sbpei^ise saob ar, ’ j 
“pre^'am. Tkls' is, per baps; the oblTef^ab^aotlon t'© tbii 
prusent plbn of tbaSeneral SaiuSay Sobool Beard. Tbe 
bears Is irn-b^ pjornmenSad fer J,ts effort to assist
state' distrloia- by emplbylBg Regjjinal Plriptors-j
■ 'iUeldglou^ BSifoatloii,- bnt 'tblS'splan ^.ees not adeq|i.f.teLl4;,
recjignlze the -adyantsiges. of leeal.ad|Blnlstrat.l^ij-,,.vBp3|e
cof the bes.t: eSacatlonal talept of the t^arph^. Is, *tp bo
.f.o®nd'’In ber c,©lieges and thlis, fact suggests the.^-^.-
japprepr fat ©ness -ofrtbe. o'ia,leg:a,-jb,o sapppylse the.--;--,
-aaBilaistjLt,Hn'Of reiLlg.tpu8'.eSacatloii; in'iih^ reglon>
] Jfhds principle is in' apoerS with .pnbllo -aSppatJlonal
practice*. The Statei-BearS of'Edap^ripn pnfSor,lbe,s
'general'pel'loles tci snch'an. j?y1fc©nt aS'-'t© *gtarant^
■oemtain anifermlty in the prograffi, bat It*'Seleg^ft^f-»
the detailed tmattefn of administration t-o--smaller
*
<aniir)s. c - ' i, *' 1 5 ' r
’ Ihi Jenocessfal administration "oof the-Qellegejj®abfid|>
dt ImperstlTa that Its -adminfcstrattye ©fflcers prhalb 
bederae tberenghly acgnajliltadf with the entire,
1
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?he very j^aatare the werk ©f th® c oll^ge H's siooh th*
Itj reqair®e Its offi^Q@r& to kee^^tn ^lo^e tonch wl,-th 
each church In the. tejrit®?:y« I"! -therefore 
reaeenahle to saj^pese tha-t-the.§e officers-, whc 3;:,efres«|it 
t^he highest ••prefeselonal -trai^in^,4n 4:h«-.ch^rph, wcuia.! 
he fally ^®P«ten%^t5.^superTls%-a,^8ystem j)_f rpllglgOT 
'|edaoati®n In ^the ^coil^ege^-region. i ' .i'i ,
§• .!Phe perepnnel o.f the -Beard
P T^o .prlac.ll>les. shoujLd he, chservpd In ■^rgaq'l?^IPg- ~ 
a Eeg^nal-pcllege Board; of Bdppatlpn.-s JIh®: admlsistrafelre 
©fflnere of t^e -hpi^lege phpuld-- haye snch,r‘j0Cpr.e‘senta,tio||i 
hoard as wlljL .he »nepe^ary, t© soarantpe: the -
Ipr®.fepsl0pa\ spirit; .©f, the,,pr@gram» , It would, however|! 
he a^^istfJc^hP-.M'fc^a^t the Entire educatienal program 
©f the region t© a .small ^grcup of sppci^lj.sjte in the 
po^l4®ge. It Is a ssafe prlnclj)!® ©f pducatienalr i 
admlnlstrat-len- to-dplegate ©nly limited pjwer-Jip pjny 
body .which is not fleniepratipally .controlled.-'.^t’jrs 
peppihle t© ness^^fithat the 'admlnlstratlT.e ©j'ficers.,
®f ^a college might he entirely setlsf^toyy If®, jlh®*-- 
jhQf.rd of trustees, e@ far as- e,d^oat|,nni57ithip^thf 
ilnstltutlen is p®noem.@d'j '^:§Xy ^J^^sttiBfaotoj^y
'tp.,th^ several districts-in,thq ^^mi^lstpatten .of.^thg j 
egienal program, fhe college should he given large
1
?»
l*?pre8en€ati®B^®i''tie ’‘Siara “bat ^'''
district t® *0jfe4>‘©se*'lf©WH fepi'eseSiatiV® sjfeeald "bo 
i^o6g£i2ea,. It" would'Beem tkat tUe personnel ®f the 
"beard-"shodid'ke 'OOTpeied'if eke re^^resealatlr© oieotec 
■by'eaclii district oonfetenc®, tagetfier^witli th^ 
president ©f 'the ^c®l‘i®^e, »'t*he ‘president the heard'* 
®f'‘t^dstses and^'th® profossfr'of "^religle’ds'eaufiatl-dn 
a-^ e±»®ffi6,fo hiembersi’“ffio ijfe8ldent'‘@f‘^he oellege 
feSodld he *as:-eff iof®'^iairmaB ©f^the heSrdi "■ ^6k an 
affangemeiit wo’ald glri each ^dlstr Tot within'the* 
region equal re^reieRta'fii®^ in-th®'adfilnCstl^atlon ®f 
its- edudatteadl preffm ind it 'w@uia i'nsfffe the !|Sl*4f-' 
f®ssf®aal‘’leadership ®f the college?
^-'Soop®’ ®f"'adifffties ‘^
Ml ■■■■■nil* fe I III ,1
'It THaf'he saiC'at the heglniln^mt the ' 
^‘gional-*Celiege Bear? till $e>ndern' ifBeif''prfndlpall^
j-with Jeteleplag pregrams ®f rellgl©BS education in th<| 
- .... . ’ 1 
seTeral state districts. It should he rememhered that
the Regional Beard 'Is n®t respehslhie' fer'creating an*
eduoafienai program. The Greneral Bdsrd ®f
till liitlla®'policies and Qreate standards fep the.
whdle'^hfetherheed and the "part ioilar'-task of tfi@
Regional ^College Board'till he to'^esglst^the^seteral^
dlst^lits lo so orgi^niaa their work that, every phuroh 
jfflll he ,ahle te ©peyate ^aefjflpleat ©daoatlonal.
p ».4i* i % «» S ^ ip ) f <
pro^am. . While It will _a©t, h® the pelloy of the 
Regloaal. Bo,ard t© deal ^ireotly with looal, ,.Qhu]^che^^ 
■however, where the, distrlot .orgaalaatlpn j.,g apahlf t@^ 
^intala an efflpl?nt pregrap, th-e Regional,^pard may! 
werk direotly with, local aharphes. In, other Instances’ ' „ ’ V Tlu ^ ; j V i iv
la the interest, of oceaemy and, efficiency, with the,
■u « f#'V ’ ' J u b
.oeacent ®| jb|ie d|0trlot, ©rgaaligatIoa, the-.Regional 
Beard will project Its, ppegpam^dfWB, t,® j&he local ohar^. 
As la the pase of any other heard charge^ with 
administrative duties j the-Reglonal„B®wr.d, wll^^prapley, 
Its ew®eutly® la. the person ef, a, Pleld„pireot©r ©f ^
1 w'’' t t ^ t V W ^ t V ‘ ^ , *1 1 S
Rellgloas Edaoatlea,.who., will, J.f, responsible for th^e 
■lifflclpnt administration of thp. program. The* parties Jar 
duties of this ©fflpe? will hp aispmssed in .another
i ^ m ^ •If’ ^ ^ px S.
.paragraph,j *» ; A. ,,
^ ^a. Surveys . .
In dlsonsslng the datles^of the General Board oi 
jBdupatlon we observed that the first essential t© thf 
development of a .hread edapat'lonal pregram was te 
ehtaln. a t^eyeagh^ knowledge. ©f„ the aatare of the task,
» ■" -“f*- I
fhls principle will, apply in the sapoessfal adminlstri-
tloB ef the regional program! and the ReglonalrCollego
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B*ara shobia., -fhCrefore, c'o®perate*-wltV the'{Tenorar 
Board ‘Edtibation In ocaa'duoting '«i 'Ooi^Xote Vdaoatlonalll. 
Burvey’, ‘ In ?ao^, t'6 -i& probahle that the chief' 
reBponsIhlllty' ‘for the snfTey- wlll-lrest' with -^hb 
Regional Beard. This haard, hap the prehlem of dfg'anl^sing 
the warloas phasep^ of Its program lB*each ^iptrllct -and 
before it Can'do this* werk: intelligently-it' shonlb'hav|3 
definite' knowledge of the present %ran -of organi2atlon|. 
The survey should be oomprehansive e'nbugif te inqludo 
a study of the' Sunday* and" weehi-'da'y programs of* 
religious education throughout -the region. The plan 
of organization and shperTlhlon, Inclndlng -lnstru6tlen| 
'Ind- expression, should’ be carefully studied. This" 
should be hui^pletiente'ff'hy n careful survey of church 
buildings and"equipment.' It'will he- impossible for thb 
Regional Board to administer' a program based upon 
professionai"Ideals and standards unlesp the physical 
equlp&ent of church plants Is such as to make this i 
possible. The first fftep toward building a more 
adeqd&te pre'gram should be te obtain accurate knowledgjb 
of’ the present organization and its equipm'entV 
b. Efficient, organization* ^ ^ 
fa) Sunday Schools ^ ’
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The^^sglehalrClifSge^fiiard whotld 6«659i?ate“wltl 
Ihd aiStJiot or^ajiizliil©^ iH aft iffirl tft-ei'gaiilz®'' 
•FflQient Sanddy "Sc&eSls In^ayalpy aMfoft. SMny 
ofturclias n®w hkvi- T«r^^p®6|* efthools ^epause they have 
n® conoeptlen .of hkw^'t© ®rgaalz4 aa^ef^-loikut school, 
la fapt, tliefte are'wi;o3.V* district ft" wheM fhrfti*#' a?ft 
very few modei^- aidaQatioftaT organIzItfitTaft la' lacaT. 
bMrphiiSi'-'ift sttcfe’districts thV* Sigil>^a'l«Cftl.'3-egP.'' 
Beard wlll^'hBve‘‘’%®^w@lrS: 'both witiftlhe'^i8trli:^’| ’ 
‘®rgani|atlon'a1id“"?fl’tl5: 'the local phafthto’ fhe- chief ' 
advantage ©T fhls' t5^e“'¥f'-orgi^izatl©n-SLl‘e^ in the 
fact that the college ‘is'ma’d^'e^t^atlonsl'jrenter 
for. the** region., >'fh@.’^gl.oftitUft|ird jflll j -
trHe” Inllfiences and leadftrs'hip 'the" college* iir^its 
effort*’to orgaalae aft e’ffipTeftt' 'eyst’est‘of *religl©fta.«4 
education.- It phoal-d ao'ft'he’ es^ected'lfhat oharchengr,: *; 
in the Outlying districts *¥111's'udireftiy ifepome ' 
itP6erested‘1^ new methods of’boftdftcT;ing'fhetr. phnrph 
Schools. ¥vdn those charches wKicl*Tiavo 'heetf^ftftdey 
the most'direct i'nflftenc’e of'tH€P eb’llege-'lhfe he*eft. *“ j 
slovr "to taico advafttage @f“ new -motho'ds dbitfg 
'rell^ieaB‘w®rk. It ■^hoftld he^^sprocted^v hpwever, 
that a# the Regioaal-*C«llege Board is able to give
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.^sslstaB^tt iftloag-.of .ai^g^iilzatXott and ^■* * 'fc • >i '■' ^ '•*' ^ X-
tharo^ .will-be a gradaaX -IppreYement ija^ 
the pjiara,Qt«p of .th«. w:©rk of. -^be -church .soh0®l7
f.b) W«efe-d.ay sch0®ls* *
•Xik„ .. .^Qip-asiopal college sJioul4 .l^e e^paolally 
Qoncerped about tbe* organisation and •managemenfe of- , 
week ,4ay Bqhoels ,Qf rellglenr ipi© demand for, week^. 
day rollgleas..edupation, espao^l^y tha^.^jy^per
Tao^tton.v is^ 4®yj^®PXng.yerj. ^pldlyj«Qd ,t|ipr.e- la •, 
danger, .th^ the .m^e|aent^ ma^ nojtj .doyelepK-in- linp with, 
■^ke host lntorestaa£--e ducat inn ©r n^Uglon.- Two „* 
tWnge whould bj»; Jcejpt ;,ln mind-; Our weeK~day soheela 
8hqald.rbe real. aoheods and they ahoald te^b rallgion,
perhaps na. *fl«a®minatl«g^*a ediroatloBal
p:r©gram.j?equlres s.bo^ oareftfl edu.oatlpnal plaipilng and 
superTlsien as, la,nece8gary In the .deyelejjmept- ef-^eek 
day sohoqls. ^ Pop'^thls reason the. Re^lonal-Cellf^e 
Bear^ should have direct supervision ©f all week-day 
and vacation .scheols in the territory. The several * 
estate-.dlstrX®ts' Sheald be encouraged ta .developj their 
®^pr®,grams as fully as. possible in-harmony with the 




.TJhe most, important pnooblem of'reli'grotis, «diloati<n
is ta provide thorougir tr^finlng ©er tlfe-teacliers-an^ 
suporTisors of tire varloas .eda'crtioBial''activities.^he 
fact -that the charbli- is ^hegliinihg tc efnlarge <i$B “' 
edacational progratt aboard empha'siaa* tire importance 
of daveloping" an ade^aate aystem eS training schools. 
ETn nyatem of^ bdabation for the masse'S can develop in 
advance of the, systemF of training schools. I^thllo
School .offiaienoy Hid. not ^precede, '^hut-'followed- the 
development. af,,Stir inrormal -solrools. Already we Can Bee 
the safiie resalt; In religloas- edaoation. ‘Where there 
has» hepn ,a fairly* efficient system of training clas'sej 
the' several departments 'of the church schools have 
made oorraspeJading'Improvement, . It would'seSnr, 
therefore', that tpe church oaimof emphasise toe- 
strongly the importance of providing’an 'Oppertunity 
for all hei^- present and future leaders to Sehure .
thorough, training. '< '
Per a number of years the church lias emphasised' 
the Importance of training Classes in thS local''churdl 
and there Is'abundant, evld'ence tba^' the effort'has 
bean justified.- This type of training-’sheald be - 
continued and Improved bat it Is nOt-aiSljCnate to* meet
t
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th«" pre'feem't €eniaHdS'.’'fe-Tliis I'e a day ipedl'allz«d 
tralaiiig aad"^ tli'is' fac% greatly-oeBaplioates-the a
'9f irai'nlag k@r]feers ¥©f-tlie* bliurdfi sekoel. Beceatly 
t&e'Biretlirea'colie]^s''^aTe bega^ to hold short term 
tralaiag oearies and'^hsaaliy these'aeurses have 
eiffered trai&lng'^ for "the varloh’s^departinofiith bf" the 
oharoh schoei hftt^ MXy a small'peroehtiige ©f the' 
vrerfcere have heea ahle^^ to-attbad". *'It-'-ll-evident' 
that'any plan %f teacher fjralaiag which'shall he " 
aleqhate' td‘ me#t the'a#els- mast, \n the^' first ’i)labe, 
he efficleat^frVm’^thw staadpeint of-Its" educational 
vala© ;-'aad In the-tfeoend plkb’ej' lt toast he-available' 
for all who need tralnlai:. *
||
' The ‘fin&I-selatlea-^f  ̂the" teadher'trainii^'P3E0b»* 
lem*tests largely with the c'elld'ge's» There-ere * I 
Various ways by which the colie’ge"'can reach the ^ 
peeple. The easiest way, frem-^the '8taadpelnt%“f the 
'College, .weuld be to' have-all the*.peeple irhe aeVd i
training to come ‘t® the college aad take shch^ ceurses
aa are effeted in the lastItatIda.Since itr-^ls ver^J 
prebahle that ®nly a small per’ceat ©f the tea'dherr*' ' 
and hapervlsers which will he aleeded* for the church
t






J "belleTe tiat' th® ^tg£®^al’*6Sli^l^e %Sard SlkSlijti" 
Immadfataiy t'aKe it'dja t®^“®r|aiigi‘ai*ad6'4a£te eystem 
•f'iralniiig soha^ls'tkr^agiofi-l; “£fii''r®gio]i> ^THesa 
sohaals sliaald 119' §rgSfllz#d®ia 9aoH‘-di#Criot’^w!l<ffeveff 
o'aaditieas jast'lfy'ike affert a&d^^toy sliouiai^'^^Sidej! 
tia'direct'■Bai>erTifeiWthe 6®li’age‘i Thl% 
aot m'eaa that la every ease' the college will hafe te 
proTlde jfall teadhiag faree aad. eqalpaeat fer tfeeae
soheels. . It dees meaa, heweVer-, that feladk'iehoel&i^
* * ^ **■ * ^ ^sheald he aperated' as a 'part ®f' tkl airt«Hl%en work
e# the college ahd ahdW ita sapa^vislW.'r^V'Tel^j^'^ 
fadt that the tralkia^ gAeVlh Vra’"'Operate-Adel: the ji 
dlrecg'foa "er the .eellege'Vj:!! tVWd to Iflgaiiy thV |
rt'Q rJ*’ ..n.v ; ***■' -r-^ iiwork in the eyes of prespectiye' stadoafs and %i11 
eeatrihmte toward the''deTelepmeat e'f'prkfesslhajal *
-“'-5 » * .standards'" ameag all eli^sses' of werktinf.
It is net ie he smppesed hhat the same plah ef
dantacting training soheols will ha appli’eahle t« all
eeotiens ®f the fagien. It will net he'pahsihlf-tit
itt i . ■use the same mithads in remeta sectiens ef the xtgldn
er .r-iwher# transpartatien is diffi'calt* as' can he aled neai
tk® oellege • These diffioalties, h©weT®:^v«d£ kht
hr ^ ^ < ’’ ■ .relieve the cellege ©f its respeaalh^ldty■“^e:^^ admin-*
Isterlng in seme Way te all sectiens ef ’itfe~teytitery]
There ^are great Eo|siMlitiee for training adJXt 
loaders in oonneotlon^with a vacsatlon sohqq^ 
religion. It i? no^t in plac^ here tq suggest: 
.l?arti'oalar Hfthods hat mereljr to jeftirm that the 
iieglonali-Cellege Beard is responslhU for hhliaing,, 
a systeifl of training sohoQls dei^lgned to meet the 
needs of the entire region.> ' > ' ^ ®-t . r ”l‘*r O’
.. , ^’’‘'^‘’-'‘*50°^ ;
will ei^losr a-Field
Director of Religious Education as its oh^ef 
..l^lnlsWlv; cmo.r. ^h. Bear'd w,l,ll appr^, 
ana pollales tut villl Intrust their ereoutlpn to the i 
atpeotor. The Field Mreotop will he .ylrtually m j' 
charge of all^mattore pertaining U the'organization i
- ' '• if u . ' ^ Oj.* '“i ■ (and snperrlsion of the regional nr<
I s . «, . "1 - t. Y , .i, \ of .education,«- t” ■, rVi..•Re3^tion to the college
*̂ 1' ,-i ’ 1.'iTii* h'->- t >
^ The fadt^that the Field'plract.O|. ©f Rellgioas ] 
Eduoatlen is not employed hy .the trustees of the 
college glTee him a dlffeja^t jajln^^frmm p teaohw 
In the Inetltatlon. howeTer, In^reallt^.l;* pljoujld h^J 
joonsiaered on a par with a rogular.pembar.pf.tji^ , i 
faculty. It Is neeaiese to.sayj^t Jhoul^ .hay, a I! 
hroad general eauoatlon and. ‘S_»afll*lon.,j^e I






‘eau^a^ion as would be required of the head of a 
regular-idepartment In the college. He should he re-* 
garde’d'as the colleges qiiltff rBjjWis'eritatlve 
zieia, having in bha^»ge tii4 superVis-i-on of-all-tne-— ’’ 
extensl-en" work of* i’he' inst'i^tuVionl® H^'^ehhhld'l’egkrd 
it as his husiriess’to dethlop’afid stfengthbn" the 
Pi§ia Depaftmeht'to‘thS same ‘extent'that a'memher of 
the faculty wool*! he ekp^cted''*t6'^daY'eU®p‘and" strengtheii 
a regular dephrimeht of“ ins^ractib&’''ih*'^tlie college.
The Director sfohld he honbidered a servaa^ of'thi^ 
entire region and not only* of the college./ I^erhaps' j 
this*‘is ttue in & faio're. definite wa^r than wbui'd he" 
true’'6^ a regular tbJidHer." JBlnce the*Regloha!r"Biar|‘’*"f 
is com^^osed^ of the ‘ admiBietratlVe off icers of the" 
belife’ge’and representatives frSm* the'eevhr'al state 
disthiots, the Field Difectef should^he able to‘'V-^^^ ' 
ahbut'^a'closer union between the college and the 
Supporting bhurches. The whole plan of*regidnaS' 
nbmin'l strati on is deslgnei to acGomplish'this^'e 
if is based upon the- principle that slnbe'^the'^churMy^ 
4re asked to support "the‘boiiege,* the coiiege * should' 
return to the churches the’largest possihie**6erVlbe 
and further upon* the principle, that efficient servioeii 
■iWlll be rallgWftd—hjLA tpor a’willl





2• Buttes ' ^ a f j
!?lie Director will have a wide-range of powers and 
duties. It will he his business t6 make the ddnCation'kl 
pregraa ^erK. threughout 'the' region ‘ "hu^ it will'^he
tmpossitle to i'ay down any-eeyjrS^dtffinite eutllne of 
duties. In additlon^lfco #hd,t has been mentioned ho 
should haye’charge “of'Ihe^f ell owing activities".' '''* ' 
a. Ihspecter for local ■'churcli soholls. ' '
In anotlier chapter w© dtscuised^tli^ import&iioe o_:f * 
a‘standardized program of religious edho&tlon'for the I 
jleoalcbhurhh. TWedoahnot asl the cklege^tV give'oredl| 
fof work dene in a Sunday School or in a' week-day scholjl 
until we can stow the college that'the'work is worthy 
of oredlty. The S'6ate Board of Education and iihe 
StitI University wlll'^nSi |lvr'IJoait fottfcigh' school 
;w©rk until the proper officiai has "inspeoiei the" " * 
particular high school and prohouhcelB it' fal5y up to 
the standard. If standardiWtion'is-to“meah anything 
in the field ©f religious'education it wlil'be necessary
to inspect the work of ear Ideal churph'schoois. 
proper person to do this work will be the Regional 
)irector of Religious Education. iVmy^not be possible 
.or him to visit every school each year but he chn |
1
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1 flI gather much Talaal^le iiiforinat„lop fr.oip the -report& of ^
j A ■*» * ^ ’* *, * p 4. “ • ’ V* V
:the Tarieqe district offIciers.,^ .sh.quld . he^ tha.rxtla
1 5 .% i i' ' 4- ’ ^5:
, however, t^st h.efore any wpj^ is oredi.ted. in. the ., 
college,, th^t _t^e d^lr^ctor should-personally, inspect 
the particular sc^h^ool. ^ He phQ^lft alj^p, prepare, an,.. 
annual report showing the standard,.r.atIpg^pf. «^ch 
Sunday and, mek-*day school. ,, , ,,
' ^r-alfinS3jS.ch0,qil
organize tariouB type,^ o^ Jjralnlgig pchejj^sjEiany of these pcheols will he under his, personal ireotlon while in alJhirsrhhecaanglve only very genera
-3^9old f however", pass, upon the 
haraoter ©f all work^te he predite| ^^.thep^ in. thp 
ollege ^er in the^ tra|nin|^sch0pl, .Jruthe.case^f^
ohurcheB the director should 
•prepare qaestions and assls^b in holding ?xamin4t 1 ons.■ * -^ \ ’ J. i A 4-M2j }** ^ i T 2 U ^ ^Ij ‘■jtn^oert^lB^oasss^ ^t.wlll.te^neo^^sgrjr j
|3upervis0 the grading .J?;fsmlna^iGn^5|L^q^8. „ ,, |j
^Jertifloates from the General^Boara .of ^:^dqpa|i9^^pi: |
l-rom the Regional College shoqld h^ issd.e^ «.up©n„hi6t j| 
ij'e commendation. i
. " ■ * . '* ^ t : .AC I
0. District conventlens and institutes. I
~ *i v'n '■'*■ ' <i , ” • ,t . ' < jl
We can hardly over emphasize, -^jhe Importanca^of
!i
’I
> <5 ,>n* re j’a aaflt*«;5|l
iHsptratlQB 4.:^, t^e ^©f jrellg4qas .education.
~iv«
.W(|,^ra ,enipfeas^4z4ng;,^4r®^ngly„ .th@ JlinpBrtance ,©f prefeqs^ijWaJ.
•|^a,lBiHg Tjut al®ng with the training program sh®aia g©|
1
an tn8plrat.i.ojaa.h ^pi^egiiaia^ .It Trill he ®f little j
adTantage t© h®,i\d .S|S'^em^,f f ^traiirfn^ ^ •
^h®®la aaleq^,w?,^cah. bo. ^nqp^^e^^qas^eeplo^hat theJ 
fill .he willing. A®-hhair-liyes J;® the I
taachihg mlnlatjy_©,4 the church. Jt 4b sYidently .traee
■ ■ j, '• ' ' ’ TZ. A'j-r TJlrl! i“,«r«’hir.j ;i
that-^S^, ®f the ..^.©s^nt^lmtexest ..in^religious edugat^Iea 
can.be traced t® the Sanday Scheel ttanreBtlon pregram' ‘ ■' ‘ “1 ,‘kr /fii'n, < 'JU'^ ■
^he,R®g;i«na^ Dlrecter ,sh®uld arr%n|p f®r h©ldi|jg
freguent district and speelal o©nT®Bti®ns fn his
1 ■ •; i.'* ■ i?,' a fT'iru
|eprlt®py. Speakers *f bread vlsien Bhegld be. ’J/ 0 W,Tr\K- £ ^ V-,. Ic'l '.1 t: t 06iv
secared s© that ypung people may be inspired with the
'—-■f 6'i‘ ■“■*-p , xt- It cTifuisxij 1 rut ‘'"^Sv
desire t©.prepare themselTes to pender the largest3- nixTl ’'■ rivr% it •
seryiQe t® tb® church.tr. CSs t . f’^V '%> y if . Ji t 'Sf-' T’'*’' < * ^ f '“j ’ f.
In.sectien's ®f the r@gi®n where it is difficultctj v.:vv'"4ni * ttc . j-arr- e-
t® 3®ndaet a training, scheei,,it may be pesslbl© t®
'6 T.'; ai .tO t# t.r&TP^V./ "f.. ‘ •« if *-.11
h®l$..a.hh®rt teacshfr's. institute. The plrecter will :
be^ab|.e *t. oertaln times ef the year te hare teams" ‘ -- «hv clraetC?, '^jrs; j, *xcps^1“
gq ®|it. frem the oellege t® gire instruction in such
T, -a.,.. - S' • acTolap'sd *.3 * i--r^ - t
institatep. Where'this plan is. fallowed it will be
' ...t ! vx V .> - .;. i.s ,,”.4 f ;jj j er-nc-rcl ©i
pesstbj.e fap the werkers fnem seyersl churches te meet. -S. ' . I . •





days ©f inteasive training. Th^’s will he an additional 
means, of tringin^ professional leadership from on^ 
college in touch with the more remote sections of the 
region^
d. Expressional actirities.
The Regional Director shop Id J)e able ta aspl^t 
the sereral districts in derelop^lng proper expressional 
actirltles. This does not refer only to forms of 
. expression work used in connection with teaching the 
lesson hnt has particular reference to the Tari©a.s
organized class aotirities and other forms of group 
expression under the direatioj^ of the church school.
In the training spheols and ins-^itutes an effort should 
he made to stross the gree^t Impoirtance of self expmssi^n 
in character derelopment. It is eridently true that 
no education Is yaluahle until it. is. set at work. It il, 
therefore, imperatiTe. tfcht we rfcegnize this f^ct in ©u;* 
educational organization. Where the district organization 
is not ahle. to properly organize and superyise
®^P^®ssional work in the local church, it should become 
the work of the Regional Director. Tho nxpressional 
program should, of course, he dereloped in harmony with! 
the policies and standards of the Gnneral Board of 
Bonation.




regional erganizatien Is based apen the principle ©f the 
essential anity ©f the denomination's educational progran. 
There should be n© abrupt break between higher and 
elementary religious edacatien. The entire deneminatienlil 
program gan be justified ©nly in the interest of furthering
. (j
I religion, and It is, therefore, fitting that there should 
be the closest cooperation between the different educational 
agencies. The fight of the bollege to lead in the organ 
i^ation and superrlsion of all elementary schools should 
be recognized, because it is upoir the elementary church 
schools that the college should fundamentally rest. I 
am of the opinion that the future’ success of religious 
education in the Church of the Brethren will depend 
largely upon her ability to organize efficient educationrl 
Ipr©grams in local churches. The college, therefore, oanji 
well afford to pay attention t© this part ©f the program*
The details of administration here suggested are giren 
as an humble attempt t© secure a plan of Organization 
which will guarantee professional, leadership and democratiio 






lb# -Geaeral, C«nfereace kae l®itg Tee^gHi^d tkat t 
state distriot is as appreprlate «nlt fer admiaisteriag 
a religieas edaeatiea pregrain. la fact, until Tery 
reoeatly, tke distriet was the ealy -uait respeasikle 
fer aetirely premetiag tkis werk ia lesal ekurokes. Tke 
purpese ©f tkis chapter is te skew'^tkat tke enlarged 
pregram ®f the General Beard ef Edaqatien and the 
ereatiea ©f a distinctly new piece ©f machiaqry, in tke 
regional ©rganlzatiaa, sheuld net ia any way render an 
efficteat district ©rganizatien tinaeoessary.
The regienal'erganizatlea skeuid regarded as an 
agency ©f ceeperatien, whsse chief fu:ncti©a'ls t© "place 
at the dlspesal ©f the cListrici tke edaqatiepk^ researcei 
©f tke college. While tke Reglenal Direoter sheuld'he 
respeasihle fer Inspeotiag leoal okarch sckeels and 
week-day soheels, ke skeald B®t he-fespeas’ikle'for
.» »S« ^ * .*31^
general premet ion or detailed superrisien ia local chare! les.
except where the district.-Is anahle to maiatafn an
fK * =effectiTe ergaaizatien. Tke district will, ^ierefore,
J m
hare ceasiderahle freedom in doTeleping its pregram.
-I8l-
hewever, it" should^w#rk la harmony with the pellcy ®f 
the Qeneral Behrd of Edohhtlon and in oeeperatlen with 
i the regional erghhizatioh. _
1. The flan of ©rganination
1. District. Board wf Religion's Edqoatlon
\ The oharches- of the several state districts have 
long recognized their joint responsi'bli.ity for church 
extension in the form of mission work and each district 
has organized Its homo,mission hoard. Some districts 
have tied their Sunday Schools t* their mission hoards, 
while others have organized independent hoards of 
religious education. The fact is, however, that a numhe 
of the districts have made no adequate provision for
r
promoting religious education. The nature of an 
eduoatlenai program is such that it cannot he effectivelf 
administered as an adjunct of any other program. When-
Pever yon make a mission hoard responslhle for promoting !ii
education you always have the prehahility that some I 
memhors of the hoard who are enthusiastic about missions 
may not he equally enthusiastic aheut education. Te
]say the least, such an arrangement always means a 
I divided respensihility and a divided interest, andti - , •
cannot result most favorably either to missions or 
education.
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RfUgious is of sufflolent Importanoft thatjj
it shoalfl B«t te Bw’btraimated t© any ©ther Int^reafT | 
The task ©f teaohing ohliaren s© that they will net g» I 
wreng, should be reoegnlzed as oetrdinate, in lrnp©rtanco|',
with referming adults who hate, already gone wrong. I f
(iam ©f the ©pinion that in„®rder t© qare -properly f@r thflj 
detailed .problems of ra|4flQUS .adaoatlen that each jj 
district should organize ,a Beard of Rellgleus Edafiatlon.'l 
This Beard should be appointed by the district conferenceI
and should be responsible for deteleping a program @f 
religious education in keeping with the neords and
I
financial ability ©f the district. The Beard should, ;i 
of course, have the right t© raise sufficient funds te ' 
carry on its .work. I
S. The District ..Director
The Beard, will employ a District Dtrecter .©f 
Religious Education, whose principal work will -be to 
asfsist the churches to. organize more efficient ^ „ 
educational programs. Oensidering the present number 
Of church schools, and only counting these districts 
which could reasonably be expected t© support their ewn* 
erganizatien, it would seem that a directer would lave 
anywhere from SO te 60 schools under his superTislon.
It is needless to say that such a task would nail for a
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p«r89a harlmg aiamgual bapaolliy t« flb affeptly© werk "by 
axpeadlBg a mia'igiain and 0ff®rt, la aay eaa pla'ce,
a. His w*rk -®a Saalday
Tka kept tlma 'far t¥©. direct®r t® d® kls'>«rk
will "be ®a Sttnday, T¥1b‘ will ka tra® whether his prtkle:
is eKteasl®a ®r saperrislea. He eiiher^method :|?111 eaakl
the director t© s® tk'eraaghly aad'orstand the edaoatioaal
pr®klems 9tf the sere^al 'ahai'.cK 's^heola as ,iteii«^otaally
see them in •peraftlea. After fhe director- has, eet«a a. •
8ch®el in eperatiea he will then k© akle^ t®, intelligeatl
w®rk with the chhroh in ah effort t® impnere the local
|eda@atioaal program.
.k. His work on week-days.
It sheald not ke sappesed that Sandhy is the
only “time the-dfirOeter ©an df offectire work. The" ld.eal
plan weald Tie for the director‘to Tlslt^ a .school on
Sanday and remain the following week, or long enoagl-t®
gire saoh practical asslstfinoe as 'may ke ’neeessary.
(a) Cenferenees.
It may ke dlfflonlt to get large groaps togethe
on week-days kat there can he -no ketter time -fer^-heldlng
a namkor of important conferences. These conferenbes
may ke with groups or with in'd 1^1 duals. It will eften- 






















oertain leaders to the idea, that a-new pregragi is 
necessary. Perhaps a, day spent with the elder-©f-^he 
cengregation er superintendent-of the chnrph school will 
ge a long way toward shearing the desired results-. The 
director will also need to hold conferences with the 
official heard. We hare t®0 leng looked upon th© ohurci
I
school as a side issue to the other work of the church,i 
The director’s taks will he to get the whole church-
i
Ij solidly behind everything which is-undertaken and the
LI proper way to secure this result will he to go through 
the official heard.
I(
Much of our failure in the past has been duo to the 
tendency to hurry over this work in the effort t© 
cover a large field, and to depend top much upon, the 
public address to accomplish results, I helleye thehe 
is great value in the small cpuferenoe, and I believe 
also that when a director gees into a church that he 
■ should stay long-enough to s.o thoroughly organize his 
plans that, they will he carried out.
I (h ) Pollow-up work
The Director should kedp in the closest touch with
; every church school. When he goes into a church he iiI ''I should assist the local workers to plan a definite-'-pieo^
I ■!










’•wliat r«eul,t« ,aa*e 'betmg atfeempilisheau rid.§/'s?il-l m®€m thiit 
.tk® .fliret}t®r .will hay® t@ d® maok ef kis ,w®rlc kyy 
g®rr©sp®aa®ae®. He. may. sametimes kaye t® muk®. extra 
Visits te carta in sckeela* In. ©rder- t® assist la 
carrying ®at s»^© “pJxttoalar task, sjt is aeedless t®. ^ 
say "tkat ke sk®aia ‘BteetT® fr^qaent yejparts fr®m. sack 
«ch®®l and in. add.ltlei^ t® tk«' rtgcClar repert, ke ;sk®ald 
-als.® receive sack “spepflj^l reperts as .shall k,® neQessary^
A system ef .-detailed super^rlslen f ®r-a Bumher of qkarpk 
scheels can be carried ©.Rt- e^aocessfu-lly, ©nly in pr«p®rt: ©n 
as the dlreoter is able t® keep; in Jirept f»eoh with ^ 
each, spheel.
11.- The Seed .ef-a District .Organizatien^
The noejd ef jen. effective dlstplpt ®rganizati0n 
expresses Itself In- tar® waysj^ vi?.. ^or pnem®tlng 
.extenslen w®rk and asj an agency ^for- injprtjlng the.
preaent pregram.
1. Extenslen werk^
The church has a wider edaeational- respensiblltty 
than simply t® teach kerown children. While, the. eharch 
Jaas leng fecegnlzeud. her re'spensiblllty f®r preclaimijag 
the gespel t® these whe- are unsaved,' she has- streesad, 
.preaching and net teaching as the meet effective,'.means- 






makes -the church respessihle for evangeltzatl ‘̂ 
Emphasizes teaching as the natural means of accomplishing 
the desired results. It should he ohserve’d also that 
the command to teach pfeoedies the cemmahd te baptize.
The chnnoh has rather- placed the emphasis upon baptizing!
people, taught or untaught, and the result has been that
4many have oenje into the church under pressure af an 
evangelistic appeal rather than from any clear cenceptiei 
of the nature of Godt.aM religion, or a desire .to serve 
in the Kingdom. This reference Is not made for the 
purpose of-distinguishing betvreen the relative Importancjs 
of what we commonly term education and etangelization. 
Both are valuable forms of church extension and both 
should have the hearty support of the church/
One point *n favor of a district supporting'ah-' 
educational program is thet all e’ducatl nal effort is' 
directed chiefly to the child. Religious educations 
rests upon the doctrine of Idfeals and seeks to glte the 
child such a desire te follow the Ideal^personallty^of 
Jesus that all of his conduct will be motivated in ** 
terms of this ideal. Is It nof reasonable to believe
that teaching can be made as effedtive a means of extendt 
Ing the Kingdom in the home land as It Islh the foreignS 




oh.iXdz'oii &'t tt missiofi'int; "bo as frni'tftil a moans of 
building up a ohurcb ad a tw* weelts retlvail meeting? 
Would it net fils# be true that, having been thereughly 
taught the principles of religion, a larger peafcent if 
these children would come into the church prepared to 
live in harmony with the Christian spirit?
I am of the opinion that we would mafce much 
greater progress in building up churchesr at nrisslon 
points if we would emphasiz'd the value of Christian 
teaching. Christian growth demands that yeung peeple 
be taught before and after they come int© the church.
You cannot expect an individual 'to remain leyal to a 
principle or cause unless he has had suffloleat knewledg^ 
abeut that cause to impel him to valtre'lt above evefy 
other.- It req.ulred more than three years of the closest 
p'ersonal contact f#t Jesus to teach his amall group ©f 
disciples so -that they would remain loyal. In the midst 
ef our complex life. Can we reasonably erxpe'ct to "extend 
the ^lagCani in ^ way that will be permanent unless we 
first teach the peeple the true moanifig of the kingdom.
2. In leoal churches.
a. lack of educational ideals.
There is not better way to get a picture #f the 
efficiency of the average'church-schoel than to compare
I
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It with the pahlic scheel ef the. same oemmaialty. The 
puhlio scheel may aet he aptt® the stamdara hat' 
asually eatclasses the lecal charch soheel jfrem the 
staadpeiat «f huilding, eqaipmeat, teaching force, and 
general edaeational ideals. It is te he regretted that 
Christiaa parents do not place a higher ralae en the 
religioas twainiag of their ehildi^en and at laast provide 
for them as good an opportunity to secure a knewledge of 
religion as the state offers in any othol* sahject* The 
fact is, however, that our charch schools arccoften 
conducted in such a way as to violate every principle 
of modem edaeational practice and with little thought 
aslto aim and purpose of religious instruction. The 
present inefficiency ef religious edueatlen In lecal 
churches should he a sufficient argument to justify a 
district organiZatle^.
h, voluntary leadership.
The majority ef church schools have te depend 
wholly upon, voluntary workers, thich fact necessitates 
wven closer supervision than is required in the puhlie 
schools. The Ideal plan for our larger churches would 
he to secure a whole time director ef religious efluoatie:! 
and make him respenslhle for all the edueatlenal work 
of the church. This would only he in keeping with what
ijany pregm s s iyje e^jamuB itv jg
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Qhil(lr«n*s general education, in a oommunity;' having 
^00 children ef school age, public sentiment dees not 
only Justify employing a director or principal, but a 
sufficient corps of teachers t© guarantee efficient 
instruction. While it should not be considered impossib 
at all for many of the congregations of the Church of 
the Brethren to employ a director ©f religious 'education 
|we cannot at present leek t©' this plan f©r a solution 
of the educational problems of the ‘local church. I 
Ibelieve that the plan which is immediately practical 
jis fer the several local churches of a state district 
to intrust the details of organization and supervision 
jto a district director ©f religious education.
According to the statistics of 1918 there were 
|34 districts having more than 1000 pupils enrolled in 1jhi| 
church schools. In 22 of these districts the enrollment 
was above 2000, in 13 above 8000, in 10 above 4000, and 
in 8 above 5000 pupils. Thdse facts should be sufficiep 
to uonvince any thoughtful pprson of the need' of a 
district supervisor fer religious education. The fact 
that these pupils are scattered over a wide territory 
^ould, of course, make it impossible for a single 
supervisor to do Justice th any one school, but in'the 
absence ®f a skilled supervinor in the local school, sue!
I
an ®ffioer would Ire ©f the greatest serTlce* to the j 
churches of the. district. " I
I It' should he added that the district dlreqtei^s 
I ability t® help 'a locarl phurch, will be determined in I 
large measure -by the church's capacity appreciate ! 
the need of assistance. Ne dlrecter can be of much I 
▼alue t® a church until the church really desires to “ 
iroprere its pr®gram and oemes t© appreciate the value Ip
of prefesslonal leadership. The director will not I
i.presume ithepr®m®te new methods in advance •f sentimett 
I t® Justify them. Hie aim w-lll be* t© oeOperate and lead I 
every church ®f the district t© ^ee the- value ef adeptlnjfe 
a meAern pregram.
111. Objeptlvos' in the Local Church'. " j
There fcay be those who are skeptical concerning. j 
I the importance of a district having a whole time 
director of religious education. Te many it is-doubtles j 
lan honest question as to hew a maaccould find ©meugh 
werk t® eccupy his time in supervising the church school! 
®f" a state district. The purpose of the fellowing \
discussion it te consider very briefly and yet rather |
jOencretely*seme-©f the objectives which a district 
|directer would seek to aceomplish in each church schoel.
;1. The Children's Division
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The C^ildi*en»s DlVlslen iaclades-all the chlldrea 
ef the cha^oh soheel -wh® are ander twelye years ef age. 
The last half ef this peried- may be oalled the geldea 
aj|e_f®r teachlar reilgieh. It is a peried when habits
are easily formed aad Whatever' makes an impression upea 
ihe mind ef the child during this peried is rarely 
ever erased. It -is", thorefere, ef the greatest imperta^ce 
that the werk ef this dividien be thereaghly efficient. 
m. Organ fzatiea
It is eae thing te study the theery ef 'Sunday 
Soheel erganizatiea frem'beeks and quite another -thing 
te apply the theery te yonrewn preblems'.. This’ is 
where the Direeter can be ef the ”’|freatest service. 
Having had an eppertuaity te“study t¥e* vhrieus preblems 
ef the particular soheel he will be” able te* assist "ia
outlining a workable pldn ef erganizatien. Jf t£e 
division is suffioiently iarge it should be organized 
with four departments, nursery, kindergarten, primary 
and junior. Should hhere “hot be enough thildrea to 
warrant such close grading, there will still be the
problem te determine upon fhe best tjTpe ef organization 
for the particular soheel. The Bireoter carf'als© be-©f 
■fche greatest service in selecting and training the
officers ef the several departments. It is evidently
hUiV-ei- fairly' ef£l-e^ient°
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a«parAiD«ataX trtaaizatlaas, but. as eapb, they hare 
failed t® fuBction because the ©fficers have had ae 
preper ceaceptien ef their task. It will be the 
baslaess ®f the Director t# w®rk ia such ol®se caeperatl^: 
with the effloers ef the varieas departmeats that they 
will be able te appreciate mere fully the value ef 
departmeatal erg^aaizatiea aad will be able te develep 
prefessieaal skill in haadllng the sugges.ted pregram. 
b. Equipment.
Ia the majerity ®f iastaaoes the church buildings 
ef the deaemiaatioa are furnished fer the use ef adults. 
Even in many churches which are cempanatively new, the 
reams and furaitare are ill adapted fer edaeatienal 
jpurpeses. If we reeegaize the fuaadmental differences 
ef ohilddea in the s.everal departmeats, we mast als® 
reoegnlze that each department will req.ulre different 
|faraitare and equipment. This dees net mean that there 
is net great similarity running threugh the whele 
divisiea but it dees mean that tables, chairs, pictures, 
etc., which weuld be apprepriate in'the kindergarten 
department weuld be whelly eut of place in the .jualer 
department.. The Directer will be able te. impress .upea 
the leaders the impertance of previding. apprepriate 
equipment fer each department .and he will alse be abl6 





urealize the maximam resultc! 4.1.
= M .. expenaea.^ 0. Methodology
A great deal has beea said 4- 4..
m-4.v ^ about the poor■methods which are used la our churei. v 
faot la ^-1, 4. schools, bat theis. that most schools use about 4.
^ ^ saperiHtendeiit or teaoh^-rL teacher may read about
, Particular *th„a «r arer Wr It aisouasea lu a
poavaatloa , aaa yet be wholly unable to apply it to
■: —• - --ct pirei: 1:;
■; V"” with the rarloua
feaohers and officers in
1, v, ® that he will
rtle to iwtr.auee hew methea= lu a >,
wav tbativk ^ “ “hhhlngfuli ^ thatlthey oaambe arpllea to aavantav. o
ia.partu.eht. ®«vahtage a»ee.bh
J fa) Instruction
I The Director will ipjeed be a tral., e ,
Be will, however not dew a teaohere.
***' tewt',bo.fc ahd the 1olass recitation as his hrir„< ,
Bather, he will uao the 1 b
*111 be to give such o and his aim '
-a toacher can w.rh out^er own^ bT
ahlldren He w.n Pr.hlems with her own ,
111 nbt disregard the theory which tb ' 
teacher may already have nett , ,
era hooks but he wmendeaver to mterprot the theory and give ,t '
^ ____ ^ it meaning
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jwhe.appxi.a to partloalar prowess. i
' '= kn<,„ how t. tell a atery effocttrely, ]
will be able to aret ■miMovn*if IB th ,H . ^^slatanee fror, the Blreotek
j the «hio, departmeht the teacher la pot able *
CrH study, the I
J = “t. t7 a Staple suggeetlon s,ay he able to ppt !
--- - ^00. he .u^eae i
.|t0 try to enumerate all the wave a rn 4.
ys a director may aid
,U. r...... „ ... .........
j T ant that the read te better tradhing is by the 
iway Of efficient superTlslon. 
fTj) Expression
; Mary Church sch.ols ehject to Graded Lessens '
. aoanee they do not haew how to use the erpressional '
,«rh. This le a pr.hle. which „„st he handled
I In each department of the Cbn^ , ^^ Children's Dlvlsln^,s. here again there la need for the cl„ ^
>f the Blrecter Every t . ‘““Parvlslon ,
aahle the church ach.ol hut net every teacher 
hnows how to selaot- I
far use m he d «PProprlate ,( aepartmest apd which win have p.altlv, '
;; «teus value. The aa»e „ay he said of the a ,




tts«a -f.r seduririg «xpr*ssi«ii- fr.m the ohlldrezi.
(q) Worship
T« a.ndaot * w.rsUp serrlce in the Oh'lWreii’s ! 
Blrlsl.n re,nines, oarefm study .and seleotfen ef the I 
material. The superintendent has the preblem ef Just I 
what sengs and eorlptur'e are appreEf^te fer' use In 
her department, ftlle the- Blreetor 7lll be able t. 
assist in seleotlng appreprlat. material far the seyeral 
«epartments his-greati^st serrloa will be in Sralnlng I 
the teachers te acquire sllll in handling the material.
A serrloe ef warship appreprAAte for each department is 
act beyend the raahh ef the aVeraga soheel -but this 
ideal will not usually be 'attained without' the help 
ef sWllea superTlslon in the local-church, 
a. Supplemeatary sessions.
It is generally recegnlsed that one of the gr'.atesl 
a-lffloultles with the present Sunday School program 
is the lack of tine for teaching. This fact has 
|f»n.ished conyentlon speakers with much Taluable materia 
|hut the UTerag, sch.el has net been able ie get beyesa 
|the one hear program. I't „ni be ef little adrantag*
;fer reformers te cry out against certain faults of the 
phurch' Bche.l unless they haee something better to 
propose, neither will there be anything accomplished
by siniply pirsp^sl^^' a**program wfelcli tlae I60I1I. workers 
a» m®t kaew feow t® •pefate. We must hare theery, bat 
jth®ery aleae Is ef little ralae. We mast b® able t®
,apply the theery t'e .the practical preblems ®r each sohe®:
^a) Mere time ®n Sunday
It is •ft®a triite tfeat in tke average Sanflay 
jSckeai time,- whiok might'be used f®r teaehlng, la.
acthaily wasted. This 'is espooially true ©f the •- 
Qhiidraiais Divisisa. Ik* mhny scheels th^ ohildrea ef
this divisiea are c'empelled t® et-tend the g'e^eral wershij
I ^Bervieef, whlbh is usually oeaducted f®r adults. Where 
such Is the case, the ©hildrea oeuld use this time much 
laere prefItabieilf they were greuped to themse-lves, 
where they oeald reeeive iasiiact'ioa 4a wership which 
they could appreciate. The fact that we have commealy 
[been using ealy an hear an S^unday, is net sufficient 
reasen that we could net 'use a I'enger-parlod. In fabt 
many schools have lengthened the period in- the Children*-! 
tivlsion from ©no hour te as much as two hears. It sheul 
be recognized, hewever, that a longer-pearied will only 
complicate* matters, unless “the local workers know h®^ 
jt® use the extra-time te .advantage. Whferevkr a ’Chtirch 
s able to provide a longer period fe't Instruction, the 
ireoter will assist the local' woi^karncto build a* prograj
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;^Moh Will b» appropriate for the time allowed.
^ ^eek-day session
J K 13 Oftep pesalhle for a departmept to held '
‘ especially helpful
the Jppior departmept. fhe extra aesai.p may, h.
( 3Bed for hdth ipstrootiep apd expreasiop. it pheald he ! 
®PP®reiit/, howeTe?* +1104- v^lapa f ‘ a3partmept whopld mah, S
,jPlans for week-day sesslow 1+ x. '
I: , should have certain '•
, se for the department to meet ubI.bo 4+ 
j zuoe-c, unless it meets -Pnr.
The Plrecter can ffivo^in«v-, ------
w palpable serrloe at thlfe
|P»lnt becaase Tory few soheola will he able *« tb
II to buJi/4 o aoj-e, 9f themselvfes,iiTJo build a program which willwiii preperly correlate the
week-day session with the reaulnT. o 4 •'
«aoh..l. ® “>»-ch
I I
fo; Weei-day apd Taoatlon aohools.
. Blreotor ahoula oeoperate with :
^-el3Plhd «eh-day ahd '
,-oatiop aoheela. bat it ia eridept that aa the mexemept:
er.wa Shat the liatriot Director „iii aiJireotor will become ajmeat
»^.lly reapepaible for pr.motip, this worh ip hia diatri^t
3 - ay achoola apart from the mapagemept of the local ' 
■oWh. fhere will be mapy copgregatiopa which wil ^
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.oa asslata.0, m their pr.^ra. ana in
aleotlng trained markers te carry It out. m atrang 
letrlcta where the heard la ahle to eperate a pregra.
Taeatlen achoela at mission points, the Mreotcr ’ 
'111 hare direct charge of the work, it will he hla 
'aalnees to care for all the details of proc.tlon and ,
o ©rganizo the schools uador hisuMuor nis close personal
aperrlslon. hs stated In a former paragraph, there 
a instances where In the Interest of econecy and 
«lolancy It will he aflylalhle to operate racatlon 
l^oola under the dlrectlensdftthe regional organisation.
« this is done the Blstrlct Blrect.r will hare ne
>SS work to do, hut will work inixx work in closer cooperation
th the larger uni-(j.
_Yeang Peop]e»s
The twelre years covered hy the Young People's
divided Into three departments; Intermediate 
>lor and Yeung People's. Phese groups are based ' 
■h the fundamental laws of individual development 
eaoh department -has Its own characteristic needs 
prohlems. without any attempt to discuss the details 
hhg People- organisation I wlli^ehticn the
tawing factors as among these which should receive 






.' “ to holla an effieient pn.grat. In the ohliar. • '
''Division and fall +n Children's
Vh. rail , **'"""®’‘ “''‘I'^eenoe.jj ^ llgious instruction f©r each fl- + ^
r-bp -u ^ department should
: ®’'®“-«tei>lzea by daflnlteneas of alrn . e *
"Ihstnnotlon shonla ha a. p„ae t a 
;W«al fon the penaenal «r.ot <
«ha Maat ‘ooeptance of ohrlat. as Sayl.ny i
-a«aatet. ** tHoae nho have alneaay acc.ptea desos *
^a appeal sheula ha airootea t.nara Ohw '
and TJ®ward Christian grwwth I
; oentlnnea reo.gnitipn of ohrlst as the laeal -
^®rson. The partlonlar netheas ana eh *
:Vlll Tary „ith th, Ihstnact.i,ary with the several aepartments bat the •,
jfunaaa,entally the same.____to ae i "
h... . ^ aavelep and train yeans '
(llfo for the Klngaom. ®
i' , Expressional actiritles. '
edaoatlonal pr.grao. m the Toans Pe.ni . '
PlTlslon shoaia reoesnlv. th Jaaple’s
if .vprese, ,prlnol 1 '■•ep taaght the !
|>2^inciples of tfalth b«*Tio»«T
apd kindred vlrtaes ’ It i h'”^^’ ‘«therh..a'.
aeslre toZ 1 "h ~
repress these virtues in aot^ t,4»
^arrlce. ]jo better way can be fund to P^^°tlc41
*- ^ * promote church i
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‘ oya y than to tl, young peopi.-p intopoata to a®e
orm Of ueeful serTloe. it is douhtlase true that
Of out t.iselonarl.3 ana .ost pno^mont ohunoh
loeaopa aro ahle to tPaoo tholy first aoflnlte Intoroat'
Christian wort to so™ humble task which they
performed In the local ohnroh It v
“»y ©nly to redd '
' ^ scripture, or to offer a '!
ler a sentence praytr,
®r to make a short taiir
^ ^ Of associates;the fact that the hoy or vy girl has actually giTe]a
expression to his own religious feeling cannot help hut'
resn t m a dedpenlng of his gr.wlng religious Interest’
cm Of the opinion that the logleal unit M
erganlsatlon for empresslonal aotlyltl.s Is the regular
aepartment.of the church school. Where the young
Peoplais Division Is too small to organise hv a
4 4. ^ rganize by departmentsthe unit for expressional activity win 4-
« . aoxivity will naturally become
. the organised Bliss or some hemblnatlon of •.
cDinatlon of classes with- 
in the division. This, -niova e. 'hlB plan guarantees aeolose
oerrelatlon between Instruction and enures.,
41 ana expression and it
L!e° r‘"‘" "" =^«--nal activities shall
Phe dlst* rr°"* »^»°««onal erganlsatloni
®‘«°tor will have nor more Important
task that to promote and supervise the e
i^ervise the expressienal




0. •Training classes |
In addition to tlie practical training whiofe 
young people secure througH expressional actiTities. J 
the aiTision program should preyide a definite 
opportunity for training in leadership. Ho tetter time , 
can he found to train leaders for the church than durin4 
5 the period when they are in high school or college. The ,
’’ fact that it is se difficult t© get older people to 
"'adequately prepare for their work in the church should J 
^emphasize the impertance of training classes in the l!
"Young People's PiTlsion. This part of our training ^
■1 system is wholly under the management of the local |
Ichurch, and should have the direct superrision of the ^ 
llDistrict Director. It should not he urged that all the 
’|y©ung'peeple necessarily pass through the training 
“classes hut all those who show reasonable promise ®f
'i "
leadership whould he urged to do so. 'i
I a. other activities !'
p
'■ The l®cal church should operate through the ,,
II ■* ■'
Young Peepin’s Division a program of secial activities 
and recreation. The church is just beginning to !
recognize the value ©f thse forms of education in i
pharacter development, and practlally the entire program i 
Vill have to he built up from the beginning. The Dlrectra^
will assist ckHrchss t© ©rgaaiz* programs salted t® 
tkeir aeeds and in harmeny irlth tke p©llolss and staadai 
®atlla©d by the General Beard @f Eduoatien.
8. Adalt Birisien
The Blroeter will be-able t® assist the Adalt 
DiTisien te eperate mere effeotiyely rarious f®rms ef 
specialized activity. A partlcalar task will be te 
•rganize and build ap adalt Bible classes in evsry 
charch. Parent training classes and teachers asseclatiol 
sheald be erganlzed and a general campaign te inlist the 
interest ©f all adalt members ef the church should be
Inaagarated. The very life ef the scheel is ©ften 
determined by the sappert it receives frem the adalt 
members of the church. The best way te seeare this 
sappert will be te have a large number of people actaall 
enrolled in the Adalt Division. I t may be taken for 
granted that a str'ong Adalt Division will have the effec
•f strengthening the entire educational effort of the 
church.
I believe that an efficient district erganizatienj 
is necessary fer the proper prometien and supervlsjon I 
,ef rellgleus edacatien in the local church. Jt is I 
Apparent that net all ef the distrlcts will be able te
properly care fer their work through their district
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ror.anlaatlo.s. and wl^ar, suoh Is t.e cas. t^e raglonal 
; „.,anl.atloa ahould o»»perate to auol> an e.tant as ^7 
'' o>.v to insure an efficient program. Tlie aim
1 -be necessary to insure
dm -hA to develop the educational , of the District Director will he to deTolop
»V, tn Its hlehest efficiency. He . program of erery charch to Its nignes ,
'will not go among the churches as a dictator, hut In a
true spirit of helpfulness he will endeavor to serve
a 4-v JintiaiTeqt of & mors efficient ^_the church in the interest oi a. . ^
educational program. •
I' ’
I
